JAN BEATTY
"I believe there are open doors in everybody. If the teacher, if the class, if the student next
to them finds a way to tap on that door and that door opens, everything's possible. I really
believe that. People have unlimited possibili es."

ZEN OF TIPPING
from Boneshaker

MY MOTHER AND AUNT CHARLOTTE TALK
DISASTERS AT SCHMOTZER’S VILLAGE BAKERY
from Boneshaker

My friend Lou
used to walk up to strangers
and p them—no, really—
he’d cruise the South Side,
pick out the businessman on his way
to lunch, the slacker hanging
by the Beehive, the young girl
walking her dog, and he’d go up,
pull out a dollar and say,
Here’s a p for you.
I think you’re doing a really
good job today. Then Lou would
walk away as the ppee stood
in mys fied silence. Some mes
he would cut it short with,
Keep up the fine work.
People thought Lou was weird,
but he wasn’t. He didn’t have much,
worked as a waiter. I don’t know
why he did it. But I know it wasn’t
about the magnanimous gesture,
an easy way to feel important,
it wasn’t interrup ng the impenetrable
edge of the individual—you’d
have to ask Lou—maybe it was
about being awake, hand-to-hand
sweetness, a chain of kindnesses,
or fun—the tenderness
we forget in each other.

Did you read that when they found him,
he was missing both arms? My mother eyes the nut horns.
Isnt that awful, and he had a ten-year-old daughter
who iden fied the body, can you imagine?
My mother squeezes the sandwich buns, frowns.
I’ll tell ya, if you don’t get here before 10:00
on senior ci zens’ day, there’s nothing le .
I know, said my Aunt, Did you hear they found
the black box for flight 8oo? She turns to the cashier
and says, Are you all out of sliced egg bread?
My mother heaves a sigh toward the sweet rolls:
Those kids saved for two years for that trip
with bingos, car washes. You never know when
you’re gonna go. She orders some s cky buns.
Aunt Charlo e se les on the sliced white:
Mildred, they found his arms in a trash bag,
stuﬀed in a dumpster, can you imagine?
I knew they’d find them. A pair of arms.
You go outside to empty your trash and see arms.
I can’t believe this, will you look at these
shelves? Now there’s nothing le for us.

JAN BEATTY’s chapbook Ravenous won the 1995 State Street Prize. Her poems have appeared in
journals such as TriQuarterly, Gulf Coast, Court Green, and Best American Poetry 2013 and in many
anthologies. She is the managing editor of MadBooks, a small press that has published a series of
books and chapbooks by women writers. Bea y hosts and produces Prosody, a public radio show
featuring the work of na onal writers. She has lectured in wri ng workshops across the country, and
has taught at the university level for over 20 years. Bea y directs the crea ve wri ng program at
Carlow University.

DELICIOUS
from The Switching/Yard
I’m looking for clothes to put my body in. At the family gathering, my sisters-in-law
wear sundresses & strappy sandals, which are lovely, & it’s sunny out, but the Kenneth
Cole men’s shirt I got on sale seems out of place, like the way I need to wear a lot of
metal that can double as weapons if needed & ever since I cut oﬀ all my hair years ago
to avoid being mistaken for a woman who wants a man in Dockers, I search websites for
men’s shoes & shirts to fit, stores for men with elegant small feet, who I imagine to be
my cosmic brothers, then one sister-in-law talks about the new baby, the new baby, so I
switch to the men’s talk about the new Camaro, the new Camaro, & the NFL’s jacked-up
penal es on hi ng, but always swing back to the women, who have a watery way
about them I love, who are talking about the zesty seasoning for the bean salad, which is,
in fact, delicious.

MY FATHER TEACHES ME TO DREAM

DREAMING DOOR

from Boneshaker

From Red Sugar
FOR DON

You brought donuts in the morning of our first days and
we watched the great rivers through my South Side windows/everything
swelling, we ate in the turquoise kitchen and opened the dreaming door:
our Pi sburgh rolling by on the coal barges, the P&LE car ng steel
to the s ll-rising ci es of the West, a couple speedboats
running the dirty summer Monongahela,
you on your way to work. I said no one’s ever
been this nice to me as I walked you the 52 steps down
from my third-floor apartment, you lted your head,
looking at me in a way I’d never seen:
like I was the most sublime person,
your blue eyes seeming truly puzzled:
I haven’t even started to love you yet,
and at the door the world barreling through—
this me with gi s, fierce fires,
and planets of luck.
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You want to know what work is?
I’ll tell you what work is:
Work is work.
You get up. You get on the bus.
You don’t look from side to side.
You keep your eyes straight ahead.
That way, nobody bothers you—see?
You get oﬀ the bus. You work all day.
You get back on the bus at night. Same thing.
You go to sleep. You get up.
You do the same thing again.
Nothing more. Nothing less.
There’s no handouts in this life.
All this other stuﬀ you’re looking for—
it ain’t there.
Work is work.

SOPHIE CABOT BLACK
"My favorite moment as a poet? The one right aŌer I have looked up from the page,
convinced the poem is done. But this is also the same moment just before I re-read the poem to
realize it is sƟll undone! That is a wonderful in-between world to live in."

SOMEWHERE IN NEW JERSEY
IS THE CENTER

WHAT REMAINS
from The Misunderstanding of Nature

from The Exchange
Three miles oﬀ the interstate is whatever
Heaven might be to those who dream
Of a be er return. Loca on is utmost,
Is everything, and here faster than imagined
Exchanges are made. This, declared everlas ng
By brick laid in a pasture gone fallow,
One plan vast enough to house the many
Servers required to keep track of each
Transac on. This, the place money built
So money can build. Payment begins
Which is how you go in un l you forget
The name of the agency that brought you here,
Any point of reference lost enough
That value appears everywhere. Who
Would hear as you run each formula
Into the night, examine what is wrought
In the cables, the ceaseless flicker. What
Can be made with just one push: this work of wan ng
More than the actual. To watch yourself
Move in and out of all that truth
And beauty—to be in debt is to remain awake.

Small boats filled with priests,
Looking toward shore. People gather
Gesturing into the camera. Each channel
On the television holds the same picture, same volume,
While an old man talks back to the voices, to the old
News as it crawls across the screen. The neighbor has come home,
His car in front of the double-doored garage
While he stares into its whiteness.
A crow’s wing li s
And li s again. Evening light
Unmercifully points
To one par cular tree.
The li er of moments that kiss the world,
That scare.
The garden is rus ng
The pruning shear.
I predicted that.

SOPHIE CABOT BLACK has three poetry collec ons. Descent received the 2005 Connec cut Book Award. Her poetry has appeared in numerous magazines, including The
AtlanƟc Monthly, The New Republic, The New Yorker, and The Paris Review. She most
recently taught at Columbia University. She lives in New York City and in New England.

AND THEN
from The Descent

While the light in which all that has happened
Happened in so many ways that finally the light
Became what happened.

You went on with your story as if someone
S ll listened; you got up and walked
Back and forth, pausing by the garden wall
To see what would happen. And the lovers
Worked so deep into the night they forgot
Who brought them; they con nued un l the light
Finally arrived, unappeasable, and this me
Without you. That was how it began, the many voices
Gathering, the language you thought you invented
Breaking into noise no longer understood,
Never no cing the tree where birds
Grew unafraid, where you let yourself stray, the sun
In your eyes, the dust: you, who no longer knew
Where to go, how far you’d already come.

IN LIGHT OF ALL
from The Descent
In light of all that has happened
Which you didn’t want to have happen, remember
It was going to happen even as you believed
It could never happen
And as far as knowing what happens next,
Nothing can be done except whatever possible
To make what you want have happen,
To also be present while it is happening,
To be there and to be able to say you were,
And to write it down for someone else to know
They do not know what is happening
So they can say they know what happened
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NATURE, WHO MISUNDERSTANDS
from The Misunderstanding of Nature
It’s not believing what anyone else
Has said about the end of the trip.
Arrangements you’ve made, gatherings
Le behind, the house closed neat
As a le er. Places to go, the art
Of speed and direc on.
It’s the two instruc ons given
By the Muse; one for the passengers, one
For the pilot. North, by not heading North.
Light through ice-wrapped trees. A scar
Where a torn leaf forgave itself; oceans rolling
Back into clouds clumped like brothers.
And the one moment you just want the trip
Reduced to the one word that isn’t North.
She assigns you to mountains, a color,
A certain kind of snow. You move all over her;
Nature loves and makes you love. The gravity
Of phenomena, the pictures of travel.
She wraps herself around your words, your voice
Catches in the throat: for her a wind
Rushes in an open mouth and out.

RICHARD BLANCO
“Poetry is the place we go to when we don’t have any more words—that place that is so
emoƟonally centered. It is the place we go to when we have something that we can’t quite
put a finger on, that we can’t explain away, that we can’t easily understand with the mind.”

WHEN I WAS A LITTLE CUBAN BOY

SHAVING

from DirecƟons to the Beach of the Dead

from City of a Hundred Fires

O José can you see. . . that’s how I sang it, when I was
a cubanito in Miami, and América was some country
in the glossy pages of my history book, someplace
way north, everyone white, cold, perfect. This Land
is my Land, so why didn’t I live there, in a brick house
with a fireplace, a chimney with curlicues of smoke.
I wanted to wear breeches and stockings to my chins,
those black pilgrim shoes with shinny gold buckles.
I wanted to eat yams with the Indians, shake hands
with los negros, and dash through snow I’d never seen
in a one-horse hope-n-say? I wanted to speak in Bri sh,
say really smart stuﬀ like fours core and seven years ago
or one country under God, in the visible. I wanted to see
that land with no palm trees, only the strange sounds
of flowers like petunias, peonies, impa ence, wai ng
to walk through a door someday, somewhere in God
Bless America and say, Lucy, I’m home, honey. I’m home.

I am not shaving, I’m wri ng about it.
And I conjure the most elaborate idea—
how my beard is a crea on of silent labor
like ocean steam rising to form clouds,
or the bloom of spiderwebs each morning;
the discrete mystery of how whiskers grow,
like the drink roses take from the vase,
or the fall of fresh rain again, so silently.
I think of all these slow and silent forces
And how quietly my father’s life passed us by.
I think of those mornings, when I am shaving,
and remember him in a masquerade of foam, then,
as if it was his beard I took the blade to,
the memory of him in ny snips of black whiskers
swirling in the drain—dead pieces of the self
from the face that never taught me how to shave.
His legacy of whiskers that grow like black seeds
Sown over my cheek and chin, my own flesh.
I am not shaving, but I will tell you about the mornings
with a full beard and the blade in my hand,
when my eyes don’t recognize themselves
in a mirror echoed with a hundred faces
I have washed and shaved—it is in that split second,
when perhaps the roses drink and the clouds form,
when perhaps the spider spins and rain transforms,
that I most understand the invisibility of life
and the intensity of vanishing, like steam
at the slick edges of the mirror, without a trace.

RICHARD BLANCO was born in Madrid in 1968, immigra ng as an infant with his Cubanexile family to the United States. He was raised and educated in Miami, earning a B.S. in civil
engineering and an MFA in crea ve wri ng from Florida Interna onal University. Blanco has
been a prac cing engineer, writer and poet since 1991. He has traveled extensively in his
adult life, living and working throughout Europe and South America. He has taught at many
universi es, and currently resides in the tranquil mountains of Bethel, Maine.

EMPTY CROSSWORDS

EL MALIBÚ

from DirecƟons to the Beach of the Dead

from City of a Hundred Fires

for C.S.B.
For fi een days in my apartment, I watch you
obsessed with your puzzles, mumbling words
twelve across: conflicted or diverted from aƩenƟon...
at the dining table, the low lamplight haloed above
you, your pen cas ng shadows against the grain,
filling in rows and columns with the will of a poet
fourteen down: standing apart; marked by an absence...
every night on the chaise wri ng against your lap,
li ing your eyes to scan the courtyard and pluck
le ers from the dead bushes in the moonlight
six across: a gem set alone or a card game played alone...
on my bed, your torso bearing down on the points
of your elbows eventually buckling into a sleeping
s ll-life: a pair of defaced reading glasses res ng
on a dic onary parted open to a field of m words,
a tabled glass of flat seltzer, the cat perpendicular
to your feet, and my face parallel to your back
three down: a hearƞelt desire for something out of reach...
you don’t read my clues promp ng you to stay,
to fall in love, if not with me, with my Spanish,
with Miami’s palm cafés and neon-paved streets,
its caribe-blue twilight and café-con-leche mornings

Papá smelled of fine tabaco and the dried blood
stains on his pants and underneath the fingernails
of his tender and pink meat-locker hands.
A er four years as head butcher at el mercado,
he saved enough cash for a deal on a ’72 Malibu,
two door, plush vinyl, with FM and lighter,
eight-track tape player under the driver’s seat.
We rode in style that first summer vaca on,
the copper-brown metallic finish of el Malibú
glimmering over turnpike tarmac and grove hills,
eight tracks of melancholy boleros playing
through cypress swamps and billboard holler
on a whirlwind of motel pools and theme parks:
goldfish worlds under glass-bo om boats,
enchanted castles, fireworks, and roller coasters,
water-ski pyramids of bathing caps and ruﬄes,
reenactments of Wild, Wild West shoot-outs.
Cruising our new country in our new car,
through a rac ons and distrac ons, convinced
we’d made it so many years since la Revolución—
Papá held to his leather-wrapped steering wheel
like a worn matador to red wine, denying loss,
denying the scented hills remind him of his hills—
his hands clean and manicured, free of blood.

nineteen across: a prospecƟve or expected condiƟon...
you could bartend for a while, save ps for a car,
I’d get a bigger place for us, right on the beach
one across: to reƟre, give up, or abandon; to surrender...
you pack your things: toothbrush, incense, tapes,
and your crosswords, but leave me with a puzzle,
all the blank spaces you’ll never fill with words:
two down: to pass out of sight; to pass out of existence...
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EAVAN BOLAND
“The poem and the reader enter into a mysterious transacƟon, composed of Ɵme and memory
and obsession. The mystery of it resides in the fact that—if it is a good poem, or even a great
one—the mortal reader will assist it to live on.”

ATLANTIS—A LOST SONNET

THIS MOMENT

from DomesƟc Violence

from In A Time of Violence

How on earth did it happen, I used to wonder
that a whole city—arches, pillars, colonnades,
not to menƟon vehicles and animals—had all
one fine day gone under?

A neighbourhood.
At dusk.

I mean, I said to myself, the world was small then.
Surely a great city must have been missed?
I miss our old city—
white pepper, white pudding, you and I meeƟng
under fanlights and low skies to go home in it. Maybe
what really happened is
this: the old fable-makers searched hard for a word
to convey that what is gone is gone forever and
never found it. And so, in the best tradiƟons of
where we come from, they gave their sorrow a name
and drowned it.

Things are geƫng ready
to happen
out of sight.
Stars and moths.
And rinds slanƟng around fruit.
But not yet.
One tree is black.
One window is yellow as buƩer.
A woman leans down to catch a child
who has run into her arms
this moment.
Stars rise.
Moths fluƩer.
Apples sweeten in the dark.

WHOSE?
from The Lost Land
BeauƟful land the patriot said
and rinsed it with his blood. And the sun rose.
And the river burned. The earth leaned
towards him: Shadows grew long. Ran red.
BeauƟful land I whispered. But the roads
stayed put. Stars froze over the suburb.
Shadows iced up. Nothing moved.
Except my hand across the page. And these words.

EAVAN BOLAND was born in Dublin, Ireland. Her father was a diplomat and her mother was an
Expressionist painter. At the age of six, Boland and her family relocated to London, where she first
encountered anƟ-Irish senƟment. She later returned to Dublin for school, and she received her BA
from Trinity College in 1966. She was also educated in London and New York. In addiƟon to her books
of poetry, Boland is also the author of A Journey with Two Maps: Becoming a Woman Poet (2011)
and a collecƟon of essays that won the 2012 PEN Award, among others.

THE WOMAN TURNS HERSELF INTO A FISH
from Night Feed, in New Collected Poems
Unpod
the bag,
the seed.

sexless
shed
of ecstasy,

Slap
the flanks back.
FlaƩen

a pale
swimmer
sequin-skinned,

paps.
Make finny
scaled

pearling eggs
screamlessly
in seaweed.

and chill
the slack
and dimple

It’s what
I set my heart on.
Yet

of the rump.
Pout
the mouth,

ruddering
and muscling
in the sunless tons

brow the eyes
and now
and now

of new freedoms,
sƟll
I feel

eclipse
in these hips,
these loins

a chill pull,
a brightening,
a light, a light,

the moon,
the blood
flux.

and how
in my loomy cold,
my greens,

It’s done.
I turn,
I flab upward

sƟll
she moons
in me.

blub-lipped,
hipless
and I am
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DAVE CASERIO
“I think a poem should be transparent, simple and genuine. A poem should be, as
someone once said, ‘eﬀortless or as simple as breathing for it is merely common
speech, elevated.’ It must also be truthful and engage the subject.”

MURIEL
from This Vanishing

ON THE BANKS OF THE LITTLE
THOMPSON RIVER, COLORADO
from This Vanishing

My mother held out for tangerines.
They were more willing than the orange,
Rare as China, s ll, and carried the
Thought, which was never spoken,
That life was no more than that.
Peeling them now in the darkened
Kitchen, the taste of them almost in
My mouth. A mouth forged
From the so melding of two others
Slipping open like caves found
In darkness, moistening the sweet,
Heavy air that fell between them
With the thought that was never spoken.
My thumbs enter the skin
No diﬀerently than did those
On the hands of my father
Unbinding slowly,
For the first me, her shoulders
More willing than oranges,
And found a fruit,
Rare as China, s ll.

My father wished for crema on. Why?
Perhaps in half memory, in waking dark,
The sliced cadaver, how it was his own life
Would dissect him, admit to the open air
What he could not. The body with its shame,
Erase it. Let the debt be paid another me.

A TERRIBLE MUSIC
from This Vanishing
When men go to war they break a terrible music
From the air, release the earth her charge of fer lity
And nurture into blood-sod and wreck-rhythm, into deepBass pounding of Stuka shriek and screech of shell, of the
Horse-bi ed scream and the gri ed teeth of wheel-lock
And rail into some great force voiced of their own
They break a terrible music from the air when naming
The names of those pitched from the living, whether
Blameless, or god-favored, frail or wicked, O’Malley or
Juan, Chia or Sean, Gertrude, Helmut, Mohammed,
Louisa, Edgar, eager the blood into the river of dying,
Ever to dark sailing, when men go to war.

DAVE CASERIO is a recipient of a Fellowship in Poetry award from the New York State Founda on of the Arts. He conducts wri ng workshops for cancer survivors with various community outreach programs. He is a founding member of The Writer's Collec ve and Big Sky
Wri ng, and producer of a series of poetry-in-performance events that combine poetry,
music, dance and the visual arts.

OUT FRONT OF ALICE TULLY HALL
from This Vanishing
Old bag lady in black shaggy coat:
“Where do the bus go?” The driver
Yells out, “Fourteenth,” closes
The door, tries to pull away. But she raps
At him with her gamp. He is gracious. The bus
Dips open. And she steps up scented with oranges.
“Where do it go? This bus used to go clear to Salt
Lake, to the Mormon Temple. I rode it to the River,
To the Angels singing in the desert. Will you take me?”
The driver, perhaps hearing, ‘Masonic’, says: “Try
Brooklyn.” So she turns to her seat on the bench,
As the bus shunts back into traﬃc, shrugs and begins
To sing: “Hallelujah” “Hallelujah” “Hallelujah”.
Her hands li , fracture side to side, juke, lilt, sway,
As though an absence were filled between them.
As if she were clapping out a song
For all the Angels come
To choir.

MECCA
from This Vanishing
Deep in the heart of the perfectly worn boulevards
It is not yet dusk and I am barefoot
In the shrouded roo ops of Hell’s Kitchen.
The asphalt stripping is s ll warm
As I press down and twist my foot
Sideways into the black-bright loam
Which gives way un l I too am sinking,
Falling through myself with the weight
Of gold, past the long dead and vacant
Tenement windows, collapsing floor upon
Floor through casements of brick and plaster,
Down into a so mud-dark.
Suggested Reading: Poetry
This Vanishing. CW Books, 2014.
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Building a er building
Rolls away in a quiet
Cadence of hills: Soho,
Chelsea, the West Village.
And what seems a ta ered
White confe over the rising
And falling of the city turns
To an endless flocking of pigeons,
A white breathing of bells.
I gaze out as if gazing out over Mecca
And it doesn’t ma er in which direc on I pray
Over this city that is the living animal of man,
The pale enigma of God.
Light
Bursts across chimneys
That swell like teats from roo ops,
Smolders in the cornices of the Ukrainian Church,
The brown brick, red brick, feathers of pigeons,
Grillwork of fire escapes, un l it sha ers
Across my skull like a crack of gravel dumped
From a wheelbarrow onto a plywood board.
My body bends toward it, like the wound between lovers.
Once, just like this, the way to heaven was clear.

BILLY COLLINS
“I think clarity is the real risk in poetry because you are exposed. You’re out in the
open field. You’re actually saying things that are comprehensible, and it’s easy to
criƟcize something you can understand.”

TO MY FAVORITE 17-YEAR OLD HIGH SCHOOL GIRL

HIPPOS ON HOLIDAY

from Aimless Love

from BallisƟcs

Do you realize that if you had started
building the Parthenon on the day you were born
you would be all done in only one more year?
Of course, you couldn’t have done it alone,
so never mind, you’re fine just as you are.
You are loved simply for being yourself.

is not really the tle of a movie
but if it were I would be sure to see it.
I love their short legs and big heads,
the whole hippo look.
Hundreds of them would frolic
in the mud of a wide, slow-moving river,
and I would eat my popcorn
in the dark of a neighborhood theater.
When they opened their enormous mouths
lined with big stubby teeth
I would drink my enormous Coke.

But did you know that at your age Judy Garland
was pulling down $150,000 a picture,
Joan of Arc was leading the French army to victory,
and Blaise Pascal had cleaned up his room?
No wait, I mean he had invented the calculator.
Of course, there will be me for all that later in your life
a er you come out of your room
and begin to blossom, or at least pick up all your socks.
For some reason, I keep remembering that Lady Jane Grey
was Queen of England when she was only fi een,
but then she was beheaded, so never mind her as a role model.
A few centuries later, when he was your age,
Franz Schubert was doing the dishes for his family
but that did not keep him from composing two symphonies,
four operas, and two complete Masses as a youngster.
But of course that was in Austria at the height
of roman c lyricism, not here in the suburbs of Cleveland.
Frankly, who cares if Annie Oakley was a crack shot at 15
or if Maria Callas debuted as Tosca at 17?
We think you are special by just being you,
playing with your food and staring into space.
By the way, I lied about Schubert doing the dishes,
but that doesn’t mean he never helped out around the house.

I would be both in my seat
and in the water playing with the hippos,
which is the way it is
with a truly great movie.
Only a mean-spirited reviewer
would ask on holiday from what?

CHINA
from BallisƟcs
I am an ant inside a blue bowl
on the table of a cruel prince.
Ba le plans are being discussed.
Much rice wine is poured.
But even when he angers
and drives a long knife into the table,
I con nue to circle the bowl,
hand-painted with oranges and green vines.

BILLY COLLINS has published 10 collec ons of poetry and edited two anthologies of contemporary poetry. He held the posi ons of United States Poet Laureate (2001-2003) and New
York State Poet Laureate (2004-06). In 2004, he won the Poetry Founda on’s Mark Twain
Prize for Humor in Poetry and, in 2013, the Donald Hall-Jane Kenyon Prize in American Poetry. Billy Collins is a dis nguished professor of English at Lehman College of the City University
of New York and a senior dis nguished fellow of the Winter Park Ins tute at Rollins College.

LOVE

THE SUGGESTION BOX

from Nine Horses

from Aimless Love

The boy at the far end of the train car
kept looking behind him
as if he were afraid or expec ng someone

It all began fairly early in the day
at the coﬀee shop as it turned out
when the usual waitress said
I’ll bet you’re going to write a poem about this
a er she had knocked a cup of coﬀee into my lap.

and then she appeared in the glass door
of the forward car and he rose
and opened the door and let her in

Then later in the morning I was told
by a student that I should write a poem
about the fire drill that was going on
as we all stood on the lawn outside our building.

and she entered the car carrying
a large black case
in the unmistakable shape of a cello.
She looked like an angel with a high forehead
and somber eyes and her hair
was ed up behind her neck with a black bow.
And because of all that,
he seemed a li le awkward
in his happiness to see her,
whereas she was simply there,
perfectly exis ng as a creature
with a so face who played the cello.
And the reason I am wri ng this
on the back of a manila envelope
now that they have le the train together
is to tell you that when she turned
to li the large, delicate cello
onto the overhead rack,
I saw him looking up at her
and what she was doing
the way the eyes of saints are painted
when they are looking up at God
when he is doing something remarkable,
something that iden fies him as God.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Aimless Love: New and Selected Poems. Random House, 2014.
Sailing Alone Around the Room: New & Selected Poems. Random
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In the a ernoon a woman I barely knew
said you could write a poem about that,
poin ng to a dirigible that was passing overhead.
And if all that were not enough,
a friend turned to me as we walked past
a man whose face was covered with ta oos
and said, I see a poem coming!
Why is everyone being so helpful?
I wondered that evening by the shore of a lake.
Maybe I should write a poem
about all the people who think
they know what I should be wri ng poems about.
It was just then in the fading light that I spo ed
a pair of ducks emerging
from a cluster of reeds to paddle out to open water,
the female glancing back over her russet shoulder
just in me to see me searching my pockets for a pen.
I knew it, she quacked, with a bit of a brogue.
But who can blame you for following your heart?
she went on.
Now, go write a lovely poem about me and the mister.

Prose
Poetry 180: A Turning Back to Poetry. Random House, 2003.

BRENDAN CONSTANTINE
“I think life cannot be described….Whether or not an arƟculaƟon is demanded in the
first place is a very ancient quesƟon, but I believe poetry is the only way I will ever
organize my notes.”

LAST NIGHT I WENT TO THE MAP OF THE WORLD
AND I HAVE MESSAGES FOR YOU

LECTURE ON THOMAS EDISON
from Birthday Girl with Possum

from LeƩers to Guns
America says it has misplaced your number.
I wasn’t comfortable giving it out. I said
I’d let you know.
Africa’s birthday is this weekend.
There’s a party. No gi s.
Just come.
If you’re planning to go, Greece wants
to know if it can get a li . Awkwardly
so does Turkey.
Russia wanted me to say The worm knows
the cabbage but the worm dies first.
I have no idea what that means. Do you?
Japan looked really uncomfortable all night
but never spoke. Is something going on?
Ireland asked to be remembered.
I sang to it for you.
I didn’t get to connect with Europe
but, as the French say, Isn’t that just
too bad.
Is that everyone? Oh yes, the oceans.
They asked what they always ask
and I promised I’d repeat it,
Why do you never call?
When are you coming home?

In 1887 Thomas Edison began electrocu ng dogs
for the press. He called it his duty to warn us
against the “evil” of Alterna ng Current,
a power he failed to discover first.
It was not killing,
he told a reporter, the dogs had been
WesƟnghoused.
When he was twelve, Edison lost half
his hearing. No one knew how, but there were many
theories; one that he was pulled aboard a train
by his ears. Another, that he repeatedly forced coins
into them to a ract lightning.
There were cats, too,
& birds when he could get the electrodes to fit. Once,
he even wired a sunflower which opened like an eye
to weep out its seeds.
From his crib, Edison
rou nely blew out his bedside candles, howling un l
they were relit. On several mornings, his mother
woke to find a half-eaten stub dried to the infant’s
gown.
In 1903 he ran 6,600 Volts through an elephant
named Topsy. She had killed three men, the last a drunk
who gave her a cigare e. Edison filmed her execu on
to play for whomever might ask.
Upon hearing
his own voice through a phonograph, he exclaimed I am
always afraid of things that work the first Ɵme.

BRENDAN CONSTANTINE’s work has appeared in FIELD, Ploughshares, and Poetry Daily, among other
journals. His first book, LeƩers To Guns, is now taught extensively in schools across the na on. He has
received grants and commissions from the Ge y Museum, James Irvine Founda on, and the Na onal
Endowment for the Arts. A popular performer, Brendan has appeared on NPR's “All Things Considered,” KPFK's “Inspira on House,” numerous podcasts, and YouTube. He is currently poet in residence at the Windward School and adjunct professor at An och University. He regularly conducts
workshops for hospitals and foster homes, and with the Alzheimer’s Poetry Project.

THE NEED TO STAY

THE SHAPES OF OUR BODIES IN SLEEP

from LeƩers to Guns

from Birthday Girl with Possum

My mother says there is only one philosophical
ques on that needs answering:
Are you staying or going?
She says a Frenchman said it first but who’s
coun ng? He’s dead.
Ten, nine, eight...
There are no prime numbers. Just small actors.
We are all divisable. Going means no more ques ons.
Are you staying?
If so, Happy Birthday.
Seven, five, three...
My father knew a man who died of a bee s ng.
Was he allergic? I asked.
No, he said, A Ɵghtrope walker.
My father says it was murder.
Two, two, two...
He says there are men in Toulon who train bees
to count and act in films. They cannot, however,
teach them to fall. Or rather, not more than once.
One…
Today I met a Funambulist. Been walking wires
since he could walk. We were in a garden on his roof
and he told me there are days
when the ground calls to him.
What’s it say?
Stay.
Suggested Reading: Poetry
Calamity Joe. Red Hen Press, 2012.
Birthday Girl with Possum. Write Bloody Publishing, 2011.
Letters to Guns. Red Hen Press, 2009.

You’re usually running away,
the le er S in full stride, holding
the pillow to your ear as if listening
where to turn.
I’m either the le er K,
chasing you, walking home, or H,
dancing exalta ons to gods of sleep;
arms raised, chest thrust out, legs
bowed with a weight of music.
Some mes you’re dancing, too,
but a diﬀerent dance, older than le ers;
head down, a pinch of gown in each
hand, feet crossed to spin or bow
goodnight.
Last night I was a dead sailor
spread like an X, wai ng for a cop
to roll me over, to draw my outline.
You made a break for the harbor.

DAVID DANIEL
“Like a lot of folks, I'll go through a period of wri ng a certain type of poem, and I think at
that moment I've broken through, and all of a sudden, I'm into this new world. Everything else
I've done is obsolete. I'm a new poet, I'm in totally new territory. Then you realize, of course,
or your friends will tell you, ‘This really isn't that diﬀerent at all.’”

THE STAR-STEERED GEESE OF YANCY MILL, VIRGINIA

THE GIFT

from Seven-Star Bird

from Seven-Star Bird

for Donald and Doreen Davie

Hundreds of geese gathered at the cow pond
Late that late fall a ernoon, their barking
Barking hard against the mountains behind them:
They were so alive the day
Seemed to dawdle in its last light
Before it gave over to the first stars
That would lead the clambering V’s
Southward along the ridge.
I imagined the geese as drunken sailors
Headed for some fateful, ancient field, heroic
And loud, but now I let them go — as birds —
And think rather of those that waited behind
In the darker dark to fly in pairs, the full galaxy
Wheeling above them and the frost-lit grass below.
They were the heroes I was wai ng for:
How terrifying it must have been, how beau ful.
When I think of them, I think of you,
As if your bodies, too, will pull through the air,
Be held by it, guiding by the strange fires of night.

Fall comes as love does: a dragonfly,
Lazy with the chill, lights on your hand —
It happens! — and, for a moment, all
That is outside comes in — just as
When we say I love you and are filled
With what we did not know was missing:
The orange berries of bi ersweet,
The end of all endings, the tender fall
That flowers forth the world.

THE CROW-TRAILED FISH HAWK
from Seven-Star Bird
The crow’s story,
Cha ered out to crow-world,
Involves a beau ful loser
In love with both loving and losing.
Somehow, he says, the world
Becomes shadow, the sorry carcass
We love and feed from,
And in which, no doubt, we’re too smart
To succeed much beyond surviving.
The osprey, in her silence,
Flies pride, ignorance, and mystery mixed.
Is that what you want?
Listen, my love, my shadowy otherwise:
This ash I rub on your chest laughs at the disaster of desire.

DAVID DANIEL’s Seven-Star Bird won the Larry Levis Prize for the best first or second book of its
year. Many of the poems from his forthcoming book have been featured in The American Poetry
Review, Connota on: An Online Ar fact, and Memorius. Recent essays on both poetry and music,
along with excerpts from his memoir, The Fall-Down Diet, have appeared or are forthcoming in a
number of journals and anthologies. He was poetry editor of Ploughshares for more than a decade,
and he is the founder and producer of WAMFEST: The Words and Music Fes val.

THE WORD

VENUS AMONG THE WANDERERS

from Seven-Star Bird

from Seven-Star Bird

As brutally as bees drive their tongues to flower,
As gentle as that seems to us,
So let us live our ordinary dying,
This morning glory, this fiery star gone nod:

Mostly Venus wonders over what ends
And begins, unblinking lover of the in-between,
The dusk and dawn, the not-quite-being,
The nearly-night-sky, the nearly-day — she:
All is change, of course, all is
Almost — steady, in that regard — and,
Remembering her lovers, their
You’re-not-quite-this or their
I-will-be-that-tomorrow, she says to them:
I will be yours always, this way, meaning
The way snow falls on water,
The way tall grass lies down for winter,
The way hard words break apart
Into the perfect, distant planets.

Here’s the pure tongue of words becoming
As they also pass away: Listen, then kiss me:
The last sound we’ll hear will be the silence
Of our first word finally formed, our first sweet and violent
tas ng.

HORSES
from Seven-Star Bird
All his old friends ride in on horses. They are confused because
they’ve never ridden horses, and they are amazed at the truth
of horseness — its bigness, it gracelessness in their hands. They
wonder why they’re there, in front of him, horsed. And they look
to him for answers. He wants to tell all his old friends that they’re
here because he loves them, and that they’re on horses because
they’re grown now and can ride the horses from their parents’
favorite movies that they hated. But he doesn’t. Instead, he climbs
the wide back of his own horse and salutes them, oﬀering them
the promises they made and abandoned, the diminished fields
they carry with them undiminished, and the cavalry they are that
might save them.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Seven-Star Bird. Graywolf Press, 2003.

NATALIE DIAZ
“Poetry feels very physical to me, because you’re trying to be concise, and every word
counts. It’s like on the court: You don’t just go out there and run around like crazy.
Spacing is important, and that’s how my lines feel to me. I can see the rhythm and
spacing of them.”

MY BROTHER AT 3 A.M.
from When My Brother Was an Aztec
He sat cross-legged, weeping on the steps
when Mom unlocked and opened the front door.
O God, he said. O God.
He wants to kill me, Mom.

THE CLOUDS ARE BUFFALO LIMPING TOWARD JESUS
from When My Brother Was an Aztec
weeping

blooms

of

white
smoke.

When Mom unlocked and opened the front door
at 3 a.m., she was in her nightgown, Dad was asleep.
He wants to kill me, he told her,
looking over his shoulder.
3 a.m. and in her nightgown, Dad asleep,
What’s going on? she asked. Who wants to kill you?
He looked over his shoulder.
The devil does. Look at him, over there.
She asked, What are you on? Who wants to kill you?
The sky wasn’t black or blue but the green of a dying night.
The devil, look at him, over there.
He pointed to the corner house.
The sky wasn’t black or blue but the dying green of night.
Stars had closed their eyes or sheathed their knives.
My brother pointed to the corner house.
His lips flickered with sores.
Stars had closed their eyes or sheathed their knives.
O God, I can see the tail, he said. O God, look.
Mom winced at the sores on his lips.
It’s sƟcking out from behind the house.
O God, see the tail, he said. Look at the goddamned tail.
He sat cross-legged, weeping on the front steps.
Mom finally saw it, a hellish vision, my brother.
O God, O God, she said.

NATALIE DIAZ was born in the Fort Mojave Indian Village in Needles, California. She is Mojave and an
enrolled member of the Gila River Indian community. She earned a BA from Old Dominion
University, where she received a full athle c scholarship. Diaz played professional basketball in
Europe and Asia before returning to Old Dominion to earn an MFA. Her honors and awards include
the Nimrod/Hardman Pablo Neruda Prize for Poetry, the Louis Untermeyer Scholarship in Poetry
from Bread Loaf, the Narra ve Poetry Prize, and a Lannan Literary Fellowship.

IF EVE SIDE-STEALER
& MARY BUSTED-CHEST
RULED THE WORLD
from When My Brother Was an Aztec

What if Eve was an Indian
& Adam was never kneaded
from the earth, Eve was Earth
& ribs were her idea all along?
What if Mary was an Indian
& when Gabriel visited her wigwam
she was away at a monthly WIC clinic
receiving eggs, boxed cheese
& peanut bu er instead of Jesus?
What if God was an Indian
with turquoise wings & coral breasts
who invented a game called White Man Chess
played on silver boards with all white pieces
pawns & kings & only one side, the white side
& the more they won the more they were beaten?
What if the world was an Indian
whose head & back were flat from being strapped
to a cradleboard as a baby & when she slept
she had nightmares lit up by yellow-haired men & ships
scraping anchors in her throat? What if she wailed
all night while great waves rose up carrying the fleets
across her flat back, over the edge of the flat world?

Suggested Reading: Poetry
When My Brother Was an Aztec. Copper Canyon Press, 2012.

ABECEDARIAN REQUIRING FURTHER EXAMINATION OF
ANGLIKAN SERAPHYM SUBJUGATION OF A WILD INDIAN
RESERVATION
from When My Brother Was an Aztec
Angels don’t come to the reserva on.
Bats, maybe, or owls, boxy mo led things.
Coyotes, too. They all mean the same thing—
death. And death
eats angels, I guess, because I haven’t seen an angel
fly through this valley ever.
Gabriel? Never heard of him. Know a guy named Gabe though—
he came through here one powwow and stayed, typical
Indian. Sure he had wings,
jailbird that he was. He flies around in stolen cars. Wherever he stops,
kids grow like gourds from women’s bellies.
Like I said, no Indian I’ve ever heard of has ever been or seen an angel.
Maybe in a Christmas pageant or something—
Nazarene church holds one every December,
organized by Pastor John’s wife. It’s no wonder
Pastor John’s son is the angel—everyone knows angels are white.
Quit bothering with angels, I say. They’re no good for Indians.
Remember what happened last me
some white god came floa ng across the ocean?
Truth is, there may be angels, but if there are angels
up there, living on clouds or si ng on thrones across the sea wearing
velvet robes and golden rings, drinking whiskey from silver cups,
we’re be er oﬀ if they stay rich and fat and ugly and
’xactly where they are—in their own distant heavens.
You be er hope you never see angels on the rez. If you do, they’ll be
marching you oﬀ to
Zion or Oklahoma, or some other hell they’ve mapped out for us.

MARK DOTY
“Writers … seem to have an impossible longing for contact, impossible not only because of the
boundaries of our separate skins, but because of the fundamental inadequacy of the material
we use for making connec on: the ephemeral, airy, malleable stuﬀ of language.”

HOUSE OF BEAUTY

From Fire to Fire: New and Selected Poems

THEORY OF MARRIAGE (THE HUG)

In Jersey City, on Tonnelle Avenue,
the House of Beauty is burning.

from Fire to Fire: New and Selected Poems

On a Sunday morning in January,
under the chilly shadow of the Pulaski Skyway,
the House of Beauty is burning.
Who lobbed the firebo le through the glass,
in among the crèmes and thrones,
the helmets and clippers and combs,
who set the House of Beauty burning?
In the dark recess beside the sink
—where heads lay back to be laved
under the perfected heads rowed along the walls—
the hopeful photographs of possibility darken,
now that the House of Beauty is burning.
The Skyway beetles in the ringing cold,
trestle arcing the steel river and warehouses,
truck lots and Indian groceries,
a new plume of smoke joining the others,
billow of dark thought rising
from the broken forehead of the House of Beauty
—an emission almost too small to no ce, just now,
alarm s ll ringing, the flames new-launched
on their project of ruining an eﬀort at pleasure,
glass ju ng like cracked ice in the window frame,
no one inside, the fire department on the way.
All things by nature, wrote Virgil, are ready to get worse;
no surprise, then, that the House of Beauty is burning.
Though whatever happens, however far
these fires proceed, reducing history to powder,
whatever the House of Beauty made is untouchable now;
nothing can undo so many heads made lovely
or at least acceptable, so much shapelessness
given what are called permanents, though nothing holds
a fixed form. Bring on the flames,
what does it ma er if the house is burning?
Propose a new beauty, perennially unhoused:
neither the lost things nor the fire itself,
but the objects in their dresses of disaster,
anything clothed in its own passage:
padded vinyl chair burst into smoky tongues,
Lucite helmet sagged to a new version of its dome.
Our black bridge, a charred rainbow on iron legs,
two ruby eyes glowering from its crown.
If beauty is burning, what could you save?
The house of beauty is a house of flames.

Arden would turn his head toward the one
he loved, Paul or me, and look downward,
and bu the top of his skull against us, leaning forward,
hiding his face, disappearing into what he’d chosen.
Beau had another idea. He’d oﬀer his rump
for scratching, and wag his tail while he was stroked,
returning that aﬀec on by facing away, looking out
toward whatever might come along to enjoy.
Beau had no interest in an economy of aﬀec on;
why hoard what you can give away?
Arden thought you should close your eyes
to anything else; only by vanishing
into the beloved do you make it clear:
what else is there you’d want to see?

GOLDEN RETRIEVALS
from Sweet Machine, in Fire to Fire: New and Selected
Poems
Fetch? Balls and s cks capture my a en on
seconds at a me. Catch? I don’t think so.
Bunny, tumbling leaf, a squirrel who’s—oh
joy—actually scared. Sniﬀ the wind, then
I’m oﬀ again: muck, pond, ditch, residue
of any thrillingly dead thing. And you?
Either you’re sunk in the past, half our walk,
thinking of what you can never bring back,
or else you’re oﬀ in some fog concerning
— tomorrow, is that what it’s called? My work:
to unsnare mes warp (and woof!), retrieving,
my haze-headed friend, you. This shining bark,
a Zen master’s bronzy gong, calls you here,
en rely now, bow-wow, bow-wow, bow-wow.

MARK DOTY writes both poetry and prose, showing special interest in the visual arts. Winner of
the Whi ng Writers' Award in 1994, he is the first American poet to win Great Britain's T.S. Eliot
Prize. My Alexandria (1993) received the Los Angeles Times Book Prize and the Na onal Book
Cri cs Circle Award. In 2008 he won the Na onal Book Award for Fire to Fire: New and Selected
Poems. His next book of poetry, Deep Lane, is forthcoming from Norton. In addi on to eight
books of poetry, he has penned three memoirs, and a book about cra and cri cism, The Art of
Descrip on: World Into Word.

AT THE GYM

HEAVEN FOR ARDEN

from Source, in Fire to Fire: New and Selected Poems

from School of the Arts, in Fire to Fire: New and Selected Poems

This salt-stain spot
marks the place where men
lay down their heads,
back to the bench,

Back when Arden could s ll go for a walk—a real walk,

and hoist nothing
that need be li ed
but some burden they’ve chosen
this me: more reps,
more weight, the upward shove
of it leaving, collec vely,
this sign of where we’ve been:
shroud-stain, nega ve
flashed onto the vinyl
where we push something
unyielding skyward,
gaining some power
at least over flesh,
which goads with desire,
and terrifies with frailty.
Who could say who’s
added his heat to the nimbus
of our intent, here where
we make ourselves:
something diﬃcult

not the twenty yards or so
he stumbles and lurches now—
he used to be anxious and uncertain, looking to me,
stopping awhile, tenta vely, to see if I’d agree
to go no further, some mes whining a bit
in case I’d respond. Sooner or later,
the turn would come; we’d gone far enough
for one day. Joy! As if he’d been afraid all along
this would be the one walk that would turn out to be infinite.
Then he could take comfort
in the certainty of an ending,
and treat the rest of the way as a series of possibili es;
then he could run,
and find pleasure in the woods beside the path.

li ed, pressed or curled,
Power over beauty,
power over power!
Though there’s something more
tender, beneath our vanity,
our will to become objects
of desire: we sweat the mark
of our presence onto the cloth.
Here is some halo
The living made together.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Fire to Fire: New and Selected Poems. HarperCollins, 2008.
Paragon Park. David R. Godine, 2012.

Prose
Dog Years: A Memoir. Harper Perennial, 2008.
Firebird: A Memoir. Harper Perennial, 2000.
The Art of Description. Graywolf Press, 2010.

SEAN THOMAS DOUGHERTY
“If you want to be ‘comfortable’ snuggle up on the couch and watch television. If you
want to grow and learn and deepen your understanding of what it is to be human,
then read, write, and cut yourself with the edge of a poem.”

AT MIKE’S PUB AND GRUB

EMBRACEABLE YOU

from Love Song of the Young Couple, The Dumb Job, in All
You Ask for Is Longing: New & Selected Poems

from Broken Hallelujahs, in All You Ask for Is
Longing: New & Selected Poems

Free coﬀee and donuts every morning at six a.m.
from an adver sement in the
Manchester Union Leader, 1991

They’re not the best—
These day-old stale
Diameters of dough—but
The coﬀee’s good
And the waitress’s
Grimace is only the thin
Disguise of grace
Amid grease;
She carries an empty pot
By the truck driver
As he wipes vanilla cream
From his thick mustache,
The laid-oﬀ machinist
Inhaling French twists,
And the two bums
With no teeth, politely
Asking for jellies;
It looks as if that Great American
Edward Hopper himself might’ve
Painted this gathering
At the corner of Lake
And Pine—the streetlight,
The stools, the truck
Driver’s p le behind
On his plate: two dimes.

Embrace me so we imagine the hint
of our unhurried bones, the idea
of the beau ful flickering
in all the ways we could get hurt—
betrayed by the purity of light,
almost tender, the way a pianist
leans into the blistering keys,
staggering with ruin, refusing to focus.
O my opulent marquee, my recipe
for shoes, bees, salt: stewed in a thimble.
Embrace me with candled crosses,
with the serious laughter
of symphonies, with the sadness
of harlequin hats. Embrace me
with the blowsy, minuet branches:
with the crumbling choreographies of chance—

SEAN THOMAS DOUGHERTY is the author or editor of 13 books. He is the recipient of two
Pennsylvania Council for the Arts Fellowships in Poetry and a US Fulbright Lectureship to the Balkans,
and appeared in Best American Poetry 2014. Known for his electrifying performances, he has
performed at hundreds of venues across North America and Europe, including the Lollapalooza Music
Fes val. He has taught crea ve wri ng at several universi es, including Syracuse University and Penn
State University. He currently works at Gold Crown Billiards in Erie, PA, and tours for
performances.

from Nightshi Belonging to Lorca

the people’s voices speak, as when Verdi died,
and as they carried him through the streets

You come to me wearing the rain,
swaying like a broken swing.

the people spontaneously began to sing
the slave song of the Hebrews from Nabbuco.

You come to me, someone who sees
kindly, old-fashioned as ma er of fact.

All the dead are rising through the olive branches.
The elms are weeping on Parade Street

When you kiss me, it’s cardamom and milk.
When you kiss me, it’s running away from home.

where the sunlight is the color of opera.
Where my hands are holding my face,

When you come to me you sew saris
from the falling rain.

watching the television, the streets full
of the crowd, gathering to give witness

INVOCATION

to what burned their chests and told them
the true name of sorrow. When we weep

from Sasha Sings the Laundry on the Line

we are most alive. I turn oﬀ the television
and listen to Sasha upstairs. I hear her steps

Pavaro is dead and the streets are full of arias,
my brother. Every window a tenor leans,

dancing to a Russian pop song’s staccato.
There are arias everywhere, my brother.

there are sopranos in the olive branches.
And all across the globe the world

Can you hear them ghos ng through the Laundromat steam,
with the clack of cue balls in the pool halls,

turns to crescendos. Along Parade Street the day passes.
The Russian women lean on their steps, discussing

at the CITGO sta on when the gas glugs,
where one-legged Jethro waits outside

the price of cabbages. The boys with ta oos
ride their skateboards, skipping curbs,

on the curb, humming while smoking a cigare e?
He blows a halo of smoke casually into the air,

and there is a music to their wheels, a screech,
a scat and sca er, a turntable cu ng La Bohème.

it swirls, composes notes and disappears,
like a song, a kind of blessed noise, the way music

Pavaro is dead and the streets of his hometown
are full of weeping, and as his casket is carried

enters us and vanishes. What remains is why we live.

ARIAS

Suggested Reading: Poetry
All You Ask for Is Longing. BOA Editions Ltd., 2014.
Sasha Sings the Laundry on the Line. BOA Editions Ltd., 2010.
Nightshift Belonging to Lorca. Mammoth Books, 2004.

RITA DOVE
“…[A]s soon as people are relaxed, even very diﬃcult poetry becomes accessible. It’s when
someone is told, ‘This is great literature; you should appreciate it,’ that they get up ght
and don’t do very well with the poem.”

THE MUSICIAN TALKS ABOUT “PROCESS”

BLACK BILLY WATERS, AT HIS PITCH

from On the Bus with Rosa Parks

from Sonata Mula ca

(a er Anthony “Spoons” Pough)

I learned the spoons from
my grandfather, who was blind.
Every day he’d go into the woods
’cause that was his thing.
He met all kinds of creatures,
birds and squirrels,
and while he was feeding them
he’d play the spoons,
and aŌer they finished
they’d stay and listen.
When I go into Philly
on a Saturday night,
I don’t need nothing but
my spoons and the music.
Laid out on my knees
they look so quiet,
but when I pick them up
I can play to anything:
a dripping faucet,
a tambourine,
fish shining in a creek.
A funny thing:
When my grandfather died,
every creature sang.
And when the men went out
to get him, they kept singing.
They sung for two days,
all the birds, all the animals.
That’s when I leŌ the South.

Adelphi Theatre, 1790s

All men are beggars, white or black;
some worship gold, some peddle brass.
My only house is on my back.
I play my fiddle, I stay on track,
give my peg leg—thankee sire!—a jolly thwack;
all men are beggars, white or black.
And the plink of coin in my gunny sack
is the biƩersweet music in a life of lack;
my only house is on my back.
Was a soldier once, led a failed aƩack
in that greener country for the Union Jack.
All men are beggars, white or black.
Crippled as a crab, sugary as sassafras:
I’m Black Billy Waters, and you can kiss my sweet ass!
My only house weighs on my back.
There he struts, like a Turkish cracker jack!
London queues for any novelty, and that’s a fact.
All men are beggars, white or black.
And to this bright brown upstart, hack
among kings, one piece of advice: don’t unpack.
All the home you’ll own is on your back.
I’ll dance for the price of a mean cognac,
Sing gay songs like a natural-born maniac;
all men are beggars, white or black.
So let’s scrape the catgut clean, stack
the chords three deep! See, I’m no quack—
though my only house is on my back.
All men are beggars, white or black.

RITA DOVE has published many books of poetry, a book of short stories, a novel, essays and
a verse drama. She edited The Best American Poetry 2000 and The Penguin Anthology of
Twen eth-Century American Poetry. Dove served as Poet Laureate of the United States from
1993 to 1995. Among her many honors are the 1987 Pulitzer Prize in poetry, the 1996 Heinz
Award in the Arts and HumaniƟes and the 2006 Common Wealth Award. President Bill Clinton honored her with the 1996 NaƟonal HumaniƟes Medal.

TENTH JUROR

ADOLESCENCE—III

from American Smooth

from Selected Poems

Tragedy
involves
one.
History
involves many
toppling
one
aŌer
another.

DAWN REVISITED
from On the Bus with Rosa Parks
Imagine you wake up
with a second chance: The blue jay
hawks his preƩy wares
and the oak sƟll stands, spreading
glorious shade. If you don’t look back,
the future never happens.
How good to rise in sunlight,
in the prodigal smell of biscuits—
eggs and sausage on the grill.
The whole sky is yours

With Dad gone, Mom and I worked
The dusky rows of tomatoes.
As they glowed orange in sunlight
And roƩed in shadow, I too
Grew orange and soŌer, swelling out
Starched coƩon slips.
The texture of twilight made me think of
Lengths of DoƩed Swiss. In my room
I wrapped scarred knees in dresses
That once went to big-band dances;
I bapƟzed my earlobes with rosewater.
Along the window-sill, the lipsƟck stubs
GliƩered in their steel shells.
Looking out at the rows of clay
And chicken manure, I dreamed how it would happen:
He would meet me by the blue spruce,
A carnaƟon over his heart, saying,
“I have come for you, Madam;
I have loved you in my dreams.”
At his touch, the scabs would fall away.
Over his shoulder, I see my father coming toward us:
He carries his tears in a bowl,
And blood hangs in the pine-soaked air.

to write on, blown open
to a blank page. Come on,
shake a leg! You’ll never know
who’s down there, frying those eggs,
if you don’t get up and see.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Sonata Mulattica. Norton, 2010.
American Smooth. Norton, 2006.
Selected Poems. Vintage, 1993.
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Conversations with Rita Dove. University of Mississippi Press, 2003.
Through the Ivory Gate: A Novel. Vintage, 1993.

CAMILLE T. DUNGY
“My job as a teacher, writer, editor, reader, is to think beyond what I receive as
given knowledge and to help extend the realm of what and who and how we know.”

FEAR
from What to Eat, What to Drink, What to Leave for Poison

THERE ARE SEVEN THINGS I KNOW,
AND NONE OF THEM IS YOU
from Suck on the Marrow

Do not change
your soap. I will not
know you. Fresh
from the shower
you smell sharp,
like a stone.
I know this.
I call it love.

How to fast lace a boot
so the tongue is close.
So nothing is le loose.
So I can walk. So I can run.
How to run.

Like my knowledge
of this hillside: sage
on the steepest slope,
eucalyptus
near the rocky caves. This is how
I find my way home.

How to speak the words and numbers
that signify where I belong.
How to count the houses.
How to walk inside a room.
How to find the bed I’ll sleep in.
How to know I am not home.

FROM THE UNWRITTEN LETTERS OF JOSEPH FREEMAN

HOW SHE DIDN’T SAY IT

excerpt from Suck on the Marrow

from What to Eat, What to Drink, What to Leave for Poison

(February, 1841)
Melinda, I’ve been preparing to write.
That peculiar girl named Molly,
who has a bit of liberty in the house,
has said she’ll find some paper.
I have prac ced mixing charred wood with water
and have managed to shave a twig
so one end nearly resembles a nib,
but tonight Lila got caught up
under the good Doctor’s whip
for such a li le oﬀense. I am frightened.
Doctor Jackson brought in a new troop of slaves today.
A boy of thirteen among them had the welted cheek
that speaks of a driver’s dissa sfac on.
Lila put a poul ce on to ease the swelling,
but Jackson wants the boy to understand his place
and thinks a scar will help. Lila’s back
and neck and arms have thirty new wounds
to replace the one she thought to heal.
Melinda, how is Jacob? Ever yours,

It used to bother me when people I didn’t know
called me Ella they ain’t been blue no
they should say Miss Fitzgerald somehow
they never do you have to let them see
the sweat just don’t let them see the feeling
stealing down below the ground you walk listen
to the voice Chick said he said don’t look
at her their eyes close and I’m rising up
Sinatra at my feet like I’m his friend his
wet nurse Tormé calling me Ella Ella I’m called
into nights I don’t recognize my song
like a cashbox no change in their hearts
but I’m up here already have to do something
my voice passes through them shining a knife

CAMILLE T. DUNGY was born in Denver but moved o en, as her father taught at many
diﬀerent medical schools across the country. She earned a BA from Stanford University and
an MFA from the University of North Carolina, Greensboro. Her full-length poetry publicaons have received many honors, including an American Book Award, a California Book
Award silver medal, and the Northern California book award.

IT IS
from Smith Blue
Just before she died, she was able to ask, “What is the answer?”
She got no response. Her last words were, “In that case, what is the
quesƟon?”

Not who is it, are we there yet,
is anybody home. Not, how much

Did it bite you? Did you see it? What is this?
What’s got into you? No one’s asking
if you know where your children are.
No one’s asking if you can locate
the nearest exits. In some cases
they may be behind you. No one cares

for the lemon? Not how much
for the ivory, the leopard,

whether or not you are being followed.
Don’t ask if it makes you look fat.

the peach. Not, when are we leaving?
Not, how will we leave? Not, do you know

The ques on is not
do you remember the me.

who she came with? How many clowns
will fit in the car? The head of a pin,
no one cares how many angels. No one cares
what you think of the smart bomb, corrup on,
the mobs. Your opinion on deregula on:
no one’s concern. The ques on is not

Will you, please, tell me the me?
Not, do you know the extension
of the person you are calling?
Not premium or regular.
Not, paper? Not, plas c?
Credit or debit? The ques on is not

who done it. The ques on is not
what’s for dinner, what’s your beverage,

what you can do for your country.
Not, now? Not, later? Not,

where’s the beef. The ques on is not
who’s your daddy. Is not

okay? The ques on is not
what your country can do for you.

which way will the wind blow. Is not
where’s the car. You washed

The ques on is not who will
save us. How are you ge ng by?

behind your ears, right? The ques on
is not did you turn oﬀ the oven,
did you remember to set the alarm. What’s that
got to do with the price of tea in China?

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Smith Blue. Southern Illinois University Press, 2011.
Suck on the Marrow. Red Hen Press, 2010.

What to Eat, What to Drink, and What to Leave for Poison. Red Hen
Press, 2006.

CLAUDIA EMERSON
“There is nothing more thrilling to me as an arƟst than to immerse myself in the creaƟon
of a poeƟc enclosure, an asylum for a place or object that the world has neglected or
abandoned. In that way, poetry is reclamaƟon and restoraƟon—and can be its own
present tense.”

BIOLOGY LESSON

COLD ROOM

from Figure Studies

from Secure the Shadow

It seems impossible that there could be
any ancestral link between the turtle—

Her refrigerator full, my mother has stored
some things in the cold of my brother’s

plodding, benevolent creature they keep
in a glass terrarium—and any bird,

closed-oﬀ room, Christmas oranges and pears
on the floor—the salt-cured ham that hung

but once the teacher suggests it, they begin to see—
in the blunt beak stained with mulberry juice,

for a full year from the cellar ra ers
cooked now and kept on the chest of drawers.

the low brow, eyes, the scales on its legs—certain,
if, at first, strained resemblance. Then, even

He is far away and ill; she knows
he will not come home, suspects

in its poor posture, they are convinced of another
sky into which it withdraws, not to become

she will not see or hold him again in the flesh,
allowed him only in smiling photographs

invisible, but to soar, fearless, inside
itself—small dome of safe, starless heaven.

undone by a voice thin on the phone.
A ernoons she climbs the slow, complaining
stairs with a pla er and carving knife;
she wears her winter coat, opens the door
to his bed s ll made, stale light, the scent
of ripe fruit and cold smoke. Here, in the room

METAPHOR
from Late Wife
We didn’t know what woke us—just
cold moving, lighter than our breathing.
The world bound by an icy ligature,
our house was to the bat a warmer
hollowness that now it could not
leave. I screamed for you to do something.
So you killed it with the broom,
cursing, sweeping the air. I wanted
you to do it—un l you did.

let go for this, she concentrates on carving
the meat so even and thin she can see through it
to the blade, its clean, prac ced passage—just so,
she says as though to no one, just so.

CLAUDIA EMERSON received the 2006 Pulitzer Prize in Poetry for her book Late Wife. Her
poems have appeared in Poetry, Southern Review, Shenandoah, TriQuarterly, New England
Review, and other journals. Emerson is the recipient of a Wi er Bynner Fellowship from the
Library of Congress and fellowships from the Na onal Endowment for the Arts and the
Virginia Commission for the Arts. She was the poet laureate of Virginia from 2008-2010.

STUDENT CONFERENCE

EIGHT BALL

from Secure the Shadow

from Late Wife

At first, I mistook the small, black ta oo
for a phone number or a date jo ed

It was fi y cents a game
beneath exhausted ceiling fans,

in haste on her wrist’s paler underside—
then suspected s tches when it didn’t fade.

the smoke’s old spiral. Hooded lights
burned distant, dull. I was red, but you

I was not far wrong. (Her poems: careful,
deliberate, thin as she was, haunted by a mother

insisted on one more, so I chalked
the cue—the bored blue—broke, scratched.

years dead—not a word about the brief grief
of the father who saw in her a worsening

It was always possible
for you to run the table, leave me

resemblance.) I imagined what it took
for her to enter the parlor, where nothing—

nothing. But I recall the easy
shot you missed, and then the way

garish bird, snake, broken heart—could tempt her,
turn her from the small, determined le ers:

we both studied, circling—keeping
what you had le me between us.

think. The word she had purchased moved faintly
in what she must have thought would be
permanence above her pulse, her body’s argument
to think what she wished she could s ll feel,
arm bared for another coming
into being, the needle’s indelible s ng.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
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KEVIN GOODAN
“I tend to believe, and always have, that every poem wriƩen is an elegy. Even if the poem is
wriƩen in present tense, the thing that triggered the poem is no longer there, at least not in
the condiƟon that it was when it sparked a poem, whether it be a piece of conversaƟon, a
wheelbarrow, or a face in the crowd at the metro.”

MONTANA MOUNTAIN POEM

WHOMSOEVER IS IN YOUR HOUSE

from In the Ghost-House Acquainted

from Winter Tenor

At this hour
there is
nothing that can save you

Whomsoever is in your house
Becomes your house.
And yet, how much can a body
Accommodate
For one must suﬀer torsion
To break into the light.
For now, it is summer.
From Lords Valley
To Dingmans Ferry I watch
Humidity ride open ground,
These stones, this field
Not lodged with what-has-been
But what-is-being—
The obese donkey nudging a fence
Wai ng for news of any brother,
A rock wall entering a pond,
A burning log-deck,
Siamese cat in the mow-path
Crouching before the blades,
The overgrown road leads
To your house, wild dogs
Keep me to this path
And not another
For my god is not calmness
But a stand of birch
Catching flame
As I try to decide what is noun from verb
In the lark’s fluted throa ngs—
Breaking the skin
Of each word I write.

Not another’s
past, nor thin air
we climb into—
A back room
in the a c
of a grave
Sound
of wind on scree
Brother,
there is no
sound like that sound
in all the rest of this world
And above us
no stars—
There are of course
thousands
even millions of stars
But not now.

Raised on the Flathead Indian Reserva on in Montana, KEVIN GOODAN worked at a
slaughterhouse and fought forest fires before turning his focus on poetry. His first collec on
of poetry, In the Ghost-House Acquainted, won The L.L. Winship/PEN New England Award in
2005. He has lived in Northern Ireland and Massachuse s, but currently lives in Idaho,
where he teaches at Lewis-Clark State College.

FOR LLAMAS
from In the Ghost-House Acquainted
If you want to understand the beauty of llamas
you have to struggle with the dead.
You have to slip your arms beneath their ribs,
lock your hands together
and stagger with them
across a concrete floor out into cold wind,
through thistles, brown and bri le cheet grass,
your head against their collarbone
your face so close to their face
that you breathe for the both of you,
your breath glistening the fine hairs along a cheek
as you use your weight against their weight
and skin your knuckles
and the bridge of their nose
on a pile of rough-cut hemlock boards
and catch their elbow on a nail on a post
and curse when your arms get shaky
and your lungs burn
you drop them
apologize
and leave them lying on the gravel
let freezing rain glaze their awkward lips
and back the rusty blue Ford pickup up
and let it idle
crank the defrost
scrape the ice from the windshield
and drop the tailgate
and pick them up again
and lay them down again
in crusted snow and bailing twine in back,
their head res ng on the spare
and throw a blue tarp on,
strap it down with shroud line
and throw a few heavy boards on for weight
and rest a while, listening to the AM
it is then that the llamas

Suggested Reading: Poetry
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In the Ghost-House Acquainted. Alice James Books, 2004.

come towards you
from the back of the field
through the snowdri that remains,
past the lean-to and the barn,
past the feeders
and the new brown salt blocks in the salt houses,
past the round pen for breaking horses
and they will move without shadows
and you will know the ice in their ma ed hair
and you will smell them
as they smell you
as they lean their necks across the fence
and they will breathe out
and you will see it
and they will look at you
with their eyes filled with pastures of another world
and you not knowing what it is you are wai ng for.

RACHEL ELIZA GRIFFITHS
“I’m an arƟst, not a diplomat. I try not to think or to fasten expectaƟons or values to
experiences while I’m in them. I need delight, despair, and I need quesƟons. When I’m
watching, I’m listening—that means being quiet and concentraƟng.”

PORTRAIT: WAKING AS A GIRL
from Miracle Arrhythmia
for my Father
Even then I recognized the dri , even then, as I awoke
during those years, to girlhood. Beyond words,
I named the blizzard of senses that overwhelmed
language. From dreams to the silent gray
of winter, I did not speak.

ELEGY: BREATH: EYES:
from Mule & Pear
Memory be closer to me
now that you are leaving
You cap ve admirer —
You terrorist —
You circus acrobat —
twirling in a hundred costumes

Waking depended on the myrrh of his a ershave
to guide my eyes into focus: my father
in a charcoal suit, his gold wedding band
wet from the single splash of water
that rinsed his face, a er he used Listerine.

One day you’ll be buried
Blackbirds will sing

From the nocturne ghosts to the geography
of a pillow, the scent arrived to wake me.
Between the wood bureau and the creaking radiators,
I stumbled to the bathroom’s tunnel of light.

I can’t remember this now — what
was it like not to forget
who I was?

And when I could not (having become
a woman) understand much of my father’s life,
I relied on the old musk that clung to the collars
of my father’s suits—the closets that I opened to become
his girl again when no one thought
I cared anymore.
How I chased the silent essence of his sacrifices
in my miserable independence.
How, even now, my dark head mourns him
on its pillow in an empty room.

while leaves fall
over the other closed vault

Be beyond me as a song is
beyond me
You are inescapable
as the sun
Merciless as the moon
when you refuse to dream
You courtesan —
Your face beneath water
moving away
Breathing life
into you
makes it hard
to imagine you living
without me

RACHEL ELIZA GRIFFITHS is a poet and visual ar st. She is the recipient of many fellowships,
and her visual and literary work has appeared widely. She is the creator and director of
P.O.P (Poets on Poetry), a video series of contemporary poets featured by the Academy of
American Poets. Her third collec on of poetry, Mule & Pear, was selected for the 2012
Inaugural Poetry Award by the Black Caucus of the American Library Associa on. Griﬃths
teaches crea ve wri ng at Sarah Lawrence College and lives in Brooklyn.

CELIE’S NOTES: DEAR GOD
from Mule & Pear
in the white hook
of the swan &

in the slack breasts where
my babies’ lips haunt me

in the eyelid
of Mister’s dream

in the snap peas
& the Christmas meat needing
to be dressed

in the bucket
the straw broom

in the onion’s mercy
in the greens salted & boiled

a family of washpins
that hang my life

‘ l they are so & dark
as old glory-women

to a broken line
of soap & water

where sunlight rots the jail
and moonlight rots the bed

in the husks

in this body where joy
waits tapping its bloodied toes

that wrap the heaviness
of corn so ghtly
in Ne e’s ghost
that spells vengeance
at Mister’s shadow
in the sores that run
through my soul
in the mixing bowl
in the rising biscuits
in the pleasure of sleep
in Sofia’s fist
in the legs of workhorses
a sea breeze before sunset &
the weary color of bu er
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in this body where hard work
is a lean angel made of burlap
in the body where pain
dri s like feathers plucked
from a flying thing
in the way a stain of
purple insists on being
loved
in the way a soul
will not insist enough
on being loved

ONA GRITZ
“When it comes to myself, I don’t consider anything too personal to write about. In
fact, I find the more I’m willing to reveal, the beƩer the wriƟng, and the more I learn
from it.”

WHEN THE MAN YOU LOVE IS A BLIND MAN

MIDSUMMER

from Geode

from Geode

You can stop shaving your legs
when the temperature drops
and he’ll say he likes a change
in texture with the seasons. You can
leave that bit of silver in your bangs.
Your fashion advice will be gospel.
When he tells you you’re beau ful,
you’ll know he’s talking about
something in you that’s meless,
something about you that’s true.
If, teasing, he says that smearing color
on your face is what a clown does,
explain how a touch of blush
can change the feel of entering a room
and he’ll listen. He’ll always listen
like the wide world is a ra with only
two people on it and he finds you
the more interes ng of the two.
Imagine going with him to the Rockies.
He hears you sigh and asks
what the mountains look like. All you have
are words. Awesome. Grandeur.
But when you describe that feeling
of seeing your one life for the flicker it is,
he knows. Oh, he says. Oh.
It’s like hearing music in a cathedral.

They’re catching fireflies but the teens
in the grass are a er each other.
Boys, jeans hanging from their hips,
break into sudden games of chase.
The girls, shoulders golden under
spaghe straps, make a squealing show
of trying to escape. Mostly, they hover,
as easy to seize as the languid beetles
flicking their strobes. Captured, those
bugs have no more spark than houseflies.
Of course, foreshadowing gets lost in the dark
stand of trees and heat of midsummer
when you’re sixteen and only just
discovering how you glow.

ALL IN BLACK ON THE STREETS OF NEW YORK
from Geode
It camouflages fat. That and midity.
Also subway grime, fear and the pastel op mism
you wore in high school. It’s cover for the thick
books you’ve yet to read, the opaque philosophies
you only grasp in bits. It’s an answer to the push pull
ques on, set yourself apart or blend. It belies
the open sky you miss, birdsong, your mom’s roast
in thick brown gravy while you nibble virtuous
brown rice meals. It’s for the guys, clad like you,
dark side out, who touch then leave your heart exposed.
It signifies insomnia, matches your coﬀee, says
this place that’s braced for loss is now your home.

ONA GRITZ’s first full-length collec on of poems, Geode, was a finalist for the 2013 Main
Street Rag Poetry Book Award. Her poems have appeared in Ploughshares, Bellevue Literary
Review, Seneca Review, Beauty is a Verb: The New Poetry of Disability and many other journals
and anthologies. She has won the Inglis House Poetry Contest, the Late Blooms Poetry Postcard Compe on and has placed second for Lilith Magazine's Charlo e Newberger Poetry
Compe on and The Bellingham Review's Annie Dillard Prize for Crea ve Nonfic on.

HEMIPLEGIA I

HER WINDOW

from Geode

from Geode

I was maybe five when I first tried
to make sense of it, my split self,
the side that recognizes everything it touches,
the side that feels muted, slept on.
Why do I feel less on the right?
I wondered aloud and with the swi ness
of someone who's been wai ng to be asked,
my mom said, Your heart's on the leŌ.
Like everyone's. We were headed somewhere
in our blue Barracuda, my father focused
on the road, my mother gazing out
the passenger window as she defined the world.
I sat in back, the middle spot, feet on the hump,
le hand feeling for the ordinary drumbeat
I shared with every other living soul,
right not feeling much of anything at all.

So this is not a film. And she
is not star-like. Just a student,

PASSING
from Geode
She walks as if favoring a sore foot
and her one hand can’t dis nguish
coins from stones. Mostly, she imagines,
no one knows. At last week’s dance, a boy
with sleek hair kissed her in the corner.
Tonight, her youth group is doing a yearly
good deed. Leaning on a wall, she watches
guests crowd the gymnasium in wheelchairs.
Skewed legs wrack with sudden currents.
Arms lay folded and s ﬀ like cooked wings.
Her friends hold the twisted hands in their own
then sway, grace amid the wheels. She’ll choose
a partner among the palsied strangers
when there’s a song she can get lost in.
It will be like dancing with her secret self.
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flushed from having rushed
to catch the train. Through her
headphones, a soulful voice
and slow guitar. A soundtrack
to make even this uneven ul
ride seem a pivotal scene.
The conductor lets his touch
linger when he takes her
crumpled money. A boy with
legs so long they live in the aisle,
turns to flash her a smile.
Darkened by evening, her window
reflects a girl whose hair falls
in waves, her throat delicately
framed by the line of her blouse.
What if this is it?
Her one moment when she is
at her ripest and most beau ful?
The conductor punctures another
person’s cket. The long legged
boy laughs into a ny phone.
She fingers a bu on to replay her song.

CATHY PARK HONG
“You finish the poem by resisƟng closure...so your reader quesƟons everything that she read
before it, and has to go to the beginning and read your poem again. A poem should be read
circularly, spirally, and repeatedly, and that’s not going to happen if you give away everything
in the end or staple it shut with a preƩy image. Leave it open-ended.”

ABECEDARIAN WESTERN
from Engine Empire
Ate stew, shot a man,
Bandy body spraddled, so full of lead
Cabrón can’t even walk uphill
Derringer spit out of bullets
Empty as a gu ed steer
Found a soiled dove,
Got me some cash roll for a night.
Hacienda next dawn,
Indian scalps round my neck.
Jacal shack full of hunched men
Kicked that hut down,
Limped them with shots,
Morning to scalp them,
Noon me, sang.
Oﬀal yarned in one satchel saddle
Prairie oyster in the other,
Quit the flats, into town
Raised on prunes and proverbs
Scorched a church,
Threw down a priest hiding
Under mesquite shrub and bla ng woolies,
Vaquero packs me with iron,
Wastes me easy as if
X marked my vest plain as
Yucca country.
Zanjero digs a ditch.

BALLAD IN O
from Engine Empire
O Boomtown’s got lots of sordor:
odd horrors of throwdowns,
bold cowboys lock horns,
forlorn hobos plot to rob
pots of gold, loco mobs
drool for blood, howl or hoot
for co onwood blooms, throng
to hood crooks to strong wood posts.

So don’t confront hotbloods,
don’t show oﬀ, go to blows or rows,
don’t sob for gold lost to trollops,
don’t drown sorrows on shots of grog.
Work morn to moon.
Know how to comb bo om pools,
spot dots of gold to spoon pots of gold.
Vow to do good.

THE INFINITE REPLY
from Engine Empire
I speak in shorthand
clips of sequels
branding voice to acronym
on long-horn steer roaming the open
source of our collec ve crea on
what domain do you live in
li le post-it
In a landscape of reminders
reminding the novelist to say
I write in direct osmosis
from writer to reader no bric-a-brac
wall of words blown
by tech giants who say choice
is a tool like a blade of grass
poked in a log hole for protein-rich bugs
flicking to irrita on
when nothing will load
so out you go to s nging sunshine
finding relief in the cereal aisle
filling your mind with boarders
who rush in when
breakfast bells chime.

CATHY PARK HONG’s second book of poetry, Dance Dance RevoluƟon, was chosen for the
Barnard New Women Poets Prize. She is the recipient of a Fulbright Fellowship, a Na onal
Endowment for the Arts Fellowship, and a New York Founda on for the Arts Fellowship. Her wri ng on poli cs and her reviews have appeared in the Village Voice, the Guardian, Salon, ChrisƟan Science Monitor, and The New York Times Magazine.

excerpt from TO COLLAGE A BEGINNING
from TranslaƟng Mo’um
I.

II.

to begin

to land

I always drew the face first

Gasp at the first sight

large eyes, blond locks, thimble lips

of an amusement park, the prickly

and broad streaks across canvas, the scent
of cold cream, paper thick as cloth napkins

circle of a Ferris wheel swooping down—

I no ced a blond shepherdess
who ate sushi out of a wicker basket
The way a story began, the rich lining
of a first sentence, how we worship clarity
the curtains rising to a startling chronology,
rays ju ng like stalac te, a projec on
in a wet blue cathedral—I wanted
to start a conversa on over again with my father
in airbrushed light over coﬀee,
when we weren’t worn or red—
No one could not remember my first word,
it could have been oma, appa, bap, uyu or
home, friend, it could have been sex, the first
English word I taught my immigrant cousin
which he repeated over and over like a child—
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a small girl with a white hat draws
poignant circles on the unmarked sand—
how luxurious it would be to write poetry
about unpeopled landscape,
rolling hills, the fog winding over a silhoue e
of spruce trees, a pond iced over and air,
sharp high al tude air, clinging to my chest
already tarred by a glaze of ink—
Once the gatherer landed
she saw small blue flags marking every half-mile—
(My grandmother once had a Japanese surname.
Women were sent to coal mines to work shirtless)
I dreamed of glaciers marked with graﬃ ,
a wai ng room cu ng through the first place I lived.

MARIE HOWE
“Poetry saved my life—growing up and finding poems that reflected back to me
psychological and emoƟonal states that I was confronƟng. It’s an art that addresses the
truth that we are living and dying at the same Ɵme. What could be stranger than that?”

HURRY

YOU THINK THIS HAPPENED ONLY ONCE AND LONG AGO

from The Kingdom of Ordinary Time

from The Kingdom of Ordinary Time

We stop at the dry cleaners and the grocery store
and the gas sta on and the green market and
Hurry up honey, I say, hurry hurry,
as she runs along two or three steps behind me
her blue jacket unzipped and her socks rolled down.

You think this happened only once and long ago?
Think of a summer night and someone
talking across the water,
maybe someone
you loved in a boat, rowing. And you could
hear the oars dripping in the water, from
half a lake away, and they were far and
close at once. You didn’t need to touch them
or call to them or talk about it later.
—the sky? It was what you breathed. The lake?
sky that fell as rain. I have been like you
filled with worry, worry—then relief.
You know the wind is sky moving. It happens all the me.

Where do I want her to hurry to? To her grave?
To mine? Where one day she might stand all grown?
Today, when all the errands are finally done, I say to her,
Honey I’m sorry I keep saying Hurry—
you walk ahead of me. You be the mother.
And, Hurry up, she says, over her shoulder, looking
back at me, laughing. Hurry up now darling, she says,
hurry, hurry, taking the house keys from my hands.

PART OF EVE’S DISCUSSION
from The Good Thief

It was like the moment when a bird decides not to eat from your hand, and flies, just before it flies, the moment
the rivers seem to s ll and stop because a storm is coming, but there is no storm, as when a hundred starlings li
and bank together before they wheel and drop, very much like the moment, driving on bad ice, when it occurs to
you your car could spin, just before it slowly begins to spin, like the moment just before you forgot what it was
you were about to say, it was like that, and a er that, it was s ll like that, only all the me.

MARIE HOWE is the author of three volumes of poetry, and is the co-editor of a book of essays.
Stanley Kunitz selected Howe for a Lavan Younger Poets Prize from the American Academy of Poets.
She has been a fellow at the Bun ng Ins tute at Radcliﬀe College and a recipient of NEA and Guggenheim fellowships. Her poems have appeared in The New Yorker, The AtlanƟc, Poetry, Agni, Ploughshares, Harvard Review, and The ParƟsan Review, among others. Howe teaches Crea ve Wri ng at
Sarah Lawrence College, Columbia, and New York University. She is the 2012-2014 Poet Laureate of
New York State.

THE ATTIC

THE FORT

from What the Living Do

from What the Living Do

Praise to my older brother, the seventeen-year-old boy, who lived
in the a c with me an exiled prince grown hard in his confinement,

It was a kind of igloo
made from branches and weeds, a dome
with an aboveground tunnel entrance
the boys crawled through on their knees,
and a campfire in the center
because smoke came out of a hole in the roof,
and we couldn’t go there. I
don’t even remember trying, not
inside. Although I remember
a deal we didn’t keep—so many
Dr Peppers which nobody drank,
and my brother standing outside it
like a chief: bare-chested, weary
from labor, proud, dignified,
and talking to us as if we could never
understand a thing he said because
he had made this thing and we had not,
and could not have done it, not
in a thousand years—true knowledge
and disdain when he looked at us.
For those weeks the boys didn’t chase us.
They busied themselves with patching
the fort and sweeping the dirt outside
the entrance, a village of boys
who had a house to clean, women
in magazines, cigare es and soda and
the strange self-contained voices they used
to speak to each other with.
And we approached the clearing where
their fort was like deer in winter
hungry for any small thing—what
they had made without us.
We wanted to watch them live there.

bi er, bent to his evening task building the imaginary building
on the drawing board they’d given him in school. His tools gleam
under the desk lamp. He is as hard as the pencil he holds,
drawing the line straight along the ruler.
Tower prince, young king, praise to the boy
who has willed his blood to cool and his heart to slow. He’s building
a structure with so many doors it’s finally quiet,
so that when our father climbs heavily up the a c stairs, he doesn’t
at first hear him pass down the narrow hall. My brother is rebuilding
the founda on. He li s the clear plas c of one page
to look more closely at the plumbing,
-- he barely hears the springs of my bed when my father sits down—
he’s imagining where the boiler might go, because
where it is now isn’t working. Not un l I’ve slammed the door behind
the man stumbling down the stairs again
does my brother look up from where he’s working. I know it hurts him
to rise, to knock on my door and come in. And when he draws his
skinny arm
around my shaking shoulders,
I don’t know if he knows he’s building a world where I can one day
love a man—he sits there without saying anything.
Praise him.
I know he can hardly bear to touch me.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
The Kingdom of Ordinary Time. Norton, 2009.
What the Living Do. Norton, 1999.
The Good Thief. Persea Books, 1988.

TUNG-HUI HU
“In part, being a poet has certain connotaƟons about who you are as a person. I gave
a party and overheard one guest say to another, ‘This guy Hui-Hui, he’s actually
friendly! I expected him to be a lot moodier.’”

A ROCK A FISH

THE WISH ANSWERED

from The Book of MoƟon

from Mine

Here there is breath.
There are rocks, but only
as an abdomen pulled
apart, that red color of
correc on marks, cracked
lips, and swellings.
The people who live here,
stringy men, wispy
women, as if spun from
clouds, they are capable
of greater passions than
us: one man, infuriated
at his car, the lemon
that had cost him a life’s
savings, drove it to the
canyon edge and cut away
the metal cord that coupled
the car, the rocks. Sliding
through the waters,
it breathed, and its gills
began to whiten with air—
how small the car must
have looked from above,
but to the fish it was as if
a con nent had shi ed,
stretched, and birthed
a new mountain range.

Several years ago I discovered
how easily love and food are confused,
when I thought I was in love with someone
but really it was a skipped lunch,
forgive me, I was young,
passions being what they were
were somewhat equivalent, mixed-up,
the highest anything,
stars without firmament, colors huddled
in the back shelf of a dark closet.
And even when I got my wish,
her si ng in front of me,
all I could think about
was cannoli, bisco .
How embarrassing! My stomach
growled and my heart leapt.

HOW TO CALL BACK THE DEAD
excerpt from Greenhouses, Lighthouses
How thin the walls are
between belonging and not belonging,
a drum stretched across
so much space. One hears echoing
on the street. Children dress
up like us and chase
each other with guns.
And when they press their ears against me,
on the other side the birds do
not sing and the dogs do not
bark in my language.

TUNG-HUI HU is the author of three collec ons of poetry. His poems have appeared in Boston Review, The New Republic, Ploughshares, and Gastronomica; the SoundWalk fes val of sound art in
Long Beach, CA; and the forthcoming anthology Family Resemblance: An Anthology and ExploraƟon
of 8 Hybrid Literary Genres. A former faculty member at the Kundiman retreat for Asian American
poets, Hu has been awarded fellowships from Yaddo, the MacDowell Colony, and the University of
Mississippi. He holds a Ph.D. in film studies from UC Berkeley, and teaches crea ve wri ng and digital
media at the University of Michigan, where he is an assistant professor of English.

ELEGIES FOR SELF
excerpt from The Book of MoƟon
They found me lying in the fountain. It had rained and I was floa ng
next to magnolia leaves. Pennies had slid oﬀ the mouths of carved
stone fish and they were glad to talk of more than money. From me
to me a child waded in and splashed wantonly un l the scent of
magnolias would circle upward refreshed by the change of pace.
How long had I been there? One me the fountain froze over and the
water slowed to the point that water striders awoke statuesque to find
their limbs immobilized. One tore its leg oﬀ. I, too, awoke, but as a
sleepwalker does, intent on moving, yet infirm in spirit. Thoughts
faint as an insect trapped in amber.

FRAGILE
from The Book of MoƟon
Midnights we walked in mountains they broke oﬀ pieces of ankle
pieces of toe bones
we reached in the water and tugged and the tail of a fish pulled out
midnights we stumbled in the dark the hearing of hands and
fumbles of skin
they slid oﬀ and a thousand islands and cliﬀs arose over the water
midnights we stretched tendons into rivers we washed our names
into rivers
and unbirthed lost them as easily as the tearing of dragonfly wings
midnights we touched finger ps to rock we poured holes into caves
into limestone
un l wide-eyed you arose and remarked how fragile mornings are
The breakage of sunlight.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Greenhouses, Lighthouse. Copper Canyon Press, 2013.
Mine. Copper Canyon Press, 2007.
The Book of Motion. University of Georgia Press, 2003.

ISHION HUTCHINSON
“With reading there is so much freedom and a constant buoyant sense of discovery—
reading, Marina Tsvetaeva reminds, ‘is complicity in the creaƟve process.’ Somewhere
during reading, you become the one being read, the ego totally abolished...”

BONES BE STILL

THE MIRROR BEFORE SLEEP

from Far District

from Far District

I see murmuring bones in deep water,
awai ng the final rites to rest.

The metal-rim mouth garbled
the enamel-spirit I spat out —
my old, man-child desire

O undead, fathers’ bones,
make the AtlanƟc your home,
but they wail and curse:
We were sacrificed
to give you life!
Lips remember no songs,
hands no rituals, all I have
are headache dreams.
The sea swells into a hurricane,
the land blackens into cancer,
lightning opens a heart
in the sky, like a boy opening
the window of a hot room
his mother died in.
O undead, why wrath?
I don’t know the path.
They answer in thunder:
You ungrateful New World,
too selfish to know the Word.
The Word? I don’t know.
The bones stop speaking.

to speak without grammar,
to raise the living from the districts’ cemetery.
For once I spoke the parable of stones
and words fell from the sky
like burnt leaves chased by boys,
their heads turned into dark clouds.
My voice blazed the cane field,
rows filed into girls’ heads and thighs
reaped before their season;
the sun ex nguished the square,
brought drought into the old man’s throat,
croaking from his piss-parchment rags,
“They wasted me every crop.”
Tonight, his withered eyes, the whitewashed plaza,
pack in the mirror before sleep
with the wasted hills and ash barracks,
the stagnant gullies’ retching dialect,
the dirt tracks’ tongues creasing
into the nightshi ledger, li ered with litanies
of shan es in parish St Thomas, with names teeming
to be pronounced. But when my rinsed
mouth opens, nothing; not the moth-fall
of Golden Grove, or the wide sunset-fan
of Peacock Hill, spreading like palm fronds
far from Tropicana’s scorched estate.
I may tell all my bones: they look and stare upon me.
Paranoia of the drums and machete—
I am to die, to speak.

ISHION HUTCHINSON was born in Port Antonio, Jamaica. His poetry collec on, Far District:
Poems, won the PEN/Joyce Osterweil Award. Other honors include a Whi ng Writers’ Award
and the Academy of American Poets’ Larry Levis Prize. He is an assistant professor of English
at Cornell University and a contribu ng editor to the literary journal, Tongue: A Journal of
WriƟng & Art.

PENALTY SHOT

CATCH FIRE

from Far District

from Far District

Then there was this boy who ra ed to school,
his dad a dark profile in cold morning air,
lean and curved, as we gathered on the peninsula
for early devo ons, the punctual light crossing
the ba lement; we answered “present” or “absent”
to names shouted, fidge ng in our class lines.

Old Shiduri came out evening,
her bare feet edging the ash yard,
avoiding the paved road since
she poisoned her son and husband —

Quiet boy, khaki pants rolled up, smelling of fish
scales and lime. Christ, he could strike the football
like a killer, but we were all animals on the playfield,
and when we ran out of nicknames for him,
he became No Name Boy, because he didn’t
talk much, and never challenged the names we gave.
When the sea swallowed going-home bells,
we rushed hell-loose to the bus stop, firing insults
and next-day’s war threats, but he walked slowly,
turning at the cliﬀ’s gate, stopping to roll up his pants.
I shouted to him one evening as he got down
on his knee: “School tomorrow?” He looked through
the right angles of his leg, certain I didn’t know
his name. A strange thing passed between us,
a bent ball, skidding towards the two open posts,
and there I was in the clearing, no defenders,
but I stalled at the shot, un l now I recall
his real name, in the jerk of memory’s net: Eusebius Titus.

so the story went — who owned
the slaughterhouse, A & Son.
Parents warned: “Never go near that
old-higue, coolie-witch, else skin will catch
fire and hell and powder house to pay.”
So when I see her she is invisible,
but one fine silk day, a tamarind-breeze
rustled her silver hair in a pale shawl,
her web-mouth trembled to itself
as I neared, a wasp danced in my head —
not a soul in sight — so I hailed her,
then hit the pavement home, craze-wings
in rage, excitement solid. It dissolved
at the zinc gate, where mother waited
with a shaved s ck, her mouth a vexed-snag
hole. A er the first whip-s ng, the myth
went out of the day. No mercy, welt-fledge,
I yelped down the whole district, who begged her,
“Bird, ease up the boy.” But she locked them out,
closed me in the small room and I squealed,
“I will break the door, wrench the lock, and let in the dead.”
But she did not understand and night fell
over the lit field and on her hard face —
a breathing dark, her eyes, two steady white slits.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Far District. Peepal Tree Press Ltd., 2010.

SAEED JONES
“I someƟmes hear from acquaintances things like, ‘I wish I was black, I would be good at poetry,’
or, ‘You’re lucky you’re gay, because that’s your whole thing.’ But it’s always about privilege.
What that’s really saying is ‘I wish my life was as awful as yours so I could write about it.’ That’s
not praise, it’s a confession.”

AFTER THE FIRST SHOT

THE BLUE DRESS

from Prelude to Bruise

from Prelude to Bruise

I run the dark winter
coatless and a shirt of briar,

Her blue dress is a silk train is a river
is water seeps into the cobblestone streets of my sleep, is s ll
raining,
is monsoon brocade, is winter stars s tched into puddles,
is good-bye in a flooded, an que room, is good-bye in a room of
crystal bowls
and crystal cups, is the ring- ng-ring of water dripping from the
mouths
of crystal bowls and crystal cups, is the Mississippi River is a
hallway, is leaks
like tears from windowsills of a drowned house, is windows
open to waterfalls,
is a bed is a small boat is a ship, is a current come to carry me in
its arms
through the streets, is me floa ng in her dress through the
streets,
is only the moon sees me floa ng through the streets, is me in a
blue dress
out to sea, is my mother is a moon out to sea.

season of black sycamore
thickets, then the startle
of open fields. Bare feet
cracking earth. Each mile
birthing three more.
There are sorrel horses
herding inside me.
In a four-legged night,
clouds sink into the trees,
refuse me morning
and mourning, but I pass
what I thought was the end
of myself. To answer
your rifle’s last ques on:
if you ever find me,
I won’t be there.

SAEED JONES, a 2013 Pushcart Prize winner, is the author of the collec on Prelude
To Bruise and the chapbook When The Only Light Is Fire. His work has appeared in
publica ons including Guernica, The Rumpus, Hayden's Ferry Review and Blackbird.
Jones is Editor of Buzzfeed LGBT.

BOY IN A STOLEN EVENING GOWN

BODY & KENTUCKY BOURBON

from Prelude to Bruise

from Prelude to Bruise

In this field of thistle, I am the improbable
lady. How I wear the word: sequined weight
snagging my saunter into overgrown grass, blonde
split-end blades. I waltz in an acre of bad wigs.

In the dark, my mind’s night, I go back
to your work-calloused hands, your body

Sir who is no one, sir who is yet to come, I need you
to undo this zipped back, trace the chiﬀon
body I’ve borrowed. See how I switch my hips
for you, dry grass cracking under my pretend
high heels? Call me and I’m at your side,
one wildflower behind my ear. Ask me
and I’ll slip out of this so ness, the dress
a black cloud at my feet. I could be the boy
wearing nothing, a negligee of gnats.

and the memory of fields I no longer see.
Cheek wad of chew tobacco,
Skoal- n ring in the back pocket
of threadbare jeans, knees
worn through en rely. How to name you:
farmhand, Kentucky boy, lover.
The one who taught me to bear
the back-throat burn of bourbon.
Straight, no chaser, a joke in our bed,
but I stopped laughing; all those empty bo les,
kitchen counters covered with beer cans
and broken glasses. To realize you drank
so you could face me the morning a er,
the only way to choke down rage at the body
sleeping beside you. What did I know
of your father’s backhand or the pine casket
he threatened to put you in? Only now,
miles and years away, do I wince at the jokes:
white trash, farmer’s tan, good ole boy.
And now, alone, I see your face
at the bo om of my shot glass
before my own comes through.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Prelude to Bruise. Coffee House Press, 2014.
When the Only Light Is Fire. Sibling Rivalry Press, LLC, 2011.

A. VAN JORDAN
“I’m most aƩracted to poems that have high stakes around vulnerability and emoƟonal transparency. I’d rather that a poem take a chance at being senƟmental by aƩempƟng to be emoƟonally
vulnerable, than for the poem to feel cold and distant; I can get distant objecƟvity from the morning paper. I come to poems for the risk taking, the risk taking that most of us don’t give ourselves
permission to take in our daily lives.”

Excerpt from QUANTUM LYRICS MONTAGE
from Quantum Lyrics

CUT TO:

THE FLASH REVERSES TIME
from Quantum Lyrics
DC Comics, November 1990, #44,
“Never Look Back, Flash,
Your Life Might Be Gaining On You”

INTERIOR: Princeton University; Cafeteria, 1949—DAY
Princeton has recently admiƩed its first group of black students,
four in number.
Princeton Cafeteria
If A plus B = B plus A,
A and B bear the ability to add up:
why isn’t race always commuta ve?
Take this cafeteria, filled with fresh
minds, ready to embark on mastering
math, science, and the arts but the art
of conversa on across race evades
these stars of society’s future. Sure,
they’re smart, but segrega on and isola on
are cousins on this campus of coed high IQs.
When I ask, the whites tell me the Negroes
resist assimila on: they won’t sit at our tables.
The Negroes tell me they’re not wanted:
we’re not invited to sit at the same table.
Princeton was Princeton before Negroes and will prevail,
as such, long a er the Negro is a non sequitur to this southern
ins tu on of the north. Innocent, you insist but,
this cafeteria is the feet of clay of this school.
Or, consider: A equals B when A and B are equals.
When one of the diﬀeren als is par al, how should
one solve it?

When I’m running across the city
on the crowded streets
to home, when, in a blur,
the grass turns brown
beneath my feet, the asphalt
steams under every step
and the maple leaves sway
on the branches in my wake,
and the people look,
look in that bewildered way,
in my direc on, I imagine
walking slowly into my past
among them at a pace
at which we can look one another in the eye
and begin to make changes in the future
from our memories of the past—
the bo om of a bo omless well,
you may think, but why not dream a li le:
our past doesn’t contradict our future;
they’re swatches of the same fabric
stretching across our minds,
one image sewn into another,
like the rela onship between a foot and a boot,
covariant in space and me—
one moves along with the other,
like an actor in a shadow play—
like a streak of scarlet light
across the skyline of your city
sweeping the debris, which is simply confe ,
candy wrappers, a can of soda,
all the experience of a day discarded
and now picked up
even down to the youthful screams of play
that put smiles on the faces of the adults
who hear remnants of their own voices
through a doorway leading back
to a sunrise they faintly remember.

A. VAN JORDAN was born and raised in Akron, Ohio. A er a ending poetry readings in the
Washington, DC, area in his late 20s, Jordan became interested in wri ng poetry. He received an MFA in crea ve wri ng from Warren Wilson College in 1998. Music, film, and history have influenced his work. The poems in M-A-C-N-O-L-I-A concern the life of MacNolia
Cox, the first African American finalist in the Na onal Spelling Compe on in
1936. Quantum Lyrics delves into physics, racism, history, and Albert Einstein’s work for
human rights.

METROPOLIS, RESTORED EDITION
from The Cineaste
(Michigan Theater, Ann Arbor, September 14, 2010)

Listening to the organist play feels like eavesdropping
inside the mind of a giant, a bipolar giant
whose emo ons are so fragile I want to climb
up her arm to lay my hand on her shoulder.
The screen has yet to capture the first gray glimpse of skyline.
Music envelops the theater, enclosing the city
in a throat filled with indiﬀerence,
a city under a chiaroscuro of sunlight and shadow imagined
by those working in the depths of the metropolis—
a sort of giant, too, with some real issues to work out.
I remember watching, as a child in downtown Akron,
Wild Oscar play the organ, ascending from beneath the stage
at the Loew’s Theater, long before it was renamed
the Civic Theatre, and even longer before it needed restoring
to save its life. Wild Oscar would play before the feature
or during the silent Krazy Kat shorts preceding
the main event. Going to the movies
seemed monumental: live music, opening acts, serpen ne
lines around the block. When Oscar played,
I wonder, now, if he was happy or
was he beneath the stage the whole me
toiling like the workers in the film tonight,
preserving a magic moviegoers s ll believe in,
the way voters and lovers do not. Like many children,
I believed I would do something with my poten al
once I simply grew up. Like many adults, I
stayed a child; poten al hanging around like a shadow.
But every now and then, like tonight, I catch up
with my shadow self, and show up in a theater
to see a restored edi on of an old film
about workers holed up in a factory for too many hours
and lovers separated, like most lovers, by their ideas.
One worker steps oﬀ line, reprieved by a brother worker,
and suddenly the sky appears, and the whole
rec linear contrap on—and I mean their lives, not just the plant—
comes tumbling down, an arcade of beliefs
in ruins. I wonder what it all means
to this audience, whose laughter rings a bit
condescending in the cued moments of melodrama.
It’s so easy to laugh at the banana peels laid before the lives of others.
Sad to see the young act too old to feel naïve,

Suggested Reading: Poetry
The Cineaste. Norton, 2014.
Quantum Lyrics. Norton, 2009.
M-A-C-N-O-L-I-A. Norton, 2005.

no suspension of disbelief. Not me.
Movies provide my last safe playground.
Tonight, for instance, when the organist descends to play,
and the lights expire, and the projec on whirrs to ac on,
I’m as excited as a boy again. When the organ ascends,
what am I but as dazed as the workers climbing
from the depths of the metropolis—a li le disappointed,
filled with ques ons, wondering how I will go on
with my day’s work outside in all that natural light?

YUSEF KOMUNYAKAA
“I would hope my audience includes anyone who cares about language and humanity. If I
thought about demographics when wriƟng a poem or play, I wouldn’t write anything. If the
imagery and music of a poem surprise me, it has my aƩenƟon, and that’s all it takes to speak
to others….Anything that triggers a meaningful dialogue.”

CANTICLE

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MY ALTER EGO

from The Chameleon Couch

excerpt from Warhorses

Because I mistrust my head & hands, because I know salt
nctures my songs, I tried hard not to touch you
even as I pulled you into my arms. Seasons sprouted
& went to seed as we circled the dance with silver cat bells
ed to our feet. Now, kissing you, I am the archheir of second
chances.
Because I know twelve ways to be wrong
& two to be good, I was wounded by the final ques on in the cave,
le side of the spirit level’s quiver. I didn’t want to hug you
into a cross, but I’m here to be measured down to each numbered
bone.
A trembling runs through what pulls us to the blood knot.
We hold hands & laugh in the East Village as midnight autumn
shakes the smoke of the Chicago B.L.U.E.S. club from our clothes,
& you say I make you happy & sad. For years I stopped my hands
in midair, knowing fire at the root stem of yes.
I say your name, & another dies in my mouth because I know how
to plead
ll a breeze erases the devil’s footprints,
because I crave something to sing the blues about. Look,
I only want to hold you this way: a bundle of wild orchids
broken at the wet seam of memory & manna.

I did what I did. To see
friends turn into ghosts
among the reeds, to do
deeds that packed the heart
with brine & saltpeter
was to sing like a bone
for dust. All the ques ons
were backed up
inside my brain. Ques ons
I didn’t know I had—
as if I had stopped
at the bloody breach—
the stopgap between
animal & human being.
I did what I did.
I called the Vietnamese
gooks & dinks
so I could kill them. But one night
I had to bash in the skull
of a dying GI.
I was the squad leader,
but I didn’t order
PFC MacHenry to do
what I couldn’t do.
Or Private Ortega.
I used the bu
of my M16,
& stars bled on the grass.
Was the soldier black?
Was he white?
I can only say
I did what I did because
he sounded like a pigeon
ed to a hunter’s stool,
cooing with his eyes sewn shut.

YUSEF KOMUNYAKAA was born in Bogalusa, Louisiana, the son of a carpenter and a mother who
bought a set of encyclopedias for her children. From 1965 to 1968, Komunyakaa served a tour of duty
in Vietnam as an informa on specialist, edi ng a military newspaper called the Southern Cross. Nearly 20 years a er his Vietnam experiences, Komunyakaa wrote his war poems, published in 1988 as
Dien Cai Dau. In 1994, Neon Vernacular received the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, and in 1998, his poetry
collec on, Thieves of Paradise, was a finalist for the 1999 Na onal Book Cri cs Circle Award.

SALT

SLAVES AMONG BLADES OF GRASS

from Neon Vernacular, New and Selected Poems

from Talking Dirty to the Gods

Lisa, Leona, Lore a?
She’s sipping a milkshake
In Woolworths, dressed in
Chiﬀon & fat pearls.
She looks up at me,
Grabs her purse
& pulls at the hem
Of her skirt. I want to say
I’m just here to buy
A box of Epsom salt
For my grandmama’s feet.
Lena, Lois? I feel her
Strain to not see me.
Lines are now etched
At the corners of her thin,
Pale mouth. Does she know
I know her grandfather
Rode a white horse
Through Poplas Quarters
Searching for black women,
How he killed Indians
& stole land with bribes
& fake deeds? I remember
She was seven & I was five
When she ran up to me like a cat
With a gypsy moth in its mouth
& we played doctor & house
Under the low branches of a raintree
Encircled with red rhododendrons.
We could pull back the leaves
& see grandmama ironing
At their wide window. Once
Her mother moved so close
To the yardman we thought they’d kiss.
What the children of housekeepers
& the handymen knew was enough
To stop biological clocks,
& it’s hard now not to walk over
& men on how her grandmother
Killed her idiot son
& salted him down
In a wooden barrel.

The Amazon ants dispatch
Scouts armed with mandibles
Sharp as sabers. They return
To drum each other’s heads

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Neon Vernacular: New and Selected Poems. Wesleyan, 1993.
Pleasure Dome: New and Selected Poems, Wesleyan, 2004.

With antennae, & then send out
Columns of warriors to surround a nest
& abduct pupae. As if made for ba le,
With jaws so deadly they can’t feed
Themselves, they possess slaves.
New blades of grass beaded with water
Light a subkingdom beneath
Shadowed footsteps where the sky
Meets indiscernible green of river
& jungle, in this terrain
Where a world is dismantled
To make something else look whole.

Prose
Conversations with Yusef Komunyakaa. University Press of
Mississippi, 2010.

STEPHEN KUUSISTO
“The best rule of thumb when you're with a blind person is to talk openly with him; don't worry
that using words like "see" or "look" in standard conversaƟon are upseƫng to the blind; don't
worry that talking about a movie that you've seen recently will cause a blind person distress;
don't grab a blind person without first asking if they'd like assistance. In the end it's all preƩy
simple: Use common sense.”

STILL

BUT SECONDS, MINUTES OF LIFE

from Only Bread, Only Light

from LeƩers to Borges

The old love seeps
Like pond water
In your shoes,
And the field is bracken
Under snow.
Who loves you, who doesn’t:
Each curls like burning paper
And blooms upward
In the winter dusk.
Orion spins.
The old love begins
To waltz you
Across the yard
Un l you sway.
Who loves you, who doesn’t:
Each tastes like iron,
But new love
Was never a nail
And tastes of snow
At the pond’s edge
You test new ice
By tossing old ice
And listening.

aŌer the Finnish of Risto Rasa

I watch from a bench
As crows wheel and land
Beside a sleeping dog:
The dog, so old,
Looks up
And the crows fly.
Dogs know a musical sadness when they wake.
Just as we do.

IF YOU ASK
from LeƩers to Borges
aŌer the Finnish of Risto Rasa

My favorite walk
Was with a certain girl; we went along roads
Searching out preferred wildflowers
And going to and fro
Like that
Was a shared silence.
I suppose it’s hard to have this nowadays.
And there were many horses watching
As we slipped through the wet grass,
And some flowers sparkled like match heads.
We went home with new ideas.
It was like wearing eyeglasses;
It was like sleeping
Inside a window.

STEPHEN KUUSISTO is the author of two memoirs and two poetry collec ons, and
his work has been translated into more than a dozen languages. He is a regular contributor to Na onal Public Radio’s “All Things Considered” and a frequent speaker
on disability and diversity issues in the U.S. and abroad.

ERASING STARS

LEARNING BRAILLE AT THIRTY-NINE

from LeƩers to Borges

from Only Bread, Only Light

A teacher of standing, a poet, tells her class, Never put stars in your poems,
and some of the students write this down. And some stop wri ng a er a
year or two. And some get married or take jobs selling pharmaceu cals. And
some think, Time is in short supply, and ex cathedra take up parent worship.

The dry universe
Gives up its fruit,

I know a Bal c poet who draws Egyp an star charts on cocktail napkins as
he answers ques ons. I also know a poet in Tucson, an amateur ornithologist who believes that stars influence birds. “Of course,” he says, “the carbon
in our brains comes from stars.”
Erase stars from a page. Nothing happens. The allotropic pulse of mathematics cks anyway. But now try pu ng the stars back. It can’t be done. This
failure has nothing to do with personal habits.

Black seeds are raining,
Pascal dreams of a wristwatch,
And heaven help me
The metempsychosis of book
Is upon me. I hunch over it,
The boy in the asylum
Whose fingers leapt for words.
(In the dark books are living things,
Quiescent as cats.)
Each me we li them

JAZZ FROM CRIPPLE CITY

We feel again
The ache of amazement

from LeƩers to Borges
I saw tonight four men in wheelchairs ea ng
Flowers, laughing through the dusk
In a public garden.
Forsythia leaned to the water.
Oh, to bear up under such rollicking measures.
Oh, to live in Buﬀalo, New York, and eat civic plan ngs.

Under summer stars.
It’s a dread thing
To be lonely
Without reason.

Yes, it’s true:
A friend had to tell me about the men who ate from the soil.
Her descrip on was full of detail, let us say, as
The courts are full of law,
As Doc Williams might have said.

My window stays open
And I study late

But no one can describe the murmurous laughter that does not
Alter the case and the twilight full of sounds.

And I rub grains of the moon
In my hands.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Letters to Borges. Copper Canyon Press, 2013.
Only Bread, Only Light. Copper Canyon Press, 2000.

As quick, musical laughter
Rises from the street

Prose
Eavesdropping: A Memoir of Blindness and Listening. Norton, 2006.
Planet of the Blind. Random House, 1998.

ALEX LEMON
“On a technical level, studying poetry helps a person read, write and understand any text.
It cul vates a en on, sensi vi es to nuance, develops empathy and awareness to otherness,
and is a venue for the discussion of rhetorical strategies and issues related to argumenta on.”

I KNEW YOU BEFORE YOU WERE

BEAUTIFICATION CAMPAIGN

from The Wish Book

from Fancy Beasts

Rusty chains coiled in the cardboard box
I carry to the dumpster & all I am

Liposuc on for everyone who can recite
the Pledge of Allegiance! Lip gloss, Lee
Press-On Nails arrive weekly in the mail.
The turkey is always fat free & the co age
cheese is nothing but protein. Helicopters
drop leaflets, but in truth, no one understands
the food pyramid. & so I’m inconsolable—
I can’t get rid of these love handles. The woman
in the radio tells me to eat more hearts
of palm but I don’t know
what they look like. Bundles of skinght tracksuits are thrown on each stoop
like the morning paper & I think gastric
bypass is the answer for me. I stay up late
& cut out coupons for Botox injec ons,
but there’s no money le , so I whiten
my teeth with bleach. I toss & turn in the middle
of the night, listening to Wide-Awake Sammy
riﬄe through the trash outside. He doesn’t sleep
& I can’t stop thinking about my love
handles. When I turn the kitchen light on,
I can see him out there—filling his bag
with recyclables, his belly with whatever drops
from the half-empty cans. At the table, I fondle
my love handles & tell the cat that I’m not afraid
of science. Cut ‘em right oﬀ me and feed ‘em
to the dogs. But I have to admit, I’ve been
disappointed—you can’t taste the range
in those free-range hogs. I say let all of the beef
be beef fed. I want night vision
a er ea ng a plate of salmon. Let the teats
of cows drip with the sweetest honey. I want
my baby spinach made with real, 100 % baby.

Thinking is my face is falling oﬀ & is yours
Under it & or is someone’s I don’t
Even know—further down, a stranger,
A deadman, a saint, or just a sprawl
Of gravel & then I’m thinking this other thing—
There’s a snake in this box, blacktailed
& then more: there’s a bo omless immensity
Beneath my feet & what a sacrifice
It is each day just to get by, this alchemy,
This fevered life: illness & love,
Lockjaw & slow mo on kidnappings—it is what
It always is—chronic dying, shivering with
Unbelievable joy & not knowing a damn thing
About anything as lightning
Jigsaws the horizon. At the garbage pile, I pause—
Take a deep breath & sit on the curb.
Like they’re being sucked into the sky,
The trees’ limbs li . No cars on
The street—so quiet. So hushed I can
Hardly breathe. Thousands of lives
Are piled into all this dirt we walk
On & I’m wai ng, saving it all for you.

ALEX LEMON is the author of Happy: A Memoir and four poetry collec ons. An essay collec on is
forthcoming. His wri ng has appeared in Esquire, American Poetry Review, The Huﬃngton Post,
Ploughshares, Best American Poetry, Tin House, and others. Among his awards are a 2005 Fellowship in Poetry from the NEA and a 2006 Minnesota Arts Board Grant. He is an editor-at-large for
Saturnalia Books, the poetry editor of descant, and frequently writes book reviews for the Dallas
Morning News. He lives in Fort Worth, Texas, and teaches at Texas Chris an University.

BOUNDLESS

ALL OF THE MADE ROADS

from The Wish Book

from Fancy Beasts

Let’s go my li le paradise,
My li le heart a ack—

Choosing
My life, I drop

The city is unwinding.
Roots are bus ng through

Quarters in
The slot

Concrete. Soon, it will no
Longer be the epoch of racing

& select
The worst

In circles. There’ll be no more
Sleeping in the Xerox machine.
All those disposable hours
Where we sat around wondering

Song on
The jukebox

How many mes you could
Tell someone that you loved

& then sneak
Out to

Them before they’d explode
Instead of leaning into

Watch
Through the rain-

Their warmth & actually saying
It. Soon, no one will want unlimited

Streaked glass.
O feverish

Texts because it will be known—
This here right now, this,
Exactly what you mean—
Is brought to you by

Praise—I can
Feel night

Every second that happens
Herea er & how the sunrise

Struggle
To lay

Holds your closed eyes.
Any me is the best me

Back in
Its own dark.

For us to go. Please, hold my hand.
It is such a pleasure to be
Not dead & walking through
This place with you.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
The Wish Book. Milkweed Editions, 2014.
Fancy Beasts. Milkweed Editions, 2010.
Mosquito. Tin House Books, 2006.

Prose
Happy: A Memoir. Scribner, 2010.

REBECCA LINDENBERG
“I somewhat insist on speaking as a woman in my poems, especially as someone who writes a
lot of love poems….And I aspire to be the same kind of poet as I am woman/human—
educated, invenƟve, generous, curious, ethical, aƩracted to quick wit and drawn to big,
ambiƟous ideas, and maybe a liƩle sassy, when the price is right.”

MARBLEHEAD

CARNIVAL

from Love, An Index

from Love, An Index

not to be in love with you
I can’t remember what it was like
it must’ve been lousy
JAMES SCHUYLER

You take oﬀ your black
motorcycle jacket, hang it
on the back of a chair. It’s cold
from our walk along the sea wall.
Your pockets jingle with shells.
While we were gone, you le
the stove on low—some things
you do make me so nervous.
You graze the surface of sauce
simmering in a pan, shiny finger p
held out for me to lick, you say
“What does it need?” Maybe nothing,
maybe honey to unbi er the lime.
Later that night you’ll bury your face
in my belly and sob. “I’m sorry,”
though I don’t think you are
always talking to me, my love.
But now lobster steam billows
up the window, you gulp
purple wine, your pinky s cking out,
and the round olives are the green
all green things aspire to be.

The mask that burns like a violin, the mask
that sings only dead languages, that loves
the destruc on of being put on. The mask
that sighs like a woman even though
a woman wears it. The mask beaded with
freshwater pearls, with seeds. The plumed mask,
the mask with a sutured mouth, a moonface,
with a healed gash that means harvest. A glower
that hides wanƟng. A grotesque pucker. Here’s
a beaked mask, a braided mask, here’s a mask
without eyes, a mask that looks like a mask
but isn’t—please don’t try to unribbon it.
The mask that snows coins, the mask full of wasps.
Lace mask to net escaping thoughts. Pass me
the rouged mask, the one made of sheet music.
Or the jackal mask, the hide-bound mask
that renders lovers iden cal with night.

WOMAN VS. SNOW
excerpt from Love, An Index
The woman in the snow
carves wide
wings around herself.
The bird swoops low.

REBECCA LINDENBERG is the author of Love, an Index and The Logan Notebooks. She’s the
recipient of an Amy Lowell Traveling Poetry Fellowship, a Na onal Endowment for the Arts
Literature Fellowship, a Provincetown Fine Arts Work Center Fellowship, and a MacDowell
Arts Colony Residency. She holds a Ph.D. in literature and crea ve wri ng from the University of Utah.

WHAT RINGS BUT CAN’T BE ANSWERED
from Love, An Index
You are beau ful as a telephone, colors
of bone, rocket ship, and cocktail lounge—
Hmm, says the neon sign, star ng
an unfinishable thought.
Where do we go from here?
I’m a balloon,
each minute you don’t call is a breath
you blow into me.

GHOSTOLOGY
from Love, An Index
The whistler’s
inhale,
the white space
between is
and not
or a er a ques on,
a pause. Nothing
isn’t song:

I want to be the crackers in your soup,
I want to be your brass compass. Oh, mister,
just thinking about you curls the ends of my hair.

a leaf hatching
from its green shell,

The clock Ɵsk-Ɵsks.

frost whorling
across a windshield,

Moon, you old spinster, don’t you mock me
with your pockmarks and your slow, slow travels.
Moon, what would you know, cold as cheese?
Hmm. Tisk-Ɵsk.
Behind a far-oﬀ door, a thought about me is being formed
out of nothing but light.
And when that phone does ring—

Suggested Reading: Poetry
The Logan Notebooks. Center for Literary Publishing, 2014.
Love, An Index. McSweeney’s, 2012.

an open door
opening.

JAMAAL MAY
“Art, be it poetry, music, sculpture, puppetry—the whole of it, inspires change on a personal level
rather than a global one. This is important because the individual is the whole. The creaƟon of
art argues that people are connected, ideas are connected, the past and future are connected by
this moment.”

THE GIRL WHO BUILDS ROCKETS FROM BRICKS

COMING BACK FOR YOU

from Hum

from Hum

finds no voice louder
than hers in the caverns
of deserted houses
or overgrown lots that surround
her excava on for spare parts:
shards of a whiskey bo le, matches,
anthills erup ng from concrete
seams, the discarded husk
of a beetle. The shells of vacants
reflect the echoes of her li le
song—a song with lyrics
assembled in a quiet language
only she speaks—language
not spoken with tongue but hands
that snatch up fists of grass,
crunch into dust the driest leaves—
small hands that fill jelly jars
with broken glass, gravel, and fire ants,
each jar, an engine for a rocket.
Rainwater spills from a gas can
down between bricks, the girl
begins her countdown
without thinking of a des na on.

Tonight the de will stretch out. Syringes
and splinters of glass will be collected.
Shells and stones that aren’t needed
un l morning will be le cleaving beach.
You’ll forget that sound in a month
then remember it on a runway wai ng
for your ears to pop. In Pi sburgh
a vat overflows and scalds a foundryman
while a young chef somewhere smothers
a fire because she lost control of it.
In a backyard, a boy learns a boomerang
doesn’t come back to you, only your loca on;
if you should be elsewhere when I return
I may be lost, twirling out of view, while
exhaust hurries from a bus in Michigan
hurrying a bouquet of passengers from an airport
to the missed. An arm scratched red.
A zippered pouch full of cures. An addict
who can’t stop picking at his face
rolls a scab between fingers
for the remainder of the trip. You watch him
while stroking a cowry on the necklace I strung
in Oregon. A pair of teenagers too frightened
to head home fall asleep watching dawn,
the Pacific comes ashore to reclaim a hermit crab
finding only the shell, immovable where it rests.

JAMAAL MAY’s first book, Hum, won the Beatrice Hawley Award from Alice James
Books. He is founding editor of the Organic Weapon Arts Chapbook and Video Series.

STILL LIFE

HOW TO DISAPPEAR COMPLETELY

from Hum

from Hum

Boy with roof shingles
duct taped to shins and forearms
threading barbed wire through pant loops.

You are quarter ghost on your mother’s side.
Your heart is a flayed peach in a bone box.
Your hair comes away in clumps like cheap fabric wet.
A reflec ng pool gathers around your altar
of plywood subflooring and split wooden slats.
You are rag doll prone, contort,
angle and arc. Rot. Here you are
a greening abdomen, slipping skin,
flesh fly, carrion beetles. Here
where bullets found shelter,
where scythes found their func on, breath lost
its place on the page, where the page was torn
out of every book before chapter’s close.
This is slippage, this is a shroud of neglect
pulled over the body, this
is your chance to escape.
Li le wraith,
bend light around your skin un l it colors you clear,
disappear like silica in a kiln, become
glass and glass beads, become
the staggered whir of an exhaust fan,
a presence only no ced
when gone. Become origami.
Fold yourself smaller
than ever before. Become less. More
in some ways but less
in the way a famine is less.
We will forgive you for not being
sa sfied with fi ng in our hands.
We will forgive you for dying to be
a bird diminu ve enough
to fit in a mouth without being crushed.

Boy with a safety pin-clasped
bath towel of a cape
tucking exacto knife into sock.
Boy with rocks. Boy
with a metal grate for a shield.
Boy with a guardian
daemon and flawless skin.
Boy in the shu ered district,
a factory of sha ered vials,
green and brown glass.
Boy with a ny voice
and crooked cursive handwri ng,
with bent nails in a pouch,
metal flashing scavenged in bits,
with half a neck e
ed around the brow
pushing a fire door wide.
Boy with a boy living
in his head kept quiet
by humming a lullaby
of sta c and burble.
The boy in the boy’s head
watches sparse traﬃc
from a warehouse window
and takes notes on where
overpass paint hides rust,
where the cyan bubbles up
into a patchwork of pock
and crumbling disease,
a thief in the bridge’s body
he doesn’t see, but knows
is coming tomorrow
to swallow his song.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Hum. Alice James Books, 2013.

SHARA MCCALLUM
“I say I write poetry, but rarely say I am a poet. I'm not afraid of the word per se but the phrase
‘I am a poet’ seems somewhat staƟc and sƟlted. WriƟng poetry is something I see as acƟve,
whereas being a poet makes me think of someone siƫng around waiƟng for inspiraƟon or
someone posing in some fashion as a ‘poet.’”

JAMAICA, OCTOBER 18, 1972
from The Water Between Us, in The Face of Water:
New & Selected Poems

You tell me about the rickety truck:
your ride in back among goats or cows —
some animal I can’t name now —
the water coming down your legs,
my father beside you, strumming
a slow melody of darkened skies
and winter trees he only dreamed
on his guitar. The night was cool.
That detail you rely on each Ɵme
the story is told: the one story
your memory serves us beƩer
than my own. I doubt even that night
you considered me, as I lay inside you,
preparing to be born. So many nights
aŌer it would be the same.
You do not remember anything,
you say, so clearly as that trip:
animal smells, guitar straining for sound,
the water between us becoming a river.

OCTAROON SONG
from Song of Thieves, in The Face of Water: New &
Selected Poems
Blood’s the bar I cannot pass
so shield my face from sun,
wear lace and proper trim,
pat my powdered skin
Ɵll it glows like mother-of-pearl,
a shade whiter than white.
At night, I dream my hair
curling back, dark
daughters and sons I cannot
risk to bear, swimming
from between my legs.
Ask me my name,
I will say I am damask,
rose-hued and hewn
from divided worlds.
Ask me my name,
I will say I am Eve
and Salome, will say
my face is that place
where conƟnents meet.
Ask me my name
I will answer you
with my father’s words,
his language, holy water,
sancƟfied salvaƟon
blistering my tongue.

From Jamaica, SHARA MCCALLUM is the author of The Face of Water: New and Selected Poems, This
Strange Land, a finalist for the OCM Bocas Prize for Caribbean Literature, Song of Thieves, and The
Water Between Us, winner of the Agnes Lynch StarreƩ Prize for Poetry. RecogniƟon for her poetry
includes a WiƩer Bynner Fellowship from the Library of Congress, and a NaƟonal Endowment for the
Arts Poetry Fellowship. Her work has been published in the US, Europe, the Caribbean, LaƟn America,
and Israel and has been translated into Spanish, French, and Romanian. She directs the Stadler Center for Poetry and teaches at Bucknell University.

THE PERFECT HEART

THE MADWOMAN IN MIDDLE AGE

from The Water Between Us, in The Face of Water:
New & Selected Poems

from The Face of Water, in The Face of Water: New &
Selected Poems

I am alone in the garden, separated
from my class. This is what comes
of trying to make the perfect heart.

As a girl, I saw the world as mutable —
a beggar could pass for king,

Scissors: silvery cold and slipping
through my four-year-old fingers.
I did not know and took the harder route,
tried to carve a mirrored mountain top
from each centre of the page
aŌer page of red construcƟon paper.
Now, I am counƟng the frangipani
in bloom. Teacher’s words sƟll shriller
than the mockingbird’s. My cheeks,
wet and hot from more than heat.
If I had been taught, if
once I had been shown the way,
I would have obeyed — not been
a spoiled, rude, wasteful liƩle girl.
Folding the paper in two,
I would have cut away the crescent moon.

a maiden morph into a fish.
When the caterpillar’s husk I clutched
unfolded into wings, I believed
even the dead could return.
I walked across a mountain,
over a sea and an ocean.
For years, I flung salt
over my shoulder to shake
the old people’s predicƟon:
All her life that gal going to suck salt.
I became a woman mistaking
what I’d loved for what I’d lost.
Now, I try not to paint my life
a red that would shame a poppy.
Now, when I watch tea leaves driŌ
through steaming water,
seƩling at the cup’s boƩom,
I tell myself they portend nothing.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
The Face of Water: New & Selected Poems. Peepal Tree Press,
2011.
This Strange Land. Alice James Books, 2011.

RACHEL MCKIBBENS
“It is dangerous to assume you have complete knowledge of a writer and their personal
life based on what they’ve revealed to you. You only know what they want you to know.”

POEM FOR THREE DEAD GIRLS OF LAST SUMMER

HONEY

from Into the Dark & Emptying Field

from Pink Elephant

My sweetheart says I can no longer watch the news.
You worry too much. And he is right. My fear is a drilling.
Constant. Bloodthick. That girl in the suitcase,
that wife in the river, that woman in the elevator needed me.

At the playground
we’d change our names for fun.
Jailed sand flies in our hands
un l they’d s ng to freedom.

I worry too much, it is my right. My fear is a drilling,
a songless bird perched upon my shoulder.
That wife in the river, that woman in the elevator needed me.
But I have three girls of my own, they are mine mine mine
and the songless bird perched upon my shoulder
watches over them, my sweet li le Gretels who follow me home,
these three girls who are mine mine mine
gobble up my heart like a hunk of bread. When men

Dirty-hair-smells-like-dog girl, Ruth,
became “Vanessa,” who rode a limousine to school,
had a pet horse and an alligator, too.
One Monday, she showed up
with seven teeth knocked out,

see them, my dear li le Gretels, they follow me home.
When there is a knock at the door, I stash my darlings in a cupboard.
They come to gobble up my girls like hunks of bread. Men
line up like ants to take them away, to carry them home.
When there is a knock at my door, I hide my darlings inside a cupboard
like bowls of sugar. When they sleep, I wrap them in kite strings,
line them up like ants so no one can take them and carry them home.
They clutch their dolls and all night long they wish for boys
like bowls of sugar. As they sleep, I hold them like kite strings.
Constant. Bloodthick. That girl in the suitcase,
clutched her doll and all night long wished she’d been a boy.
My sweetheart says I can no longer watch the news.

I fell down the stairs!
(Poor thing) We gathered around her,
a jealous swarm of stupids, Oooooing
as she dragged her proud li le tongue
across her red-raw gums.
Just think of all the money she’ll get from the tooth fairy!
we squealed, as Vanessa stood in the sandbox,
a blinking new queen, while her daddy
sped to work in his old Toyota
tweezing the s nger from his hands.

RACHEL MCKIBBENS is a New York Founda on for the Arts poetry fellow and author of the cri cally
acclaimed volume of poetry Pink Elephant. Regarded as one of the most dynamic speakers in the
country, McKibbens is a legend within the poetry slam community, noted for her accomplishments
both on and oﬀ the stage: She is a nine- me Na onal Poetry Slam team member, has appeared on
eight NPS final stages, coached the New York louderARTS poetry slam team to three consecu ve final
stage appearances, is the 2009 Women of the World Poetry Slam champion and the 2011 Na onal
Underground Poetry Slam individual champion.

THE SUPER

THE LAST TIME

from Into the Dark & Emptying Field

from Pink Elephant

Some mes 5F sleeps out on her fire escape.
I don’t think she knows that I’ve seen her,
or that every me I catch her out there, I watch over her
un l morning, making sure she doesn’t roll oﬀ
into a wrought iron death. When she climbs back
through her window to get ready for work,
I always feel, in my own small and private way,
she owes her life to me. As she bathes,
she has no idea how each bubble perched upon her skin
has my name all over it, or that the men
I watch grab her by the throat have me to thank.

I did it alone,
without leaving.

When we ride the elevator together, I make no men on
of these gi s. Instead, I close my eyes
and concentrate on the sound of her pulse, so steady
and ungrateful. There is a part of me that wants
to come clean, leave a note on her door explaining
who she is indebted to. But the other part of me
enjoys the quiet sacrifices I suﬀer for this woman:
the dark, sleepless hours I spend protec ng her,
all this love, so pure and unno ced, keeping her alive.

The welt on my face
s ll hot, I crept downstairs,
pried open the toolbox
and grabbed the hammer
with his ini als burned deep
into the handle.
Upstairs, my brother slept
in his room, a glass box
of rep les watching over him.
I turned the knob slowly,
stood over my father’s body,
his chest heaving, then sinking,
when his tongue ra led, then stopped,
and the whites of his eyes
rolled over, and he stared
only at the weapon in my hand
and I looked at him and said,
If you ever touch us again,
I will kill you.
And then he saw me.
Okay, he said.
Okay.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Into the Dark and Emptying Field. Small Doggies Press, 2013.
Pink Elephant. Small Doggies Press, 2009.

ANIS MOJGANI
“Art and poetry are ways in which we as people are able to connect, able to reveal, able to
illuminate the things inside us that overlap and that cannot necessarily be shared through
common everyday language. The creaƟng and discovering of the arts are ways in which we
can find more peace within ourselves and build bridges to others.”

GOD BLESS NEW YORK IN THE SUNLIGHT.
ALL OF ME IS ALL OF YOU AND SO ARE YOU.
from The Feather Room

SHARPEN THE LANCES
from Over the Anvil We Stretch

Hello.
I think that perhaps I have been here before.
That perhaps I have seen your face before. That perhaps
I know you. There is a field in you.
One that we have both run through. With the sun
bleeding through us. Arms out. Using our bodies
to swallow the wind. Our hearts so full
the birds ate from our hands. Yes.
I know you.
I saw you
on the other side of the tall grass
talking out loud.
I waved to you.
I think perhaps
maybe that
you waved back?
Yes, I think you did.

I know that there may be wars inside your head on some days
and how
some of them
you’re gonna have to fight alone
but I pray that if the darkness comes big and too big and sharp
I’ll see you down there
brother of mine
there are swamps that we come from
children of the cypress knee
sister
it’s okay to run
I learned that long ago
I ain’t been s ll since
it don’t mean I don’t love you
I’m just trying to catch up to my heart
I’ve let it out of my hands too many mes
I have to learn how to hold it ghter
there are hungry birds that fly around us all

SATURDAY

THE OLD MAN

from The Feather Room

from The Feather Room

Outside
the sun on me.
Ea ng my breakfast.
My strawberries.
My cereal.
This is how easy the world can work.
The thought of your arms near—
so close I could hear them.
This is how easy the world can work.

My heart came back from the wild
with a beard and a broken leg,
a wooden wine cup,
and the footprints of bears on its spine.
It didn’t make it to the doorstep.
Instead fell asleep
with the trees looking down
and the wrens
puﬃng hairs from its beard
to go make their nests with.

ANIS MOJGANI is a two me Na onal Poetry Slam Champion and winner of the Interna onal World
Cup Poetry Slam. A TEDx Speaker and former resident of the Oregon Literary Arts Writers-In-TheSchools program, Anis has performed at numerous universi es, fes vals, and venues around the
globe and has performed for audiences as varied as the House of Blues and the United Na ons. His
work has appeared on HBO, NPR, and in many journals. A founding member of the touring Poetry
Revival, Anis is the author of three poetry collec ons, all published by Write Bloody Publishing.

WONT YOU COME OUT TONIGHT?
from The Feather Room
At the top of the hill is a small but very tall house.
The boys in town go there
to try and knock out the highest windows.
They do this to impress the girls they drag up there with them.
The girls smile and whisper
while the boys pretend to fight.
The boys believe the louder their body is the brighter their hearts will look
—they push each other and jump into the air.
They make fists. They play-fight,
and imagine what it means to not be scared.
The girls laugh at this because they imagine the same thing
but in a diﬀerent way. The girls do this to hide
the quiet libraries of curiosity they hold in their chests.
They pretend to know how the world works,
that the boys are silly and know too much about nothing.
The girls pick up rocks to show how one throws something with weight.
The boys shrug this oﬀ.
They are not impressed or pretend not to be.
But the book on the inside of their skin is bound
of the same trembling papers the girls are made of.
Neither of them yet know
what the shapeless water of love is,
anything they hold ghtly falls between their fingers.
They are wet. But their hearts
have begun to quicken.
And run six footed.
And dance
around the fire.
And in certain hours of touching
feel sparks flying out of them.
They watch and whisper. The few mes they hear the distant breaking
of glass from up on high, li le trees inside their chests uproot themselves
and become small but very tall houses with brand new windows
placed in their walls wai ng for the world to break its way inside.
This is why they come to the house—
to show how far their bodies can send something into me.
To show how far into the dark they can hurl the earth.
To make sing some small rock pitched perfect on accident.
Suggested Reading: Poetry
Songs from Under the River: A collection of early and new work.
Write Bloody Publishing, 2013.
The Feather Room. Write Bloody Publishing, 2011.
Over the Anvil We Stretch. Write Bloody Publishing, 2008.

SCOUT
from The Feather Room
In the night trees outside
a mockingbird’s talking.
I don’t know how far away
whoever he’s talking to is,
but I’m here
listening, and one car
drives down the empty street,
and just now
another one.

AJA MONET
“The greatest gangster is not going to tell you he’s a gangster. The greatest lyricist is not going
to tell you he’s a lyricist. Are you listening? Are you listening to the person that’s in your household cooking breakfast in the morning? Are you listening to the bus driver that’s taking you to
school in the morning? They be spiƫn’ lyrics. I don’t know what you’ve been hearing. There’s
lyrics all around us.”

WAITING FOR THE HURRICANE
from The Black Unicorn Sings

Charlie had an obscure firecracker tossing
and turning
in his forearms
she was an unending sun se ng
in his blood
the morning of
ocean des crashing
inside his rigid nutmeg eyes,
you could see the storm of her
re ring in his drowning face.
she was his red velvet God,
a flickering volcano
giggling in his chest.
Men love the disaster of themselves
and women live for the s ll,
sleeping wind right before the hurricane
Charlie was a majes c criminal,
a playful assassin
Never took a liking to authority
But he was wobbly-knees for her
They say a er Katrina hit,
Charlie became a haunted rocking chair
of the gri y New York City Subway
a mere beggar,
Humming for her currency
What a unicorn of a woman, the way she dazzled her men
Black magic, how she made him disappear
only to reappear every thanks giving,
a fowl mouth of laughter
with a baggage of tears
His stomach always held ghtly to his ribs
She could have been a nicer girl,
could have returned him s ll a man
She made him a walking coﬃn of bones
a junkie feigned out for the way she rose in his blood
jonesin’
a hunched over heart
bea ng, aching
a tender hiccup in the universe
love is for the folks in the trenches.

IF YOU EVER FIND YOURSELF ON THE J TRAIN
from The Black Unicorn Sings
Get oﬀ at Cleveland Street
you will discover a neighborhood of noise
and the music will make your hips laugh
the concrete is a pasture of broken nerves
more importantly,
head towards the house whose shrouded shoulders
shiver under the ragged shawl of an amusing sky
this is 61 Ashford Street
an old woman called my grandmother
spends most summers on the front porch
if you visit when I am a li le girl,
you will see me si ng next to her
in a beach chair
agitated by the humid of spirits and smoke.
She blows ghosts from her lips
fashioning cigare es between her fingers like magic wands.
Her arms ripple like the branches of willow trees
and her hands are ancient
I have watched them break the necks of chickens
how the blood drips from her wrists like syrup
savoring the s ck and moist before falling.
She is a conjured woman
and Cuba
is stubborn for her tongue
when she came here,
to this house of magic
and galaxies
I wonder if she ever longed for her country
If a Santera
ever misses her God.
She once told me
love is sacrifice,
thank you.

AJA MONET was a member of the first youth team from New York City to win the Brave New Voices
Youth Na onal Poetry Slam. At the age of 19, she became the youngest individual to ever win the
Nuyorican Poets Café Grand Slam Champion tle, ranking top 20 in the Na onal Poetry Slam and fi h
in the na on as part of the Nuyorican Slam team within the same year. In 2008, Aja Monet was on
the Hollywood Slam team at Da Poetry Lounge in Los Angeles, CA. She performed at the NAACP preinaugura on event for Barack Obama.

SHE SWEATS
from The Black Unicorn Sings
The first me I ran into freedom
she was smoking a cigare e
lounged on the curb,
sipping on a swea ng beer bo le
mumbling toward the sky,
her elbows shivering on her knees
waving me over.
I was on my way to change the world somewhere
I don’t really remember where exactly,
I was in a hurry though.
And perhaps,
I wouldn’t have ever stopped
had she not appeared so familiar
Her face photographed in my mind
hewing and celes al.
I remember
her hair-night and twilight
flew down her back,
water-falling into the air.
She is a working woman
woke up every morning at dawn
eavesdropping on the souls of black folk
rushing and dazed
weary and struggling.
She noted the children
tumbling and scraped knees,
the faces of our mothers
parched and inevitable,
the father’s-freakishly bamboozled,
bound in shadows.
This is life

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Chorus. MTV Books/Simon and Schuster, 2012.
The Black Unicorn Sings. Penmanship Books, 2010.

She inhaled an opera of smoke
and exhaled an orchestra of pain.
Told her I had to be on my way
and she cleverly replied,
Oh that’s right. You have to go change the world.
Her smile squeezed between her lips
hugging the horizon of her face
I walked oﬀ having caught her smile,
Freedom’s smile is a contagious spirit,
a ra ling song of the heart.

TOMÁS Q. MORĺN
“My grandparents taught me that we live in a world of mystery we will never fully
understand. That's a troubling concept for some people. As for me, not only am I
okay with that, but I rather like it. I mean, who would want to know everything?
How boring would that be?”

DUMB LUCK
from A Larger Country
There are some things I should tell you
beforehand: I was born on a bed
covered quickly with a quilt. I stepped
my bare feet into the new world
of a lamp-lit room in the country.
Because of a broken drivesha we stayed,
my mother and I, among the witch hazel
straddled houses and the buzzard-heavy
poles rising upward like wooden angels.
She had meant to rest on the bleached
linens of the Sisters of Mercy
hospital, and if only I had not come early
I might have been named Olaf
or Sven a er one of the three doctors
in town. Why does any of this ma er
you wonder, what is the point
of unwinding the threads of this life
I will never have? My mother wanted
a daughter so at five I dressed flowers
with my hair and answered to Margaret
as she watched my face darken
with all the coming furies of boyhood.
If they had conceived me sooner
I might now remember my father
taking his streaked hand to my back
and li ing me into the stunned air
of April, although common sense suggests
I wouldn’t have remembered the moment
nor his face or the light rain tapping
its fingers on our shingled roof

like a deaf man pounding Chopin
away on the keys of an unstringed piano
because he believes what he was told,
that there is joy in our sheer movement
of a thing from A to B, that a sound
made realizes its purpose when it fills
a silence because that is what we do
when we are born. We waken and cry
to the silent walls and a radio gone hush,
to the earthbound rooster and hens
bent in the yard because we are finally
in the world we always said we wanted.

KARMA
from A Larger Country
When she came from the East, empty-handed,
the newspapers used words like raiment, blue, shimmers,
to describe her arrival in the hail of immigrants.
Under occupa on she scribbled solace.
District oﬃces went empty, the coﬀee dark and cold,
as we paraded her down the avenues
to the courthouse square where her pink likeness
stood cut in granite. She smiled and waved, bowed
as she le , and we all thought, “Straight to work!”
But she had not come to judge, rather to forget.
When nothing changed, no one no ced. Day to day
we cheered her; meanwhile, she counted the hours
under a birch somewhere, deathless, teaching
the hemorrhaging mouse at her feet about pa ence.

TOMÁS Q. MORĺN’s poetry collec on A Larger Country was the winner of the 2012 American Poetry
Review/Honickman Prize and runner-up for the PEN/Joyce Osterweil Award. He is co-editor of the
anthology Coming Close: Forty Essays on Philip Levine, and translator of Pablo Neruda’s The Heights of
Macchu Picchu. His poems have appeared in Slate, Threepenny Review, Boulevard, Poetry, and American Poetry Review. In 2010, he won the Boulevard Emerging Poets Contest. His work has been profiled
on NBC La no and The Huﬃngton Post, and has been reprinted on Poetry Daily, and in anthologies. His
essays have appeared on New England Review Digital and The Best American Poetry Blog.

BLOODHOUNDS

WINTER

from A Larger Country

from A Larger Country

Once they had been replaced by people
with noses equally capable of naviga ng
a complex sea of collapsed rebar and concrete
to a single, dri ing mote of skin,
they sought other employment. The truth
was clear: we didn’t need walking,
shamefully at mes, to a dry median
during rush hour, nor training to say Here,
dig here, this one can make it. Out of work,
some hung up their fedoras, put away
the spy glass and went to the country to herd,
but discovered sheep s nk, goats too,
and that horses can’t be trusted.
In the city, others tried guarding banks
but were too o en lulled to sleep
by the dull odor of husbands and wives.
Soon the newspapers began to cry
what dogs could already hear: “mongrels,”
“lazy,” “Take our jobs, is what they do.”
Slowly, many dri ed back to the swamps
of long rifles, of coons piled on a porch
ahum with the nineteenth century. Years later,
when hardly anyone remembered them,
a lone pack did what celebri es do when they fall
from favor, they answered the call of Hollywood
to join the cameras and props on the set
of the new Singing School. That first night
we watched them warm up by howling
the vowels: over and over the long O
drew from the black and tan chorus a wail
from the Old World, a helpless moan
that broke the backs of centuries
each me it passed through the sad, bent halo
of their mouths. They were a hit
because karaoke was fashionable again,
as was suﬀering, as was pity,
and so the episodes kept coming, cabled
week a er week into the dark living rooms
where our beau il, intelligent race sat
in the raw hours, a en ve, sniﬃng the air,
wai ng for a sign in those throaty baritones
that we might yet find another life.

There is a church with a steeple and houses whose roofs
mirror the slope of the church’s roof which is
meant to dominate the center of the canvas;
such was the nature of faith in the sixteenth century.
If you lose interest in the architecture the snow
will always yoke you back in, as will the barren trees
that make your eyes dart from one to the other
in search of a nest, a bird, a remnant of a bird even,
and when you fail to accomplish even this small task
you will turn to the ice and the skaters because there is
nothing else to turn to and because there is certainty
in their movements, and this comforts you, the slicing
of smooth spirals and the hand-holding and the red noses—
only there are no skaters as you had once thought and now
you are confused and all you can see are the people being beaten
with clubs and branches from the trees you had worried over,
and then you no ce the empty lake in the background,
the greater body of water in the frame,
and you tell yourself the ice will crack, the snow melt,
and this is something which makes you feel be er
because it is a scene you have witnessed before.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
A Larger Country. American Poetry Review, 2012.

Translator
The Heights of Macchu Picchu by Pablo Neruda. Copper Canyon, 2014.

MARILYN NELSON
“Poems come out of silence, out of the accidental and intenƟonal juxtaposiƟon of
combusƟble thoughts, and emerge—on the page or in the air—as words and meaning (one hopes).”

HOW I DISCOVERED POETRY

SISTERS

from How I Discovered Poetry

from ParƟal Truth, in The Fields of Praise:
New and Selected Poems

(Clinton-Sherman AFB, Oklahoma, 1959)
It was like soul-kissing, the way the words
filled my mouth as Mrs. Purdy read from her desk.
All the other kids zoned an hour ahead to 3:15,
but Mrs. Purdy and I wandered lonely as clouds borne
by a breeze oﬀ Mount Parnassus. She must have seen
the darkest eyes in the room brim: The next day
she gave me a poem she’d chosen especially for me
to read to the all-except-for-me white class.
She smiled when she told me to read it, smiled harder,
said oh yes I could. She smiled harder and harder
un l I stood and opened my mouth to banjo-playing
darkies, pickaninnies, disses and dats. When I finished,
my classmates stared at the floor. We walked silent
to the buses, awed by the power of words.

The school bus drove us home from high school, where
we got oﬀ in the Negro neighborhood
and several mes a week there was a fight:
one sister called another sister “hoe,”
pulled out black handfuls of her straightened hair,
clawed at her face and hands, and ripped her shirt.
I walked home. I believed in sisterhood.
I s ll do, a er thirty years, although
I’ll never understand why several white
sisters walked on me as if I was dirt.
We were all sisters, feminists, I thought,
forge ng what those ca ights should have taught.
I was too well brought-up, too middle class
to call a heifer out, and whup her ass.

THIRTEEN-YEAR-OLD AMERICAN NEGRO GIRL
from How I Discovered Poetry

PSALM

(Clinton-Sherman AFB, Oklahoma, 1959)

from Magnificat, in The Fields of Praise:
New and Selected Poems

My face, as foreign to me as a mask,
allows people to believe they know me.
Thirteen-Year-Old American Negro Girl,
headlines would read if I was newsworthy.
But that’s just the top-of-the-iceberg me.
I could spend hours searching the mirror
for clues to my truer iden ty,
if someone didn’t pound the bathroom door.
You can’t see what the mirror doesn’t show:
for instance, that a er I close my book
and turn oﬀ my lamp, I say to the dark:
Give me a message I can give the world.
Afraid there’s a poet behind my face,
I beg un l I’ve cried myself to sleep.

So many cars have driven past me
without a head-on collision.
I started coun ng them today:
there were a hundred and nine
on the way to the grocery,
a hundred and two on the way back home.
I got my license
when I was seventeen.
I’ve driven across country
at least twelve mes;
I even drive
late Saturday nights.
I shall not want.

MARILYN NELSON is a three- me finalist for the Na onal Book Award and winner of the
Newbery and Core a Sco King awards, among many others. She is the author or translator
of 15 poetry books for adults and children, five chapbooks, and a memoir en tled How I Discovered Poetry (2013), a series of 50 poems about growing up in the 1950’s in a military
family, each poem stamped with a place and date from the many places they lived.

MAMA I REMEMBER

THE SONG IS YOU

from For the Body, in The Fields of Praise:
New and Selected Poems

from Sweethearts of Rhythm
(Lucille Dixon on Bass)

Mama I remember.
My hair was in braids—
you tapped done with the comb
and I stood up between your knees.
You were always
packing for the movers,
si ng in front of me
when I touched my father’s hair.
You never cried,
wrapped glasses in newspaper,
took the pictures down.
The last baby grew
warped in your womb,
smiled three years
and died. I remember
your eyes when you climbed
into the ambulance.
You pa ed my cheek,
your hands wet with blood.
You stared
when I slapped the wall
and cursed the hospital
where my father died.
Now you meditate.
I understand
your need, the so ache
of loss in your thighs.

Musical instruments sleep in the dark
for several hours a day:
the folks we belong to aren’t always at play,
so we can’t be always at work.
Our silence holds music: an undiscovered bourne,
horizons which have never been viewed,
like undeclared love growing deeper in solitude,
or the crystalline heart of a stone.
My sleep, however, was more like a death:
in the dark of an a c for years;
forge ng my existence, and my glorious career
with the best female swing band on the earth.
I was the great love of my Sweetheart’s life.
A man came between us. And soon
I was in the dark collec ng dust and out of tune;
they were pronounced man and wife.
Instead of the charts, my gal read Dr. Spock.
We played once a week, once a year...
At first, from my closet, I was able to hear
her family’s con nuo of talk.
My sweetheart’s grandson brought me to the shop.
Something has ruined my voice.
Older, not riper, I’m a sorry old bass.
But that doesn’t mean I’ve lost hope
...that someone will hold me in a tender embrace,
her arms will encircle my neck;
someone will press her warm length to my back,
and pluck notes from my gut with her fingers’ caress.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
How I Discovered Poetry. Dial, 2014.
Faster Than Light: New and Selected Poems. Louisiana State University
Press, 1996-2011.
The Fields of Praise: New and Selected Poems. Louisiana State University
Press, 1997.

Prose
A Wreath for Emmett Till. HMH Books for Young Readers, 2009.

SHARON OLDS
“...Every group of people who ever existed have had poetry, because passionate human life
couldn’t be led without it….When we feel powerful feelings, we tend to speak in rhythm; we
speak in more repeƟƟve, forceful rhythm when we’re upset. You hear people having a fight,
it’s not prose. People don’t fight in prose: And if you do one more thing…”

HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR
from The Wellspring
For seventeen years, her breath in the house
at night, puﬀ, puﬀ, like summer
cumulus above her bed,
and her scalp smelling of apricots
—this being who had formed within me,
squa ed like a bright tree-frog in the dark,
like an eohippus she had come out of history
slowly, through me, into the daylight,
I had the daily sight of her,
like food or air she was there, like a mother.
I say "college," but I feel as if I cannot tell
the diﬀerence between her leaving for college
and our par ng forever—I try to see
this house without her, without her pure
depth of feeling, without her creek-brown
hair, her daedal hands with their tapered
fingers, her pupils dark as the mourning cloak's
wing, but I can't. Seventeen years
ago, in this room, she moved inside me,
I looked at the river, I could not imagine
my life with her. I gazed across the street,
and saw, in the icy winter sun,
a column of steam rush up away from the earth.
There are creatures whose children float away
at birth, and those who throat-feed their young
for weeks and never see them again. My daughter
is free and she is in me—no, my love
of her is in me, moving in my heart,
changing chambers, like something poured
from hand to hand, to be weighed and then reweighed.

FIRST LOVE
from The Gold Cell
(for Averell)
It was Sunday morning, I had The New York
Times spread out on my dormitory floor, its
black print coming oﬀ dark silver on the
heels of my palms, it was spring and I had the
dormer window of my room open, to
let it in, I even had the radio
on, I was le ng it all in, the
ny silvery radio voices–I
even let myself feel that it was Easter, the
dark flower of his life opening
again, his life being given back
again, I was in love and I could take it, the ink
staining my hands, the news on the radio
coming in my ears, there had been a wreck
and they said your name, son of the well-known they
said your name. Then they said where they'd
taken the wounded and the dead, and I called the
hospital, I remember kneeling by the
phone on the third-floor landing of the dorm, the
dark steep stairs down
next to me, I spoke to a young
man a young doctor there in the
Emergency Room, my open ear
pressed to the dark receiver, my open
life pressed to the world, I said
Which one of them died, and he said your name,
he was standing there in the room with you
saying your name.
I remember I leaned my
forehead against the varnished bars of the
baluster rails and held on,
pulling at the rails as if I wanted to
pull them together, shut them like a dark
door, close myself like a door
as you had been shut, closed oﬀ, but I could not
do it, the pain kept coursing through me like
life, like the gi of life.

SHARON OLDS’s first collec on of poems, Satan Says, received the inaugural San Francisco
Poetry Center Award. Her following collec on, The Dead & the Living, won the Lamont Poetry Selec on in 1983 and the Na onal Book Cri cs Circle Award. Her other collec ons include
Stag's Leap, recipient of the Pulitzer Prize and the T. S. Eliot Prize; and The Father, which
was shortlisted for the T. S. Eliot Prize and was a finalist for the Na onal Book Cri cs Circle
Award. Olds held the posi on of New York State Poet Laureate from 1998 to 2000.

THE EASEL

BOULDER CREEK

from Stag’s Leap

from Blood, Tin, Straw

When I build a fire, I feel purposeful –
proud I can unscrew the wing-nuts
from oﬀ the rusted bolts, disassembling one of the things my ex
le when he le right le . And laying its
narrow, polished, maple angles
across the kindling, providing for updra –
good. Then by flame-light I see: I am burning
his old easel. How can that be,
a er the hours and hours – all told, maybe
weeks, a month of s llness – modeling
for him, our first years together,
odor of acrylic, stretch of treated
canvas. I am burning his le -behind cra ,
he who was the first to turn
our family, naked, into art.
What if someone had told me, thirty
years ago: If you give up, now,
wan ng to be an ar st, he might
love you all your life–what would I
have said? I didn’t even have an art,
it would come from out of our family’s life –
what could I have said: nothing will stop me.

It was me to leave the cabin, the cellar
smelling of apples, the creek in dusk
at noon, the blackberry patch, its thorns
raking the takers of those bite-size nights,
and the pool, small and deep, hand-made
of clay. I don't know where my father
was, probably having one
for the road, with his father, by the fire, in the unlit
room, his mother having one, with them
alone, in the kitchen, from a jelly glass
with a yellow corn-cob painted on it,
I don't know where my sister was,
but my brother was saying goodbye to the pool,
kneeling at the edge, eighteen months old,
leaning far over, and waving. When
my mother walked by, and looked in the water,
and saw him lying at the bo om, smiling,
she dove in, with her clothes on,
and then there was no one in the air but the clay
ducks, ducks so dry they hissed
when you splashed them, the ducks from church, the ashes
to ashes ducks to ducks ducks. Then the water broke
and she brought him up, dripping goddess
splu ering baby. The drinkers were angry
she had let it happen—while she changed her clothes
they had one for the road. We kept pulling oﬀ
the road, for my father to lean out and throw up,
but he would not let her drive un l
he almost hit a college boy,
who leaped out of reach, like a doe. The keys exchanged
hands with the noise of the triangles
at school, played underwater or underground. When my father began to snore
in the suicide seat, I curled up
in the niche under the back window,
fit my back to that curve of heavy
post-war glass, and went to sleep,
dreamless. My mother was driving, she was a rela ve of God's.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Stag’s Leap. Knopf, 2012.
Strike Sparks. Knopf, 2008.
Satan Says. University of Pittsburgh Press, 1985.

ALICE OSWALD
“I think the way the outer world inflicts itself on the inner world is traumaƟc, and mostly the human mind is healing itself and trying to soŌen that blow. But one of the funcƟons of poetry is to
re-open that wound, and I think that’s what Homer does so well….[T]he sensuous world is…just
so intense when you really focus on it.”

SONNET
from Woods etc., in SpacecraŌ Voyager 1: New and Selected Poems
Spacecra Voyager 1 has boldly gone
into Deep Silence carrying a gold-plated disc inscribed with whale-song
it has bleeped back a last infra-red fragment of language
and floated way way up over the jagged edge
of this almost endless bright and blowy enclosure of weather
to sink through a new texture as tenuous as the so upward pressure of
an elevator
and go on and on falling up steep flights of blackness with increasing
swi ness
beyond the Crystalline Cloud of the Dead beyond Plato beyond Copernicus
O me culous swivel cameras s ll registering events
among those homeless spaces gathering in that silence
that hasn’t yet had me to speak in that
increasing sphere
of ny runaway stars notched in the year
now you can look closely at massless light
that is said to travel freely but is probably in full flight

Excerpt from Memorial: A Version of Homer’s Iliad
And HECTOR died like everyone else
He was in charge of the Trojans
But a spear found out the li le patch of white
Between his collarbone and his throat
Just exactly where a man’s soul sits
Wai ng for the mouth to open
He always knew it would happen
He who was so boas ul and anxious
And used to nip home deafened by weapons
To stand in full armour in the doorway
Like a man rushing in leaving his motorbike running
All women loved him
His wife was Andromache
One day he looked at her quietly
He said I know what will happen
And an image stared at him of himself dead
And her in Argos weaving for some foreign woman
He blinked and went back to his work
Hector loved Andromache
But in the end he let her face slide from his mind
He came back to her sightless
Strengthless expressionless
Asking only to be washed and burned
And his bones wrapped in so cloths
And returned to the ground

ALICE OSWALD’s first collec on of poetry, The Thing in the Gap-Stone SƟle (1996), received a
Forward Poetry Prize for Best First Collec on. Oswald o en works on book-length projects and is
known for her interests in gardening, ecology, and music. Her second book, Dart (2002), was the
outcome of years of primary and secondary research into the history, environment, and community along the River Dart in Devon, England. Among her many awards and honors, Oswald was
the first poet to win the 2013 Warwick Prize for wri ng. She lives in Devon with her husband and
three children.

WALKING PAST A ROSE THIS JUNE MORNING
from Woods, etc., in SpacecraŌ Voyager 1: New and Selected
Poems
is my heart a rose? how unspeakable
is my heart a rose? how unspeakable
is my heart folded to dismantle? how unspeakable
is a rose folded in its nerves? how unspeakable
is my heart secretly overhanging us? pause
is there a new world known only to breathing?
now inhale what I remember. pause. how unbreathable
this is my heart out. how unspeakable
this is my risen skin. how unthinkable
this is my tense touch-sensi ve heart
this is its mass made springy by the rain
this loosening compression of hope. how unworkable
is an invisible ray ligh ng up your lungs? how invisible?
is it a weightless rapture? pause. how weightless?
now trace a breath-map in the air. how invisible?
is a rose a turning cylinder of senses? how unspeakable
is this the ghost of the heart, the actual
the inmost decelera on of its thought? how unspeakable
is everything s ll speeding around us? pause
is my heart the centre? how unbearable
is the rain a halo? how unbearable

Suggested Reading: Poetry
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PRUNING IN FROST
from The Thing in the Gap-Stone SƟle, in SpacecraŌ
Voyager 1: New and Selected Poems
Last night, without a sound,
a ghost of a world lay down on a world,
trees like dream-wrecks
coralled with increments of frost.
Found crevices
and wound and wound
the clock-spring cobwebs.
All life’s ribbon frozen mid-fling.
Oh I am
stone thumbs,
feet of glass.
Work knocks in me the winter’s nail.
I can imagine
Pain, turned heron,
could fly oﬀ slowly in a creak of wings.
And I’d be staring, like one of those
cold-holy and granite kings,
ge ng carved into this eﬃgy of orchard.

ROBERT PINSKY
“...there is a special inƟmacy to poetry because…the medium is not an expert’s body, as when
one goes to the ballet: in poetry, the medium is the audience’s body. When I say to myself a
poem by Emily Dickinson or George Herbert, the arƟst’s medium is my breath. The reader’s
breath and hearing embody the poet’s words. This makes the art physical, inƟmate, vocal
and individual.”

LONG BRANCH, NEW JERSEY

1. FIRST THINGS TO HAND

from Sadness and Happiness, in The Figured Wheel:
New and Collected Poems, 1966-1996.

from First Things to Hand

Everything is regional,
And this is where I was born, dear,
And conceived,
And first moved to tears,
And last irritated to the same point.
It is bounded on three sides by similar places
And on one side by vast, uncouth houses
A glum boardwalk and,
As we say, The Beach.
I stand here now
At the corner of Third Avenue and Broadway
Wai ng for you to come by in a car,
And count the red carlights
That rush through a fine rain
To where Broadway’s two branches—North
Broadway and South Broadway—both reach
To the trite, salt, welcoming ocean.

In the skull kept on the desk.
In the spider-pod in the dust.
Or nowhere. In milkmaids, in loaves,
Or nowhere. And if Socrates leaves
His house in the morning,
When he returns in the evening
He will find Socrates wai ng
On the doorstep. Buddha the s ck
You use to clear the path,
And Buddha the dog-doo you flick
Away with it, nowhere or in each
Several thing you touch:
The dollar bill, the bu on
That works the television.
Even in the joke, the three
Words American men say

IF YOU COULD WRITE ONE GREAT POEM,
WHAT WOULD YOU WANT IT TO BE ABOUT?
from The Figured Wheel: New and Collected Poems,
1966-1996.
(Asked of four student poets at the Illinois
Schools for the Deaf and Visually Impaired)
Fire: because it is quick, and can destroy.
Music: place where anger has its place.
Roman c Love—the cold or stupid ask why.
Sign: that it is a language, full of grace,
That it is visible, invisible, dark and clear,
That it is loud and noiseless and is contained
Inside a body and explodes in air
Out of a body to conquer from the mind.

A er making love. Where’s
The remote? In the tears
In things, proximate, in mate.
In the wired stem with root
And leaf nowhere of this lamp:
Brass base, aura of illumina on,
Enlightenment, shade of grief.
Odor of the lamp, brazen.
The mind wai ng in the mind
As in the first thing to hand.

ROBERT PINSKY is the author of several collec ons of poetry, including The Figured Wheel: New and
Collected Poems 1966-1996 (1996), winner of the 1997 Lenore Marshall Poetry Prize and a Pulitzer
Prize nominee. His book of prose, The Sounds of Poetry (1998), was a finalist for the Na onal Book
Cri cs Circle Award. From 1997 to 2000, Mr. Pinsky served as the United States Poet Laureate and
consultant in poetry to the Library of Congress. During that me, he founded the Favorite Poem Project, a program dedicated to celebra ng, documen ng and encouraging poetry's role in Americans'
lives.

NEWSPAPER
from First Things to Hand
They make the paper with an invisible grain,
So you can tear straight down a ver cal column.
But if you try to tear it crosswise, it rips
Out of control in jagged scallops and slashes.
Here amid columns is a man who handles
Search dogs. He says the dogs depend on rewards.
But not like the dogs I know, not dog treats: the Lab
Who’ll balance one on his muzzle, trembling and gazing
Up at you ll you say “okay” then he whips
The thing up into the air and snaps it and bolts it.
No, what the handler says is that his dogs
Are trained to find survivors—that’s their reward,
Finding somebody alive is what they want.
And when they try and try and never get it,
They get depressed, he says: These dogs are depressed.
Yes, what an animal thing depression is,
The craving for some redemp on is like a thirst.
It’s in us as we open the morning paper:
Fresh, fallible, plausible. It says the smoke
Is mostly not flesh or paper. First white, the drywall,
Then darker pulverized steel and granite and marble,
And then, long-smouldering toxic plas c and fiber.
How toxic, they don’t know or it doesn’t say.
In the old days, the prin ng plant and “the paper”
(Meaning the Globe or Herald or Journal or Times)
Were in one building, and the tremendous rolls
Of newsprint tumbled oﬀ the trucks each day.
When I was small one crushed a newsboy’s legs.
There was a fund for him, I remember his picture
Accep ng a powered wheelchair, in the paper—
Paper, the bread of Chronos, tanic Time
That eats its children: the one-way grain of downward
Irrevocable channels, the crosswise jumble,
Darkness innate in things. In the weather. In the boy
Who beams up at the camera or down at his stumps.
In the prisoner who speaks an unknown language
So that his captors guess and call him “the Chechen.”
The errant, granular pulp. In some old stories,
The servant rises early and reads the paper,
Then gets the iron and presses it flat and smooth
To place by the master’s breakfast—the skin of days.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Selected Poems. Farrar, Strauss & Giroux, 2011.
Jersey Rain: Poems. Farrar, Strauss & Giroux, 2001.
The Figured Wheel: New and Collected Poems, 1966-1996. Farrar,
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ABC
from Jersey Rain
Any body can die, evidently. Few
Go happily, irradia ng joy,
Knowledge, love. Many
Need oblivion, painkillers,
Quickest respite.
Sweet me unaﬄicted,
Various world:
X = your zenith.

Prose
The Sound of Poetry. Farrar, Strauss & Giroux, 1999.

JAMES RICHARDSON
“I think I’ve learned from teaching—and not without pain!—a liƩle—and not enough—about
clarity. I’m not at all saying that clarity is the ulƟmate poeƟc virtue—I believe deeply and
unironically in the romanƟc noƟon that poems should always be chasing aŌer what they can’t
say. I’m just saying that whether freshmen or sexagenarians, whether in conversaƟon or on
the page, we’re seldom as clear as we want to be and think we are.”

EMERGENCY MEASURES
from By the Numbers

SUBJECT, VERB, OBJECT
from By the Numbers

I take Saturday’s unpopulated trains,
si ng at uncontagious distances,
change at junc ons of low body count, in oﬀ-hours,
and on na onal holidays especially, shun stadia
and other zones of eﬃcient kill ra o,
since there is no safety anymore in numbers.

I is not ego, not the sum
of your unique experiences,
just, democra cally,
whoever’s talking,
a kind of motel room,
yours ll the end—
that is, of the sentence.

I wear the dull colors of nes ng birds,
invest modestly in diverse futures,
views and moods undiscovered by tourists,
buy nothing I can’t carry or would need to sell,
and since I must rest, maintain at several addresses
hardened electronics and three months of water.
And it is thus I favor this unspecific café,
choose the bi erest roast, and only the first sip
of your story, sweet but so long, and poignantly limited
by appointments neither can be late for, and why now
I will swim through the crowd to the place it is flowing away from,
my concerned look and Excuse me excuse me sugges ng
I am hurrying back for my umbrella or glasses
or some thrilling truth they have all completely missed.

ANOTHER END OF THE WORLD
from Interglacial
Here in the last minutes, the very end of the world,
someone’s ghtening a screw thinner than an eyelash,
someone with slim wrists is straightening flowers,
someone is star ng a slow, cloud-like se ling
into a love longer than the world,
and someone’s playing chess. Chess!
Some can’t believe how li le me is le ,
some have been coun ng down the seconds
in pennies, all their lives. And one has realized
this day was made for him, seeing nothing
he had to do needs to be done,
and whistles, hands in pockets. This is how the world begins.

The language, actually,
doesn’t think I’s important,
stressing, even in
grandiose u erance—
e.g., I came
I saw I conquered—
the other syllables.
Oh, it’s a technical problem,
sure, the rhyme
on oh-so-open
lie, cry, I,
harder to s tch ght
than the ozone
hole in the sky.
But worst is its plodding insistence—
I, I, I—
somebody huﬃng uphill,
face red as a Stop sign,
scared by a doctor
or some He She It
surprised in the mirror.

JAMES RICHARDSON received the 2011 Jackson Poetry Prize. His most recent book, By the Numbers: Poems and Aphorisms, was a Publishers Weekly "Best Book of 2010" and a finalist for the Naonal Book Award, and Interglacial: New and Selected Poems and Aphorisms, was a finalist for the
Na onal Book Cri cs Circle Award. His other books include Vectors: Aphorisms and Ten-Second Essays, How Things Are, A Suite for LucreƟans, As If, Second Guesses, ReservaƟons, and two cri cal
studies: Thomas Hardy: The Poetry of Necessity and Vanishing Lives: Style and Self in Tennyson, D. G.
Rosseƫ, Swinburne and Yeats.

VECTORS 3.0: EVEN MORE APHORISMS AND TEN-SECOND ESSAYS
excerpts from By the Numbers
1.
The odds against today were insurmountable, un l it happened.
2.
If you can’t take the first step, take the second.
5.
The days are in order, the months, the seasons, the years. But the
weeks are work. They have no names; they repeat.
6.
Nothing dir er than old soap.
8.
When it gets ahead of itself, the wave breaks.
20.
No one in human history has ever wri en exactly this sentence.
Or anyway these two.
21.
Nothing important comes with instruc ons.
29.
If you do more than your share you’d be er want to: otherwise
you’re paying yourself in a currency recognized nowhere else.
31.
There are two kinds of people in the world… and who is not
both of them?
34.
You have two kinds of secrets. The ones only you know. The
ones only you don’t.
35.
Somehow the guy who’s really interested in absolutely everything is really boring.
Suggested Reading: Poetry
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ALBERTO RĺOS
“A lot of what community means, a lot of what community is, is memory, is remembering. You
think about the stories your grandparents tell—well, they’re remembering community—and
they’re creaƟng it—passing something from generaƟon to generaƟon. When you assault language, when you take away language, you’re assaulƟng community. What a crime that is.”

DAY OF THE REFUGIOS
from The Smallest Muscle in the Human Body
In Mexico and LaƟn America, it is common to celebrate
one’s saint’s day instead of one’s birthday. This is an act
of community.

I was born in Nogales, Arizona,
On the border between
Mexico and the United States.
The places in between places,
They are like liƩle countries
Themselves, with their own holidays
Taken a liƩle from everywhere.
My Fourth of July is from childhood,
Childhood itself a kind of country, too.
It’s a place that’s far from me now,
A place I’d like to visit again.
The Fourth of July takes me there.
In that childhood place and border place
The Fourth of July, like everything else,
It meant more than just one thing.
In the United States the Fourth of July,
It was the United States.
In Mexico it was the día de los Refugios,
The saint’s day of people named Refugio.
I come from a family of people with names,
Real names, not-afraid names, with colors
Like the fireworks: Refugio,
Margarito, MaƟlde, Alvaro, Consuelo,
Humberto, Olga, Celina, Gilberto.
Names that take a moment to say,
Names you have to pracƟce.
These were the names of saints, serious ones,

And it was right to take a moment with them.
I guess that’s what my family thought.
The connecƟon to saints was strong:
My grandmother’s name—here it comes—
Her name was Refugio,
And my great-grandmother’s name was Refugio,
And my mother-in-law’s name, now,
It’s another Refugio—Refugios everywhere,
Refugios and shrimp cocktails and sodas.
Fourth of July was a birthday party
For all the women in my family
Going way back, a party
For everything Mexico, where they came from,
For the other words and the green-Ɵnted glasses
My great-grandmother wore.
These women were me,
What I was before me,
So that birthday fireworks in the evening,
All for them,
This seemed right.
In that way the fireworks were for me, too.
SƟll, we were in the United States now,
And the Fourth of July,
Well, it was the Fourth of July.
But just what that meant,
In this border place and Ɵme,
It was a maƩer of opinion in my family.

ALBERTO RĺOS is the author of several collecƟons of poetry, including The Smallest Muscle in the Human Body, which was nominated for the NaƟonal Book Award, and Whispering to Fool the Wind,
which won the 1981 Walt Whitman Award, selected by Donald JusƟce. Other books by Ríos include
Capirotada: A Nogales Memoir (University of New Mexico Press, 1999), The Curtain of Trees: Stories
(University of New Mexico Press, 1999), Pig Cookies and Other Stories (Chronicle Books, 1995), and
The Iguana Killer: Twelve Stories of the Heart (Blue Moon and Confluence Press, 1984), which won
the Western States Book Award.

CLEMENTE, IN LOVE, SPEAKS TO HIMSELF IN THE MIRROR

I SAW YOU TOMORROW

from The Theater of Night

from The Dangerous Shirt

We have, we are told—we are sure—five senses.
This is easy, this is first grade, this is certain.

You’re on an airplane
In a car. You’re in a car

We know this, five. But look, when I count
I can’t stop: I see ten fingers in front of me

On the bus. You’re on the bus
Going home as you daydream

Plain as anything. Ten. You see them, too.
And they move around.

At your desk. On your desk
You have a postcard of Alaska.

Someone, whoever he is,
He has been keeping something from us.

You are never where you are,
And when you are, you’re leaving,

I see this, now, using my sense of cunning.
That makes six senses quickly and right there.

Late already for something else,
A meeƟng, a class, shopping,

Clemente, they used to say, pay aƩenƟon,
Do your work, don’t look up—I know now

And isn’t shopping fun, you think,
Like being on a sightseeing tour.

What they were up to. I see what they were trying
To do. But it’s over. They can’t stop me anymore.

But you’re late and must get home,
Or you’re home and must get going,

I can see ten, but I can think a thousand.
The world of a thousand senses—

Late either way, exasperated,
Tapping your foot to get us all

This opens things up considerably, don’t you think?
They add up right away, and easy, these giŌs of mine:

Out the door. Goodbye, you wave
To yourself, standing there.

The sense of wonder, horse sense,
The sense of Ɵming, good sense,
Sense enough to come in from the rain.
I will not be stopped. I know what I know.
I feel powerful. I am powerful—Look at me!—
I am the Sense-Man! And I am walking right past you
Straight into and ready for the world. All of you!
All of you! Out of my way!
Suggested Reading: Poetry
The Dangerous Shirt. Copper Canyon Press, 2009.
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Whispering to Fool the Wind. Sheep Meadow, 1982.

PATRICK ROSAL
“I’m confused and compelled by the ways music, violence, terror and tenderness intersect. This
means, poeƟcally, I have to be prepared to complicate whatever comes out on the page. A love
poem couldn’t simply be a love poem or at least a love poem would be more interesƟng to me if
it were also, simultaneously, an interrogaƟon of history and the body and the role of music.”

A POET VISITS WITH PRISONERS

MEDITATIONS ON THE EVE OF MY NIECE’S BIRTH

from My American Kundiman

from My American Kundiman

I smuggle steam
and the funk of an unbathed woman
who’s leŌ early from my bed
These things are beƩer
than ficƟon but I carry lies with me
as well: one in each hand
and several between my teeth
This is how I’ve learned
to let murderers
touch me
I touch them too
I hold their elbows when we embrace
They do not cry
And they’re not waiƟng ’Ɵl I leave
They describe the scent of apples

Who sow buckshot gliƩer from Cape May to Arthur Kill
Who weave rush-hour Kyrie from lanes of masonry
and steel Who stammer boldface gospel on Newark
subway steam What rot feed one man Who record
his rasp Who transcribe his song Who unknot his
gut What spectral redshiŌ beacons ancient
boogie-on-down What heats the heart’s
enthalpic pith Who stop the clock—
submit to speed of light When
have I listened—child—How
will I begin When shall I
open my mouth
and let half
the world
fall in
For Renata Mimi

It’s how they teach me to be free

ODE TO THE HOOPTIE
From My American Kundiman
This is for those cars—early model
part rust/part primer a patch
of clear coat sƟll holding on
to the bumper—chugging mid-day
down I-95 packed to the rear
window: milk crates blankets books
Someone in there is determined
to move on This is for those cars—
out of state—squeaking smoky
side-swiped towed broken into
The deep scrape on the driver’s side
door The flapping plasƟc window
and taped brake light Hunk
of metal plasƟc & glass It goes
at its own pace It’s made it this far

Born and raised in New Jersey and the son of Filipino immigrants, PATRICK ROSAL is the author of
three full-length poetry collecƟons, most recently Boneshepherds, named a notable book by the
NaƟonal Book CriƟcs Circle and the Academy of American Poets. His poetry and prose have appeared in The New York Times, Tin House, American Poetry Review, and many other journals and
anthologies. He is a founding co-editor of Some Call It Ballin’, a literary sports journal. A former
Fulbright Fellow, he teaches at Rutgers University-Camden's MFA program and has taught at the
Kundiman summer writers’ retreat.

TO THE YOUNG MAN WHO JUMPED INTO THE
HUDSON TO RETRIEVE A BACKPACK FULL OF HIS POEMS
from Boneshepherds
In Memory of Dennis Kim

KUNDIMAN IN WHICH A B-BOY
CONTEMPLATES HOW ROME
(LIKE MANY FALLEN CITIES) WAS NOT
BUILT IN A DAY
from My American Kundiman

Whereas you searched for the word in the sword of the river that finally
called you,
Whereas the river should have outlived you (anyway) by less,
Whereas no one despised you enough to cut the living muscle from your
belly,
Whereas you should have imagined the taste of hibiscus doused in
saltwater,
Whereas no one seems to recall your name,

but you ruin me
—in other words—

Dumb move.
Leave the poems alone.
Let beauƟful things go the same leaden way as prayers.
In Ɵme the dead will have them too.

boom-bap heart
to a knee-deep

Whereas you should have known as an old man the blessing of a child’s
lips on your fingers,
Whereas you should have kissed them back,
Whereas you are an October fog sucked into the lungs of westside angels
and ordinary men raked your body from the sludge and an ordinary girl
mourns you
and your heart is a cracked accordion filling fast with silt.

Baby someƟmes I want
you to kiss me in lethal

in just one You rouse
my blunder-struck
tongue stall
my systolic

drone You sunder
hard from stone

doses Love me ‘Ɵl
the morning sƟnk
Bless me with pandemonium In other
words: Wreck me
to traverƟne
tufa and brick
Demolish me
a metropolis Burn me
down the Babylon
for which my whole
body
breaks

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Boneshepherds. Persea, 2011.
My American Kundiman. Persea, 2006.
Uprock Headspin Scramble and Dive. Persea, 2003.

BENJAMIN ALIRE SÁENZ
“Chicano and gay. Those are important idenƟƟes. And it’s a lovely thing to be claimed by the
communiƟes you belong to. But in the end, I’m just a man. I want to be allowed to be a man
just like any other man. To love and to breathe and to be allowed to pursue happiness. And, I
want my wriƟng to be taken seriously because being a writer is the most important idenƟty I
have.”

MEDITATION ON LIVING IN THE DESERT
from The Book of What Remains

PRAYER IN THE GARDEN
from The Book of What Remains (page 47)

Today, he will not bend to pull a weed. He does
not labor in the garden. He sits in the coolness
of the morning, feels the grass on his bare feet,
I love the sand, the heat, the arid nights.
waits for the sun to rise, wandering through
I am in love with plants that can survive the droughts.
the yard, touching plants and humming
an old Mexican song, the one his mother liked
I am also in love with air-condi oning.
to sing when she was washing clothes. He remembers
I refuse to recycle.
winter, how he’d look out the window and wonder
at the starkness of the leafless world. He is grateful
I am helping to make the en re world into a desert.
for the summer, for the green of the fine and tender
I live in the desert. I want everyone else to live in one, too.
leaves of the mesquite. He is grateful for the thorns
When all the trees have disappeared, we can all read Robert Frost poems of the paloverdes in bloom. The season will not—
No. 2

and feel sad.

Nothing is forever, not this garden, not his life,
not the slant of light that falls on the face of his wife.

No. 9
Always carry water. This, too, is serious business.

TO JOHN (WHEN HE WAS FIVE)
THE LAST MEDITATION ON LIVING IN THE DESERT
from The Book of What Remains

from Dark and Perfect Angels

then I want to live forever.

You opened my door at dawn. You
Dove into my bed. You breathed
Into my face. The breeze from your
Young mouth smelled like an orchard
Of peaches. “Wake up!” you cried,
“Wake up!” Your voice, small as your
Hands exploring my eyes, my hair,
My unshaved face. “Wake up!” you laughed
Then ran away. For you, it was a game.
Your uncle was a playmate. You le
Me there, the sour taste of morning
In my mouth. Peaches, John, peaches.
They are all you know, all you have tasted.

But only if I can con nue living in the desert.

Come back. You woke me, come and stay.

I was born in the desert.
I want to die in the desert.
I want to die in the middle of the summer.
At ten o’clock in the morning.
Preferably on the ho est day of the year.
I want everyone who comes to my funeral to keep repea ng
Goddamnit it’s hot. This will make me smile.
If I am not allowed to smile a er I’m dead

BENJAMIN ALIRE SÁENZ’s first collec on of poetry Calendar of Dust was honored with an
American Book Award in 1991. The following year, he was awarded a Lannan Literary Poetry
Fellowship. His second collec on of poems, Dark and Perfect Angels, won a Southwest Book
Award from the Border Librarians Associa on. In 2002, his third book of poems, Elegies in
Blue, was published by Cinco Puntos Press and was nominated for a Los Angeles Times Book
Prize. His latest book of poems is The Book of What Remains.

ORACIÓN: A MAN AT PRAYER

PRAYER IN THE GARDEN

from Elegies in Blue

from The Book of What Remains (page 51)

I am here, amor, in the easy calm of a quiet
Room, alone, but the world is close, impossible
To banish. My desk is crowded with the unfinished
Business of living—papers, le ers, postcards
I keep as if they were necessary as blood or bone
Or flesh. A candle with the image of the Sacred Heart
Is burning slowly toward its end. For now the flame
Is calm as this November night, full as an August
Moon, so as your voice when you whisper, “te adoro.”
The room is as warm as your hand the first me I
Touched you that summer a ernoon. I am si ng here,
Amor. I want to run, stare into your face, make sure
Your eyes are black as I remember. That black has
Blazed with anger. That black is ash. That black
Is sorrow. That black is a room of forgiveness.

The heat has come to the desert
almost as punishment. As he gives water to the thirsty
plants, a grasshopper, the first of the season.
He thinks of the plagues of locusts in the Book
of Exodus. He thinks he remembers that locusts
also hovered over the Book of Revela on like
avenging angels—though in this he may be mistaken.
But he is not mistaken about the violence
of retribu on. He remembers dissec ng large
grasshoppers in his biology class in high school.
He remembers the clinical smell of formaldehyde
and how his grandmother’s lilac perfume could not
hide that same smell when he saw her body
at the funeral home. She died in 1969, two years
a er the Summer of Love. Flower children
and Haight-Ashbury were not in her vocabulary.
Mostly, in that last year of her life, there was only
room enough for phrases like no aguanto el dolor.
The cancer that had tortured and taken
his grandmother was dead, too. He guessed
that the only way to kill cancer was to die. But what
was the great sin for this death sentence? So what
if his grandmother liked to cuss. She liked to laugh
and kiss, too. He remembers the smell of dead frogs.
He remembers wri ng his reports late into the night.
He wonders what became of that black book
with his name wri en across the front of it like ashes
on the foreheads of repentant Catholics.

Amor, I am no longer a child. I have learned how
To speak in the hard language of the world—I want
My words so as a new and tender leaf. I want to say
This: love makes nothing easy. The rich s ll imagine
Themselves to be kind and good and just. The night
Is s ll cold and many will not survive to see
The day. Love will not erase the poor, will do
Nothing to ease the hunger of the earth. A thousand
Acts of rage will fill the earth tonight. Love?
Love is something we suﬀer. Love is something we
Die of. And I am si ng here. And my candle of
The Sacred Heart is s ll warm from its own burning.
Tomorrow, this candle will give no light. I am
Afraid of the dark.
Amor, love is a weight, a burning, a long walk
Where legs and hearts grow red. We never arrive
At the banquet. We have never been farther away
From the garden. But, amor, we keep walking. Come.
The night is long. Amor, I am calling your
Name. I am shou ng it. Winter is coming, is here.
I am not afraid of the new season. The snow will
Melt. We will drink the new water. Amor, do you hear
My voice as you look out into the swallowing sky?
It is not God who calls. It is only me.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
The Book of What Remains. Copper Canyon Press, 2010.
Dark and Perfect Angels. Cinco Puntos Press, 1996.
Calendar of Dust. Broken Moon Press, 1991.

As he digs his fingers
into the soil, he has the urge to grab a fis ul
of earth and rub it into his skin.

Prose
Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe. Simon & Schuster, 2014
Everything Begins and Ends at the Kentucky Club. Cinco Puntos Press, 2012.
Last Night I Sang to the Monster. Cinco Puntos Press, 2012.

BRENDA SHAUGHNESSY
“I see the poet as someone whose role it is to push back against anƟ-intellectualism, anƟacƟvism, and passivity in general. The purpose of this pushing back is to show that there are
always infinite sides to a story, amazing unimagined perspecƟves on any narraƟve, and no
limit to how weird and wild and unexpected our language and its meanings can get.”

HEADLONG

CARD 17: THE STAR

from Our Andromeda

from Our Andromeda

Be strange to yourself,
in your love, your grief.

I know where you go when you’re hoping
to be happy: to your large, dark envelope,

Your wet eyelashes a black
fringe on brown pain

pricking points of light with your ny pin.
You call us stars, and use infan le words

and your feet unbelievably
sure, somehow, surfing

like twinkle and wish, and faraway. But we’re far
from far. We’re in. And we’re old.

your own shadow,
that too-large one cres ng

We’re the deep, hot gleam in your wet, cold holes.
We call them “eyes.” They are our only homes.

just now, too soon for you
to get inside the curl:

We shine nowhere else. The sky is a smother
of blank dust and explosion and vapor.

the one place in the ocean
where it’s safe. And safe

In your “eyes” we see fear, what you call sparkle.
We know it’s fear because we already died. We know

only for a half-breath
(a fish’s sip with
hooked lip),

how it felt. Listen: I am dead and you can’t see it.
Do you know what this says about us both?

only for that one blink
of an eye already shut ( ptoe
to the foreshadow) against
the headlong wall of salt water.

I’m begging: please choose me to be your star.
Wish on me. Love the oh-yes of my being dead
enough to call it brightness. If I can’t be yours,
I am just a dark scar pulling the skin of the sky,
unnerved and fallen from the reach of your amazed
groping dream that everything lives twice.
That dream hurts me the best. I depend on it.
Get a new envelope and make one new pinhole.
Just one hole. Don’t try to save the others.
Don’t bother. I’m the lucky one. It’s me. Me!

BRENDA SHAUGHNESSY’s most recent poetry collec on, Our Andromeda, was one of The New York
Times’ 100 Notable Books of 2013 and a finalist for the Interna onal Griﬃn Prize. Human Dark with
Sugar won the James Laughlin Award from The Academy of American Poets, and Interior with Sudden
Joy was a finalist for a Lambda Award. Her poems have appeared in Best American Poetry, Harper’s,
McSweeney’s, The New Yorker, and elsewhere. Her prose has been published in The New York Times
Book Review, Oprah.com, Publishers Weekly, Poets and Writers, and elsewhere. She is a 2013 Guggenheim Founda on Fellow and teaches at Rutgers University at Newark.

from Human Dark with Sugar

Fullness is dullness. Dreaming’s too easy.
But some mes I don’t care.

It’s easy to make more of myself by ea ng,
and some mes easy’s the thing.

Some mes I put in just the right amount,
but then I’m the worst kind of patsy, a chump

To be double-me, half the trouble
but not lonely.

giving myself over to myself like a criminal
to the law, with nothing to show for it.

Making cakes to celebrate any old day.
Ea ng too much: the emperor of being used.

No reward, no news, no truth.
It’s too sad to be so ordinary every day.

Nature, mature and feminized,
naturalizes me naturally by crea ng

Like some kind of employee.
Being told what to do. Chop oﬀ a finger

the feeling of being a natural woman,
like a sixteen-year-old ge ng knocked up

to plant in fer lizer (that is, in used animal
food), to grow a finger tree.

again. To solve that problem,
there’s the crispness of not ea ng,

More fingers for me. Stop saying finger.
I’m the one in charge here.

a pane of glass with a bloody-edged
body, that is, having the baby at the prom

Stop the madness and just eat the mirror.
Put it in sideways or crush it

undetected and, in a trance of self-preserva on,
throwing it away in the girls’ room trash.

into a powder. It doesn’t hurt and it works.
Mouth full, don’t talk.

Buried under paper towels, silent.
Nothing could be be er, for the teenager.

Nothing to say. I’ll be a whole new person.
I’ll make her myself. Then we’ll walk away.

For me, starving, that coreless, useful feeling,
is not making myself smaller

We’ll say to each other how she’s changed.
How we wouldn’t have recognized us.

PARTHENOGENESIS

but making myself bigger, inside.
It’s prince and pauper both, it’s starving ar st
and good model in one masterpiece.
It rhymes with marveling and that’s no accident.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Our Andromeda. Copper Canyon Press, 2012.
Human Dark with Sugar. Copper Canyon Press, 2008.
Interior with Sudden Joy. Farrar, Strauss & Giroux. 2000.

TRACY K. SMITH
“I think humans have always felt watched back by whatever is out there flickering in the
distance. What excites me is what the imaginaƟon creates not simply in explanaƟon of what
is there, but also to explain or jusƟfy the feeling of awe and aƩachment that the heavens inspire.”

THE UNIVERSE IS A HOUSE PARTY

THE GOOD LIFE

from Life on Mars

from Life on Mars

The universe is expanding. Look: postcards
And pan es, bo les with lips ck on the rim,

When some people talk about money
They speak as if it were a mysterious lover
Who went out to buy milk and never
Came back, and it makes me nostalgic
For the years I lived on coﬀee and bread,
Hungry all the me, walking to work on payday
Like a woman journeying for water
From a village without a well, then living
One or two nights like everyone else
On roast chicken and red wine.

Orphan socks and napkins dried into knots.
Quickly, wordlessly, all of it whisked into file
With radio waves from a genera on ago
Dri ing to the edge of what doesn’t end,
Like the air inside a balloon. Is it bright?
Will our eyes crimp shut? Is it molten, atomic,
A conflagra on of suns? It sounds like the kind of party
Your neighbors forget to invite you to: bass throbbing

WHAT FEAR IS
Through walls, and everyone thudding around drunk
On the roof. We grind lenses to an impossible strength,
Point them toward the future, and dream of beings
We’ll welcome with indefa gable hospitality:
How marvelous you’ve come! We won’t flinch
At the pinprick mouths, the nubbin limbs. We’ll rise,
Gracile, robust. Mi casa es su casa. Never more sincere.
Seeing us, they’ll know exactly what we mean.
Of course, it’s ours. If it’s anyone’s, it’s ours.

from The Body’s QuesƟon
Girls with names that mean
Moon or glass or fragrant
Milk-colored flower.
My own figure slipping
From the white palm
Of your upturned heart.
Pale notes
Folded into the gra ng
Outside your door.
Voices that are not yours
Lining up to touch me
While I pray.

TRACY K. SMITH is the author of three books of poetry. Her most recent collec on, Life on Mars, won
the 2012 Pulitzer Prize and was selected as a New York Times Notable Book. The collec on draws on
sources as disparate as Arthur C. Clarke and David Bowie, and is in part an elegiac tribute to her late
father, an engineer who worked on the Hubble Space Telescope. Duende won the 2006 James Laughlin Award from the Academy of American Poets and an Essence Literary Award. The Body's QuesƟon
won the 2002 Cave Canem Poetry Prize. Smith was the recipient of a Rona Jaﬀe Writers Award in
2004 and a Whi ng Award in 2005.

LETTER TO A PHOTOJOURNALIST GOING-IN
from Duende
You go to the pain. City a er city. Borders
Where they peer into your eyes as if to erase you.
You go by bus or truck, days at a me, just taking it
When they throw you in a room or kick at your gut,
Taking it when a strong fist hammers person a er person
A li le deeper into the ground. Your camera blinks:
Soldiers smoking between rounds. Bodies
Blown open like curtains. In the neighborhoods,
Boys brandish plas c guns with TV bravado. Men
Ask you to look them in the face and say who’s right.
At night you sleep, playing it all back in reverse:
The dance of wind in a valley of dirt. Rugs and tools,
All the junk that rises up, resurrected, then disappears
Into newly formed windows and walls. People
Close their mouths and run backwards out of frame.
Up late, your voice fits my ear like a secret.
But who can hear two things at once?
Errant stars flare, sha er. A whistle, then the indescribable thud
Of an era spilling its ma er into the night. Who can say the word love
When everything—everything—pushes back with the promise
To grind itself to dust?
And what if there’s no dignity to what we do,
None at all? If our work—what you see, what I say—is nothing
But a way to kid ourselves into thinking we might last? If trust is just
Another human trick that’ll lick its lips and laugh as it backs away?
Some mes I think you’re right, wan ng to lose everything and wander
Like a blind king. Wan ng to squeeze a life me between your hands

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Life on Mars. Graywolf Press, 2011.
Duende. Graywolf Press, 2007.
The Body’s Question. Graywolf Press, 2003.

And press it into a single flimsy frame. Will you take it to your lips
Like the body of a woman, something to love in passing,
Or set it down, free finally, empty as the camera,
Which we all know is just a hollow box, mechanized to obey?
Some mes I want my heart to beat like yours: from the outside in,
A locket stuﬀed with faces that refuse to be named. For me
To land at my feet like a grenade.

GARY SNYDER
“A text is informaƟon stored through Ɵme. The straƟgraphy of rocks, layers of pollen in a swamp,
the outward expanding circles in the trunk of a tree, can be seen as texts. The calligraphy of rivers
winding back and forth over the land leaving layer upon layer of traces of previous riverbeds is
text. The layers of history in language become a text of language itself.”

IT PLEASES

EARTH VERSE

from Turtle Island

from Mountains and Rivers Without End

Far above the dome
Of the capitol—
It’s true!
A large bird soars
Against white cloud,
Wings arced,
Sailing easy in this
humid Southern sun-blurred
breeze—
the dark-suited policeman
watches tourist cars—

Wide enough to keep you looking

And the center,
The center of power is nothing!
Nothing here.
Old white stone domes,
Strangely quiet people,

Open enough to keep you moving
Dry enough to keep you honest
Prickly enough to make you tough
Green enough to go on living
Old enough to give you dreams

BURNING THE SMALL DEAD
from The Back Country

Earth-sky-bird pa erns
idly interlacing
The world does what it pleases.

Burning the small dead
branches
broke from beneath
thick spreading
whitebark pine.

Washington D.C. XI:73
a hundred summers
snowmelt rock and air
hiss in a twisted bough.
sierra granite;
mt. Ri er—
black rock twice as old.
Deneb, Altair*
windy fire
*Deneb and Altair are stars. Deneb is the 19th brightest star in the
night sky, derived from the Arabic word for “tail.” Altair is the 12th
brightest, derived from an abbrevia on of an Arabic phrase meaning
“flying eagle.”

GARY SNYDER has published numerous books of poetry and prose, including No Nature: New
and Selected Poems, which was a finalist for the Na onal Book Award, Axe Handles, for which he
received an American Book Award, and Turtle Island (1974), which won the Pulitzer Prize for
poetry. He has received an American Academy of Arts and Le ers award, the Bollingen Prize, a
Guggenheim Founda on fellowship, the Bess Hokin Prize and the Levinson Prize from Poetry,
the Robert Kirsch Life me Achievement Award from the Los Angeles Times, the Ruth Lilly Poetry
Prize, and the Shelley Memorial Award.

CROSS-LEGG’D
from Mountains and Rivers Without End

WHAT HAVE I LEARNED
from Axe Handles

for Carole

What have I learned but
the proper use for several tools?

Cross-legg’d under the low tent roof,
dim light, dinner done,
drinking tea. We live
in dry old west
li shirts bare skin
lean touch lips—
old touches.
Love made, poems, makyngs,
always new, same stuﬀ
life a er life,
as though Milarepa
four mes built a tower of stone
like each me was the first.
Our love is mixed with

The moments
between hard pleasant tasks
To sit silent, drink wine,
and think my own kind
of dry crusty thoughts.
—the first Calochortus flowers
and in all the land,
it’s spring.
I point them out:
the yellow petals, the golden hairs,
to Gen.
Seeing in silence:
never the same twice,
but when you get it right,
you pass it on.

rocks and streams,
a heartbeat, a breath, a gaze
makes place in the dizzy eddy.
Living this old clear way
—a sizzle of ash and embers.
Scratchy breeze on the tent fly
one sip tea, hunch on bones,
we two be here what comes.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Riprap and Cold Mountain Poems. Counterpoint, 2010.
Mountains and Rivers Without End. Counterpoint, 2008.
Axe Handles. Counterpoint, 2005.
No Nature: New and Selected Poems. Pantheon, 1993.

Prose
Nobody Home: Writing, Buddhism, and Living in Places. Trinity
University Press, 2014.
Back on the Fire: Essays. Counterpoint, 2008.

BRIAN TURNER
“Great meaning can be culled from the silences between things, as well as the things themselves.
Invisible threads Ɵe one fragment to another. What are the threads, and what can we learn from
them? I believe this is part of the reader’s work, part of the joy of listening deeply to a book…
Poets converse with silence, as much as they do with language.”

EULOGY
from Here, Bullet

.22 - CALIBER
from Phantom Noise

It happens on a Monday, at 11:20 a.m.,
as tower guards eat sandwiches
and seagulls dri by on the Tigris River.
Prisoners lt their heads to the west
though burlap sacks and duct tape blind them.
The sound reverberates down concer na coils
the way piano wire thrums when given slack.
And it happens like this, on a blue day of sun,
when Private Miller pulls the trigger
to take brass and fire into his mouth:
the sound li s the birds up oﬀ the water,
a mongoose pauses under the orange trees,
and nothing can stop it now, no ma er what
blur of mo on surrounds him, no ma er what voices
crackle over the radio in sta c confusion,
because if only for this moment the earth is s lled,
and Private Miller has found what low hush there is
down in the eucalyptus shade, there by the river.

It’s a Saturday. My father out in the garage
with a ball peen hammer, tamping.
Assembling a zip gun, teaching me
to clamp the small diameter pipe
to form a smooth-bore barrel,
bracket and finishing nail
as hammer and firing pin.

PFC B. Miller
(1980— March 22, 2003)

SADIQ
from Here, Bullet
It is a condiƟon of wisdom in the archer to be paƟent
because when the arrow leaves the bow, it returns no more.
--Sa‘di
It should make you shake and sweat,
nightmare you, strand you in a desert
of irrevocable desola on, the consequences
seared into the vein, no ma er what adrenaline
feeds the muscle its courage, no ma er
what god shines down on you, no ma er
what crackling pain and anger
you carry in your fists, my friend,
it should break your heart to kill.

1981. The Soviets fight in Afghanistan.
Magazine racks carry Guns & Ammo,
Penthouse, Hustler, ShooƟng Times
& Country Magazine. It is a world
filled with ballis cs, armor, lethal flights
of small metal rounds, spinning.
On the back cover of Soldier of Fortune
an armed mujahedeen lying in the prone
on a rocky overlook, the coupon below him
promising: Buy a Bullet, Kill a Commie.
Reload: I pull the hammer back
to fire over and over at paper targets
with their circles driven inward,
an exercise in muscle memory.
I am learning how to connect
with the small dark silence
carried within the center of all things.

BRIAN TURNER is a soldier-poet whose poetry collec on Here, Bullet won the 2005 Beatrice Hawley Award, The
New York Times “Editor's Choice” selec on, the 2006 Pen Center USA "Best in the West" award, and the 2007
Poets Prize, among others. Turner served seven years in the US Army, including deployment to BosniaHerzegovina in 1999-2000 with the 10th Mountain Division. Turner's poetry has been published in journals, and
in the Voices in WarƟme Anthology published in conjunc on with a documentary film of the same name. Turner
was also featured in OperaƟon Homecoming, a 2007 documentary that explores the firsthand accounts of American servicemen and women through their own words. In 2009, Turner was selected as one of 50 United States
Ar sts Fellows.

JAMEEL
from Here, Bullet
Cowbirds rest in the groves of date palms,
whole flocks of them, white as flowers
blossoming into wings when the wind rises up.

sta c-borne television their ringing
this eardrum this rifled symphonic this
ringing of midnight in gunpowder and oil this
brake pad gone useless this muzzle-flash singing this
threading of bullets in muscle and bone this ringing
hum this ringing hum this
ringing

Thistleweed bursts open in purple
while honeybees drone and hover
over the yellowing, early-summer field.
JUNDEE AMERIKI
from Phantom Noise

They say to produce one pound of honey,
bees must travel from flower to hive
at least twelve thousand mes.

Many the healers of the body.
Where the healers of the soul?
—AHMAD SHAUQI

Such pa ence, wai ng for this storm
to be carried over the far mountains,
when the earth darkens and the sky lowers
and cowbirds shield themselves under a wing,
the nectar swaying heavy within the closed flower,
the hive humming its prayer under the rain’s falling hush.

PHANTOM NOISE
from Phantom Noise
There is this ringing hum this
bullet-borne language ringing
shell-fall and sta c this late-night
ringing of threadwork and carpet ringing
hiss and steam this wing-beat
of rotors and tanks broken
bodies ringing in steel humming these
voices of dust these years ringing
rifles in Babylon rifles in Sumer
ringing these children their gravestones
and candy their limbs gone missing their

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Phantom Noise. Alice James Books, 2010.
Here, Bullet. Alice James Books, 2005.

At the VA hospital in Long Beach, California,
Dr. Sushruta scores open a thin layer of skin
to reveal an object traveling up through muscle.
It is a kind of weeping the body does, expelling
foreign material, some mes years a er injury.
Dr. Sushruta li s slivers of shrapnel, bits
of coarse gravel, road debris, diamond
points of glass—the minu ae of the story
reconstruc ng a cold a ernoon in Baghdad,
November of 2005. The body oﬀers aged cloth
from an abaya dyed in blood, shards of bone.
And if he were to listen intently, he might hear
the roughened larynx of this woman calling up
through the long corridors of flesh, saying
Allah al Akbar, before releasing
her body’s weapon, her dark and las ng gi
for this jundee Ameriki, who carries fragments
of the war inscribed in scar ssue,
a deep, intractable pain, the dull grief of it
the body must learn to absorb.

Prose
My Life as a Foreign Country: A Memoir. Norton, 2014.

DAN VERA
“We cling to language and borders and memory in a vain aƩempt to give some control to our lives,
to make sense of life – our idenƟƟes are Ɵed up with these maƩers. I just feel it's important to be
reminded that language and borders and memory are fluid and liable to change. I love discovering
these layers of meaning that serve as a trap-door for anyone trying to be rigid about idenƟty: our
own and others.”

KVETCH

ASOMBRADO

from Speaking Wiri Wiri

from Speaking Wiri Wiri

As my Gen le tongue screws up that perfect Yiddish sound,
Kim complains we have no right to a word if it’s mispronounced.
I tell her cry me the River Grande River
and recite the litany of the beau ful made bland.
They made La Jolla, merely jolly
and drove the angels right out of Los Angeles.
They even made La Virgen into What a loop.
And then I learn it’s from the Arabic
Guadalupe from wadi lupus
for the valley where wolves reside.
Folded up and carried over oceans and epochs,
syllable reminders of our grandmothers’ voices
that reside inside the hollow of the ear
ll they come cascading miraculous
out of a stranger’s mouth,
mangled accents and twisted tenses all.

The 2009 March on Washington
for ImmigraƟon Reform

Nothing beats the surprise
on the faces of daily commuters
who looked on in disbelief
in every metro car in Washington.
The faces are baﬄed and alarmed
to see the ocean of accented voices
which swelled from the suburbs
of Maryland and Virginia
through the subterranean labyrinths
to rise in the heart of the capital city.
They march past the oﬃce buildings
of the government that can not see them
that considers them a menace and urban legend.
When they reach the na onal mall
a smile appears on every face
as if they have arrived to the knowledge
of who they are and where they are standing.
There between the capitol and the monuments
a ripple of comprehension takes hold
and the dream unfurls again.

DAN VERA is a writer, editor, and literary historian living in Washington, DC. His poetry collec on
Speaking Wiri Wiri was the inaugural winner of the Letras La nas/Red Hen Poetry Prize. His poetry
has been included in the wri ng curricula at colleges and universi es and has appeared in various
journals and anthologies. Named a 2014 Top Ten "New" La no Author to Watch (and Read) by
LaƟnoStories.com, he's edited the gay culture journal WhiteCrane, co-created the literary history site
DCWriters’ Homes, and chairs the board of Split This Rock Poetry.

TOWER OF BABEL

MY DOUBLE

from Speaking Wiri Wiri

from Speaking Wiri Wiri

Exegesis of a funny story:
in which my father asks for change
change being menudo for Cubans
menudo being tripe soup for Mexicans.

I tease you about the dog’s aﬀec ons.
You have his eye when you’re in the room
and when you walk away his ears keep pace
in case his feet must follow.

It is 1966 in Dallas, Texas
my father makes his request
to the owner of a Mexican restaurant

He wants for you so dearly when you’ve departed.
I tell you, What am I, chopped liver?
But you are his beef bourguignon.
You are the steak tartare of his every dream.

Who is delighted to comply
and asks how much menudo he’d like.
My father replies five-dollars worth.
This is 1966 and the owner asks
if my father brought a container
to carry home five-dollars worth.
Considering it a joke
my father smiles and replies
I’ll carry it in my hand.
Thinking of the gallons
the owner is not amused
and insists on a container.
Then the shou ng commences
as neither man can be convinced
he is not dealing with an idiot.
My father keeps poin ng to his palm
while the owner makes the shape of a vessel
and they grow angrier with each other.
Finally one of my father’s friends
rescues him from the exchange
takes him aside and explains the diﬀerence.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Speaking Wiri Wiri. Red Hen Press, 2013.
The Space Between Our Danger and Delight. Beothuk Books, 2009.

I play green with envy
but the truth is, he is my clearest mirror.
If I lived in the love me of a dog
and thought that every me you le
you might not make it back
wouldn’t I climb the chair near the window?
wouldn’t I pace the floors in deep distress?

ALLERGIES
from Speaking Wiri Wiri
There’s rosemary, that’s for remembrance.
—Shakespeare, Hamlet

I say I don’t mind the allergy
if you have an excuse or a story.
It’ll kill me passes muster,
or the story of why your mother hates rosemary.
She was young, mes were lean
and her father came home with a skeletal rabbit
that had lived oﬀ nothing but pine.
The meal of it was the flavor of needles.
Her memory is why she hates the taste of rosemary.
But what I love even more is your father,
who hates rosemary for no memory
but for the love of his wife, your mother.

RACHEL WILEY
“I was an actress prior to being a poet. I thought that shiŌ would be really easy, but it’s sort
of like going from playing football, with all of this padding, to playing rugby and just geƫng
your face knocked out. All of the words are yours. All of the emoƟons are yours.”

PADLOCK’S DAUGHTER

THIS IS JUST TO SAY

from Fat Girl Finishing School

from Fat Girl Finishing School

A er the street light whispers died down
And the neighbor boy with bent hair pin fingers was sent away
I woke up broken in a house full of padlocks
Stood in the empty hallway
Swallowing fis uls of skeleton keys,
Begging forgiveness,
Twis ng myself combina on
Two clicks to the right past what the neighbors might think
Three clicks to the le past promising this would never happen again
Scratch the numbers from the dial
Constructed altars of dead bolts in my stomach
Tried to rebuild myself a fortress.

(A er William Carlos Williams)

Before any of this my mother would o en wonder aloud
Whether or not I could actually be hers
As I had not inherited her peephole eyes
Or barred window smile
And now here I stood
Banging on her door
With bolt cu er scars down my thighs
As proof that was made of some so er metal
That I could not possibly have come from her
A vault would never birth something so weak
So giving
So breakable

This is Just to Say
I have eaten
the beauty standards
that were in
the icebox
and which you were probably
clinging to
for profit
Forgive me
they were ridiculous
so binding
and so cold.

RACHEL WILEY is a poet, performer and body-posi ve ac vist from Columbus, Ohio,
where she is on staﬀ at Wri ng Wrongs Poetry Slam. She has been a finalist in both
na onal and interna onal poetry slam compe ons, and her work has been featured
on Upworthy, The Huﬃngton Post, and Jezebel. Her first full-length collec on of poetry, Fat Girl Finishing School, is forthcoming from Timber Mouse Press in Aus n, Texas.

SHUTTER

from Fat Girl Finishing School
We take photographs of ourselves in downward angles
because we like the way the gods see us.
Posed photographs are not real.
It never happened,
you were not there.
Candid shots hold s ll everything
we are trying to shake our tadpole tails away from without ever having learned to swim.
Film based photographs used to be taken of lowly men and handsome women
just the same as starlets and heroes
developed in the same solu ons.
The pan pped gently back and forth in the dark
Liquid slither
over and back
Un l faces appear
over and back
Un l you could see the souls in their eyes.
over and back
all glossy
all Kodak stamped for assurance.
No one is saving baby pictures from burning buildings anymore
it’s all made to cut and run
to edit out those lowly men
those handsome women
Everyone the starlet
Everyone the hero
built on altars on tubes and metal
We take photographs in downward angles
The way the Gods see us
Dead eyed and deletable
worship who we want to be
Not lowly men, never lowly men
Never handsome women
we are creatures vain and squirming
uncomfortable in gun smoke flash outside our own hands
uncomfortable in the heat of bulb
Uncomfortable in the click and spin of film
Soldiers go to war and die with empty breast pockets
No one is saving photographs while ci es burn
We oﬀer instead as nder that fat around our faces
That slightly lazy eye
And that bump in your nose along with all of its ugly history.

Suggested Reading: Poetry
Forthcoming: Fat Girl Finishing School. Timber Mouse Press, 2014.

C. DALE YOUNG
“It is, I would argue, a good thing to doubt our emoƟons and how they are used in poems. If the
poem arises wholly from a single emoƟon, the likelihood the poem will be flat increases significantly….For every force there must be an opposing force. Poems are much like that basic idea in
physics.”

THE PERSONAL
from Torn

Wear the wedding ring on a chain around your neck.
The personal, as in personal life? Say nothing.
This is how I spoke to myself then. These are the things
I used to remind myself daily. Gender neutral.
Only use gender neutral when you must talk
about your beloved. And never speak of love.
It will only invite ques ons. So much to learn.
Memorize all of it. Know it well enough to recite
it backwards if you must. Every last detail.
The expected heart rate of a newborn? The exact
percentage of fats, protein, and carbohydrates
in Total Parenteral Nutri on? The formulae
for calcula ng blood volume? Everything.
You have no me for the personal.
And that morning, on my last day in the NICU?
Do I remember it? I do. I s ll remember it.
And this is what I say to myself now: You must
remember it. Along with the calcula ons, the hours
and hours of sick babies, you must remember it.
That woman, your teacher, grilled you for 35 minutes,
ques on a er ques on a er ques on. She did it
in plain sight, in front of all the nurses, the residents,
the interns, the clerks, the other students. She wanted
you to answer incorrectly, wanted to shame you.
Ques on a er ques on a er ques on, you hid
behind correct facts and informa on. And when
she red of the game, of trying to trip you up,

QUIET CITY
from Torn
Dearest Heart, the leaves have stopped
flu ering away from the trees, and the sky
steadies itself above a city
circled only by pigeons this evening.
The street is absent its cars and their horns,
silence placed on us now like a dream.
Even the clicking sound of the keys
under my anxious fingers is missing.
Instead, I pull a stylus across this page,
let the ink slip from the nib without a sound.
I have resurrected the old fountain pen
but not the zeal of the wide-eyed young poet
anxious to record each and every thing
seen from the window’s vantage.
What I watch this evening are pigeons,
their greys like the clouds that dri ed over
the river this morning carrying scraps of paper,
bits and pieces of reports and memos
that minute a er minute lightly dusted us
as we stood in the street watching the sky.
The river con nues slipping by, my love,

she announced to everyone that you were the best
minority student she had ever had. And you took it.
You wanted to be like a duck, to let it all wash oﬀ of you.

and night slowly throws its spell across the yards
erasing all of those white and yellow scraps
covered with words and words and more words—

But even in that praise, there was venom. Even in praise,
she found a way to shame you, single you out. And you hid
behind correct answers. But now, you must make it personal.

I may never find the right words to describe this.
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THE BRIDGE
from Torn
I love. Wouldn’t we all like to start
a poem with “I love. . .“? I would.
I mean, I love the fact there are parallel lines
in the word “parallel,” love how
words some mes mirror what they mean.
I love mirrors and that stupid tale
about Narcissus. I suppose
there is some Narcissism in that.

that pathway from bubbles to dandelions.
Yes, I love a lot. And right here,
walking down this street,
I love the way we make
a bridge, a suspension bridge
--almost as beau ful as the
Golden Gate Bridge swaying
as we walk hand in hand.

GROSS ANATOMY: THE FIRST DAY
You know, Narcissism, what you
remind me to avoid almost all the me.
Yeah, I love Narcissism. I do.
But what I really love is ice cream.
Remember how I told you
no amount of ice cream can survive
a week in my freezer. You didn’t believe me,
did you? No, you didn’t. But you know now
how true that is. I love
that you know my Achilles heel
is none other than ice cream—
so chilly, so common.
And I love fountain pens. I mean
I just love them. Cleaning them,
filling them with ink, fills me
with a kind of joy, even if joy
is so 1950. I know, no one talks about
joy anymore. It is even more taboo
than love. And so, of course, I love joy.
I love the way joy sounds as it exits
your mouth. You know, the word joy.
How joyous is that. It makes me think
of bubbles, chandeliers, dandelions.
I love the way the mind runs
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from The Second Person
“Begin with bone and muscle to discern
exactly what you need to memorize.
Each region has so many things to learn.”
And so the year begins with dry concern.
The chief anatomist declassifies. . . .
“Begin with bone and muscle to discern
inser ons, ac ons, origins in turn,
but most of all you need to visualize
each region; there are many things to learn.
No need to worry. Each will have his turn
at leading their dissec on. Improvise.
Begin with bone and muscle to discern
the angles altered under force. Be stern
with your decisions and try to scru nize
each region. You have many things to learn:
procedures, facts, new words at every turn.”
His introductory words elicit sighs.
Begin with bone and muscle to discern?
There is no me—too many things to learn.

KEVIN YOUNG
“A poem can send you out of and back into the world…and someƟmes forces us to rethink
that world, and maybe to learn more about it. But poems aren’t public service announcements….[W]hen I started the Basquiat book, To Repel Ghosts, it wasn’t because I wanted
more folks to know about Basquiat; it’s because I wanted to find out more myself. And about
the self.”

OBSEQUIES

NINETEEN SEVENTY-FIVE

from Book of Hours

from Dear Darkness
for my father
1942—2004

Dark dirigible,
filled with sorrow,
on fire.
*
Sleep’s a distant
love—no pillow cool
enough, or so .
*
Morning & memory
floods the room
like light—can sun
be awful?
Can the mind?
*
Laundry
like a prayer—
weekly, or more,
& endless.
*
Doubt keeps a kind
of faith, is belief
without a word
for what
*
it knows—
plenty
for what we don’t.
*
At night I count
not the stars
but the dark.

Since there was no be er color
or name, we called the dog
Blackie, insurance no one would forget
the obvious. One of the few dark ones
in the bunch, the only male,
he died twelve human years later
standing on a vet’s table—
when the news came Mama
Annie, visi ng, gathered us
in a circle of hands, called up
Jesus to the touch, to protect.
But that year when beau ful
s ll meant Black, when I carried
home my first dog full of whimpers
& sudden dukey, we warmed him
in our basement with a bo le disguised
as his mother, we let his hair grow long
around his feet, just as ours did
around ears, unbent necks. Back
in the day, my mother cut my afro
every few months, bathroom layered
with headlines proclaiming the world’s end,
our revolu on. I cannot recall
when I first stepped into the reclining
thrones of the barbershop
when I first demanded to go there alone,
motherless, past the spinning white
& red sign le over from days of giving
blood, to ask for my head turned
clean, shorn, for the cold to hold.
I only remember how back then the room
seemed to fill with darkness as she trimmed
my globe of hair, curls falling like an earth
I never thought would be anywhere
but at my feet, how the scissors twanged
by these ears like the raised voice
of a Southern gentleman the moment a er
some beau ful boy segregates coﬀee, no cream,
black, onto his creased & bleached lap.
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well as the name of Thomas Edison's first film studio. The poems follow the adventures of two characters, the private eye A.K.A. Jones, and the femme fatale Delilah Redbone, through "a maze of aliases and ambushes, sex and suspicions, fast talk and hard luck…"

OLD EXIT 9
from For the Confederate Dead
sells Fireworks & Karate Supplies
is now Exit 29
is handy with a knife
wants what it wants
when it wants it.
Old Exit 9 owes you one.
Likes to dance; doesn’t much.
Old Exit 9 forgets
a joke halfway through
Prefers toast burnt
Is late, Sorry, Can’t Talk,
will call you later
Figures, what the hell,
let’s move in together,
might as well.

Old Exit 9 doesn’t mind
opening up
a can of whupass,
help yourself.
Old Exit 9 Ran for sheriﬀ against a dead man
& lost.
Old Exit 9 needs
a babysi er for the prom.
May show up late but visits
when it can.
Old Exit 9 can’t stand
theater but loves drama—
Has been there
but not done that.
Is gone, like Mama,
bless her heart,
& ain’t comin back

Old Exit 9 plants a cross
where the last accident was.
Old Exit 9 is low on cash,
likes nothing be er
than a waxed moustache.
Old Exit 9 grew up poor
so only likes new stuﬀ from the store.
Old Exit 9 loves summer
& snow both.
Old Exit 9 gave peace a chance
Old Exit 9 has no regrets
Thinks Cleveland’s exo c
& Akron’s next
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SNOW IN APRIL
from Book of Hours
Winter, you are
the worst kind
of lover—soon
as I hope for good
you’re gone
you return—cold
in hand—
bringing no flowers

